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COL BLANEY S NEW ASSIGNMENT

FOUR CENTS A COPT

Rockland, Maine, Tuesday, December 26, 1944
Famous Paintings

Car Left Highway

School at iRichmonl, Va.

taken some years ago

Pair Of Old Shoes

May Have Seen More Than
Century—From Tenant’s
Harbor Stock

k

A pair of women's shoes, size one,
with leather soles and cloth tops,
with, what was once upon a time,
elastic side gussets, was brought to
The Courier-Gazette office the
other day by Mrs. F. Herbert Pier
son of Tenant’s Harbor.
These shoes, believed to be more
than 100 years old, were Irom the
stock of the late L. R. A. Whitehouse, who conducted a store in
Tenant’s Harbor for many years.
Mr. P.erson, a deputy sheriff, ad
ministrator of the Whitehouse es
tate opened' a sale of articles in the
store Dec. 2. The heirs are cousins
of Mr. Whitehouse, Mrs. Margaret
Watts of Worcester, Mass., and Mrs.
Katherine Johnson of Swampscott,
Mass.
The pair of shoes is on display
in the Northern window of the Mc
Lain Shoe Store, conducted by
Thomas H Chisholm at 432 Main
street. “Tom,’ said, upon taking
tlie shoes in his hands, “I’ve never
teen any shoes as old as these ap
parently are.”
EDNA MILLAY BANNED

Maine librarians take note that
Maine is represented in the list of
books that have been bannel In Ger
many. The culprit—ln their esti
mation—is Edna St. Vincent Millay. Nazis must not read her
poems—Lewiston Journal.
Thursday night at 7.30 a public
hearing on the controversial, edu
cational features of the new charter

will be held in the Tower Room at
Community Building. All persons
are invited to come and speak their
mind for that is the American way
of approaching public problems.

BUSINESS NOTICE
Until fnrther notice my business
address will be 461 Main St.,
Rockland, Me. Tel, 85.

L. S. McELWEE,
Accountant
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ATTENTION

Brig. Gen (Jesse A. Ladd who has
left for the Indiantown Gap, Peu
Military Reservation.
In 1934 Col. Blaney was instruc
tor of the (Second Battalion of the
24Otli CA of the Maine National
Guard at (Rockland.
He is a native of Swampscott,
Mass. He attended elementary and
high school in Newton Mass, and
from Harvard University received
the degrees of Bachelor of Arts in
1907 and Bachelor of Laws in 1909
Following his graduation, he prac
ticed law in Boston until (1917.
Col. Blaney, while engaged in the
practice of law, enlisted in the Mas
sachusetts Coast Artillery Corps as
a private.
He rose through the
non-commissioned ranks and was
commissioned a 2nd Lieutenant in
June, 1916 In )July |1916 his unit

formed a cadre which equipped and

trained recruits for duty on the
Mexican border.
During World War I, Col. Blaney
participated in the famed AisneMarne, Oisne-Aisne and Meuse Ar
gonne offensives and served in the
Vesle and' Verdun defensive sectors.
He was promoted' to Captain and
transferred on Armistice Day to Lhe
57th Artillery CAC, as Adjutant of
its Second Battalion.
In January, 1919. Col. Blaney re
turned’ to the United States and at
Fort Hancock, N. Y. assumed com
mand of Battery C, 57th Artillery.
With that unit he was transferred
to Ft. Win.ield Scott, San Fran
cisco. While at Fort Scott he was
transferred to the 55th Artillery,
went to Camp Lewis, Wash., with
that unit. In July 1921 he was
transferred to Hawaii and served at
Fort Ruger and Fort Kamehameha.
In July 1926, after graduating
from the Battery Officers’ Course
of the Coast Artillery School at Ft.
Monroe. Va., Col. Blaney was named
Ordnance Officer of the Harbor
Defenses of Boston.
After graduating from the Ad
vanced Course of the Coast Artil
lery School at Ft. Monroe, Va. in
June, 1931. he was sent to Panama
and stationed at Fort Amador.
In November, 1933, Col. Blaney
returned to the Harbor Defenses of
Boston as Outpost Officer. A
month later he was appointed Civil
Works Administrator of the Har
bor Defenses. In June, 1034. he be
came Instructor of the National

Famous Artist Dies

Charles Dana Gibson Of New
York And Dark Harbor
Succumbs To Heart
Ailment
Charles Dana Gibson, 77, whose
pen-and-ink creation, the Gibson
Girl, was the model of American
womanhood from 1894 into the 20th

Century, died of a heart ailment
in New York Saturday.
The artist had been in failing
health for some time. Mrs. Gibson,
{ the former Irene Langhorne of
,
, .
, , , . .
I Virginia, sister of Lady Astor, was
at his bedside.
Gibson, a native of Roxbury.
Mass., had built a solid reputation
as an artist by the time he was 25.
but with the publication of his
sketches of alluring, lovely and
fragile girls, the artist became an
arbiter of fashion and manner for
the whole “Gay ^Os” era. Women
consulted the latest Gibson girl
sketch before they dared plan their
wardrobes.
Although he said he created the
Gibson girl, by inspiration drawn
from seeing beautiful girls wherever
he looked, he met his Ideal model a
year after his sketches had started
to attract widespread attention.
The former Mi3s Langhorne, a
famous Virginia beauty, was in Delmonico’s one night when Gibson
and a party of friends entered. At
tracted immediately, he succeeded
in having an introduction arranged.
They were married a year later.
Beginning with a sketch of a
small dog howling at the moon
which he sold for four dollars, Giibson was a steady contributor to the
old Life magazine for more than 40
years. In 1920 he bought a con
trolling interest in the magazine.
Gibson worked steadily in spite
of a recurring heart ailment at his
Summer home at Dark Harbor. He
had completed an oil series of aged
covered bridges when he suffered a
serious heart attack in September.
Besides his widow, he is survived
by a son, Lt. Comdr. Langhorne
Gibson, and a daughter, Mrs. John
J. Emery’ of Cincinnati.

POULTRYMEN

Why not get more for your Eggs by delivering
them to H. P. Hood & Sons’ new Egg Receiving Sta
tion, located at

117 PARK STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.

FORMERLY FLINT’S MARKET
Save hauling charges, bring them in when you come shopping
or for your grain.
Our manager, Albert Quinn will be glad to help you in any
way possible.
Free, clean disease-free cases in exchange. Top prices for
quality eggs.
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George A. Bragdon. who h -s been
superintendent of schools at Vinal
haven the past seven years, was in
Rockland yesterday on his w’ay to
Lincoln, where he will be superin
tendent of schools of Union No 111.
which includes the towns of Lincolij, Winn, Mattaiwamkeag, Ches
ter and Woodville. Previous to go
ing to Vinalhaven, Mr. (Bragdon was
principal of the North Haven High
School three years. He graduated
from the University of Maine and
at Harvard College. Mr. Bragdon
married Elizabeth Oilchrest of
Thomastcn. They have two children„ James l'l, and Joan 2.

TELEPHONE 709

Angelo E Escorsio, 34. of Rcck
Art lovers are reminded that the
reproductions of paintings of the land. was killed Sunday morning
masters, exhibited in connection when an automobile In which he
with the Methebesec Club meeting was driving alone, left the high
several days ago, are on display at way west of the State Police Bar
racks in Thomaston, striking a cul
the public library.
These paintings are loaned by vert. Dr. Charles D North of Rcck
Miss Caroline Jameson, who has land. County Medical Examiner,
collected them on her travels in j said that death resulted from a
different countries. The titles and broken neck. The accident was
investigated by Harold L. Mitchell,
some descriptive matter folic ws:
Four outstanding French Painters state trooper
of the 18th Century: “Girl with a
Escorsio was born in Portugal,
Marmot". Fragonard; “Madame de the son of Maurice and Julia
Pampadour”. Francois Boucher; “Le ! Escorsio. He was master of the F
Mezzetin,” Antoine Watteau; Bro ‘J. O’Hara & Sons, Inc., fishing vesken Eggs”, Greuze.
I sel Jeanne de Arc. Previous emThese four pictures are among I ployment had been with the Bath
the finest from the “Rococo’’ period I Iron Works; Rhama E. Philbrick.
of the 18th century Fiance, when and as a fisherman. His father and
most artists, to please the frivolous a brother lost their lives in a drown
aristocrats from
whom
their ing accident at Grafton's Island,
patronage came, were obliged to about ten years ago.
turn out charming, decorative work,
He i9 survived by his wife, the
without serious meaning.
former Annie M Parker of Rock
Four outstanding French Paint land; three children. Jeannette.
ers of the Late 18th and 19th Cen Angelo E. Jr., and Carol Ann; his
tury; “Wheelwrights yard at the mother; a sister, Mrs. Frank deside of the ISeine,’’ Corot; ' Hamlet.' Castro and a brother. John Escorsio,
Delacroix; “Autumn,” Millet “Mile now in the U. S. Merchant Marine,
Charlotte du Val DOgnes,” David. all of Rcckland.
Services will be in St. Bernard’s
These paintings are representa
tives in the best French art during Church Wednesday morning ‘at 9
Interment will be in
the period of the Revolution and o’clock.
immediately following, when indi Thomaston.
vidual liberty was the grand passion
of artists, poets, and rising indus- in man as an individual and in his
environment.
rialists.
Four great 20th Century Euro
Four great French artists of the
late 19th Century: “The Draw pean artists: ‘The Blue Oak,” De
bridge,’’ Van Gogh. 1853-1890; “Ta rain, 1800; “Odelisque,” Matisse,
hitian Women,” Gauguin, 1848- 1869; “Motherhood,” P.casso; 1881
1903; “By the (Seashore," Renoir. ' Blue Horses,” Marc 1887-1916.
1841-1919; “The Blue Vase,” Ce
These four are recognized as
zanne 1839-1906.
among the finest contemporary
These artists were originally Im European painters. Their colorful,
pressionists, but advanced the new unconventional pictures are typical
art to greater heights by empha of the best modern schools.
sizing solidity of form and emotion
Four outstanding living American
al values in their pictures. They are Painters: "Arbor Day,” Grant Wood
called
Post-Impressionists
and "Flood Scene.” Jon Carbino; “Win
their work laid the basis for much ter,” Rockwell Kent; “Line Storm,”
of the painting of the 20th century. John Steuart Curry.
Four great French artists of the
This set brings out four of the
late 19th century; “Two Dancers,'' finest examples of American art to
Degas “The Seine near Argentuil,” day by four of -the most talked of
Monet; ("After the hunt,’’ Gustave living artists.
Courbet; “Third class carriage,”
Four Outstanding English Paint
Daumier.
ers of the 15th and 19th centuries;
These give an idea of what was •Colonel George Coussmaker,” Sir
happening in France in the late Joshua Reynolds; “Mrs. Grace

FIVE FLIGHTS OVER BERLIN

1800’s when Romanticism gave way

NEXT SUNDAY NIGHT
12.00 P. M.
DOORS OPEN 11.00 P. M.
SHOWING
A NEW HIT MUSICAL

OPT.N 8.00 A. M. TO 500 P. M , SATURDAY 0A0 to 1800
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“SOMETHING FOR
THE BOYS”

LINOLEUM
WHY PUT IT OFF?

NATIVE EGGS WANTED

You might as well enjoy the
radiant beauty—snug comfort
and many savings of a Trinidad
roof. Insual Siding or Trinityle
Floor, NOW.

SWIFT & CO.

TEL. ROCKLAND 673
N. B. PLENTY OP EMPTY CASES

In Technicolor
AU Seats 65c Tax Incl.
Cartoon, Song Reels

Tickets Now’ On Sale

CALL ROCKLAHD 1494
95-tf

llllllllllllllllll

ELKS NEW YEAR’S
PARTY
Reservation must be made
in advance. No tickets
sold at the door.

CONTACT ELKS DANCE
COMMITTEE

THE TRINIDAD STORE
468 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND, ME.

L A. W. Margaret A. Foster, R.
C. A F. W. D., of Halifax, N. S„ is
visiting her aunt, Mrs. Pierre L.
L. (Havener. The Haveners also have
as guests their daughters Miss Dor
othy Havener, who is studying
pianoferte at the New England
Conservatory of Music, Boston, and
Miss Pauline Havener, a student at
the Boston Museum Art School.

CARMEN MIRANDA
MICHAEL O’SHEA

ROCKLAND. ME.

Captain Harold S. Arnold
tain has been announced by Head

quarters of the Eighth Air Force.
Capt. Arnold is a squadron bomb
ardier in the 401st Bomb Group
commanded by Lt. Col. W. T. Seawell He lias been on 32 missions,
including five over Berlin, and re
cently returned to England after a
leave in the United States. As a lead
t£am bombardier, he has led hts di
vision once, his Combat Wing twice
and his Group six times and recent
ly was commended by Brig Gen. J.
K. Lacey. Combat Wing Command
ing General, for his bombing near
Groesbeck, Holland in support of
the airborne landings.
His most difficult mission was one
of the trips to Berlin. On that day
his Fortress was badly shot up by
enemy fighters and flak and an
emergency landing was made on the
English coast. Two engines had
been knocked out over the target
and it was necessary to let down to
8.000 feet on the way home. At this
altitude one flak position put 450
holes in Capt. Arnold’s aircraft.
Dalrymple Elliott," Thomas Gains The navigator was wounded in the
borough;
Seacoast,” Bonington; arm but navigated the Fortress back
‘Grand Canal, Venice,” Turner.
These paintings are representa
On Invasion Vessel
tive of the life and art of England
in the late 18th and the early 19th
centuries when landscapes and
fine portraits were the chief con Ivan H. Olson Of Vinalhaven
cern of English artists.
Training For Duty On
Pour
Outstanding
American
Landing Ship
Painters; "Bahama Tornado,” Win
slow Homer; “A Lady With a Set
Ivan H. Olson, a resident of
ter." Thomas Eakins; “Mother and
Vinalhaven
and second' son of the
Child,” Mary Cassett; “Lassoing
Olsons
now
serving
with the U. S.
Horses,” Thomas Benton.
These four paintings represent Navy, has been chosen to serve
four great Americans of Modern aboard an LSM (Landing Ship,
/imes. Each artist is pre-eminent in Medium), the Speed Carrier of At
his field. They have all made im
portant contributions to American tack that has been especially de
veloped for Pacific duty.
Art.
A screen of German paintings
Now stationed at the Amphibious
and a screen of paintings by Fa Training Base in Little Creek, Vir
mous artist Vincent Van Gogh. Van
ginia, Olson is going through the
Gogh had the most individual style
of the last 500 years, the easiest at vigorous training program to pre
a glance to Tecognize. He has never pare for duty as Boatswain’s Mate
been equalled as a painter of sun on the swift new’ invasion vessel.
light in landscapes. Van Gogh sold
The amphibious ship on which
only three pictures during his life
time and received less than $100. the Vinalhaven resident will serve
for them. Today his 1000 paintings has been designed with a shallow
are worth $10,000,000. His pathetic Iraft tint enables it to negotiate
life perhaps is the most tragic in art the coral reefs of the Pacific islands
His early years were a nightmare
of poverty relieved only by hjs It crosses the ocean with its cargo
love for his brother Theo. He be of tanks and machines and dis
came insane at 30 and curing his charges- them directly onio enemylast seven crazed years, produced heldl shores over its landing-ramp
(his greatest masterpieces.
bow.
Olson wa: engaged in the who’esale iish business before he joined
GRANGE CORNER the Navy In July,of this year. He
is a former student of Lincoln High

to Realism and the impressionists
found their place in the sun.
Four Great Flemish and Dutch
Painters of the 17th Century; “Fox
and Wolf Hunt,” Rubens; “Bohem
ian Girl,” Franz Hals; “The Noble
Slav,” Rembrandt; “Young Woman
with'a Water Jug,” Jan Vermeer.
These paintings are typical works
of the four great artists and the
good life of the times and countries
which produced them.
Four Great Painters of the Ital
ian Renaissance: “The Duke of
Ferrara,” Titian; “Madonna Tempi,
Raphael; “Mona Lisa.” Leonardo de
Vinci; “The Creation of Adam,”
Michelangelo.
Thes£ four represent the great
artists’of the Italian Renaissance,
the 'Golden Age” of 'Italian paint
ing, from which all art since that
time takes inspiration. These are
names every person should know.
Great Painters of the Early 16th
Century; “Anne of Cleves,” Hans
Holbein; “View of Trent," Albrecht
Durer: “The Banker and His Wife,”
Quentin Massys;
“The Peasant
Wedding,” Pieter Breughel the Eld
er.
These four paintings represent
four great artists who carried the
inspiration of the Italian Renais
sance into Northern Europe. Breighel, Durer, Holbein and Massys are
among the most important names
in the history of art.
Four Outstanding Painters of the
17th Century; ’The Infanta Mar
garita in Red,’’ Velasquez; “View of
Toledo,” El Greco; “The Ford,”
Claude Lorrain; “The Lute Player,”
Caravaggio.
News items from aU of the Pa
These are typical works of four
trons of Husbandry are welcomed
great painters who reflect the rest
here.
lessness and conflicting forces of
the 17th century, when philosophers
Penobscot View Grange meets
and artists carried forward with in
Thursday
night at which time the
creased enthusiasm their interest
third and fourth degrees will be
conferred on a class of candidates
by the degree team of Tranquility
NEW YEAR’S EVE Grange of Lincolnville. Lady offi
cers will serve supper at 630.

MIDNIGHT SHOW

An Eighth Air Force Bomber Sta
tion, England:—The promotion of
Harold S. Arnold, son of Mrs. Em
ma F Arnold, 42 John street Cam
den, from First Lieutenant to Cap-
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School.

William, his brother, is a Motor
Machinist’s Mate Second Class,
USNR and) is now on duty overseas.
The two men are the sons of Mr.
and Mrs. OscaT Olson who reside
on. Rural Route 1 in Vinalhaven.

At The Bok Home

Christmas Party For the
Nurses, With Hilda Keyes
As Santa
A happy Christmas party was held
Friday night in the large living
room at the (Bok Home for Nurses,
a feature of which was the dis
tribution of gifts from‘a Christmas
tree, Mrs. Hilda Keyeg of The maston, acting in the role of Santa
Claus Mrs. Muriel Russell, super
intendent of the hospital, was pre
sented with a gift from the group,
and Miss H. Lucille Morse, whose
marriage is to take place in the near
future, was presented, with, a
blanket.
Christmas carols were sung, with
Miss Madeline Philbrick at the
piano, and refreshments of sand
wiches, hot chocclate, cookies, ice
cream, candy and mixed nuts, were
served under the direction of Miss
Margaret Adams, dietitian. Preced

TUESDAY
ISSUE

Volume 99.. .. .. .. .. .. . Number 103.

Our Art Lovers May See And Accident In Thomaston
October Bad Month For the
Resulted In Death Of
Bravery Shown By Harold Arnold Of Camden
Reproductions At the
Groundfish But Big For
Army Official, Formerly Of Rockland, Now
Angelo Escorsio
Public Library
Lobsters and Clams
Wins Him A Captaincy
Commander Of Camp Reynolds,
The seasonal slump in the Maine
fisheries was reflected ln the
Pennsylvania
October report on fish landings In
the state issued by statistician Louis
Oates of the Sea and Shore Fish
Greenville, Pa—The appointment Guard at Rcckland.
eries Department.
He was promoted to Major in
All but six of the thirty-six cata- Lof Lt. Col George Blaney as Oomgories of fish and shellfish listed in man ding Officer at Camp Reynolds 1936.
A second assignment to Hawaii
the October report
displayed has been announced. He succeeds
took
Col Blaney back to the Islands
marked decreases in comparison
in
1938
as Adjutant and Plans and
with September landings. Redflsh
Training Officer of the Harbor
dropped from 2,500.000 pounds to
Defenses of Honolulu at (Ft. IRuger.
approximately
1,600.000 pounds
He was promoted to Lieutenant
Haddock fell from 106546 pounds to
Colonel, July 26, 1940 anl returned
87,800 pounds. Mackerel landings
to the United) States the following
slumped from 767,048 pounds to
80,843 pounds. Herring provided a
January to Ft. Eustis, Va. where he
high spot in the October report
served as Adjutant, S-l, Battalion
with a 1,767.330 pound increase Over I
Commander, Inspector of Training.
the September mark of 12,870,650
Post Inspector, Intelligence Officer
pounds.
and Mess Supervisor.
In the shellfish catagories clams
He was transferred to Camp (Da
and lobsters maintained increases
vis, 'N. C, May 3. 1943, as Inspec
over the September landings. Lob
tor of the AAA School.
sters continued on the upgrade for
Col. Blaney served as Eixecutive
what promises to be a banner year
Officer of the 2nd Regiment from
with 2.035,172 pounds landed at
' his arrival at Camp Reynolds last
Maine ports in October. This figure
January until Nov. 14 when he was
is an 873,624 pound increase over
named Assistant Executive Officer
September landings
of the Post.
The clam diggers forked 1.994,715
Col. and Mrs. Blaney are residing
pounds of the shellfish from the
at
94 College avenue, Greenville, Pa
flats for a 391,006 pound increase
They
have two daughters, Alice
over the September harvest. The
Elizabeth
and Marguerite Erskine,
diggers received! an average price
who
are
attending
St. Catherine’s
of $1.66 for a 70-pound bqshel.
Uol. George Blaney, from photo

"n—ttirrail

The Black Cat

despite his injury.
Capt. Arnold and his crew have
been attacked by enemy fighters “at
least a dozen times” and six times
flak has crashed through the nose j
dangerously close to him. He has
been to Merseburg twice and to Politz once and received the Distin-1
gnlshed Flying Cress for a combi
nation of three difficult missions to
Berlin, Leipzig, when his aircraft
received numerous holes from ene- j
my 20 millimeter projectiles, and to
the French buzz-bemb coast a:
Notre Dame de Ferme where flak
W’as intense and his engineer was I
wounded.
"Of the (Berlin trip when we were
coming back alone,” he said, “we
saw four Focke Wulf 100's coining
(By The Roving Reporter)
for an attack. About the same time
there was a break in the clouds and
below us we saw four P-38’s. They
The poets and radio commenta
saw what was about to happen and tors who hove deep sighs for a white
came up through tlie hole. They got Christmas had their desire granted
two of the 190’s and the remaining yesterday—while it lasted. Then
two took off for home without firing came the rain which turned the
a shot at us. I guess we can thank beautiful sncw into a muddy slush,
those P-38 boys for our lives today.” and this morning slippery going
On the Leipzig mission, both which spelled peril for pedestrians.
Capt. Arnold and his navigator So much for a “White Christinas.”
fired at an attacking fighter and it
— o—
blew up.
A small square box bearing two
“One of us got him,” said Capt. stamps and a clever pen and Ink
Arnold, but we didn’t know who. sketch of a black cat was mailed
We flipped a coin to see who would at the Post Office yesterday. And
turn in the claim and I lost.”
did those smart postal clerks know
Capt. Arnold recently was in what to do with it? They sure did,
France where he inspected bomb | and my neighbor’s cat will roll ln
damage with a Group of American the box's contents—catnip.
Officers at various airdromes in the
Paris vicinity.
What has become of the Christ
He wears the Air Medal with
mas
trees which were an unfafiing
three Oak Leaf Clusters, the Distin
feature
on the calendars of all lo
guished Flying Cross with one clus
cal
churches
in former years. A very
ter and the Distinguished Unit Ci
prominent
feature,
too.
tation his Division received for the
great air battle over Oschersleben,
“Auld Lang Syne” remembrance
Germany in January.
greets
this office, expressed by CBM
He was commissioned at Childress
and
Mrs.
ElsOn Small of Red Beach.
Texas, in May, 1943 and took addi
St.
Croix
River, who sent a box of
tional training at Great Falls and
luscious
chocolates.
The Black
Lewistown, Mont., before coming
Puss
made
suitable
disposal.
overseas in November, 1943. Before
— o—
entering the service he was em
From Ralph H. Smith, former
ployed as a bookkeeper for the
Stonington, Furniture Co. at Rock Rockland citizen, (who became
land. Capt. Arnold is a graduate of transplanted in Cheyenne, comes an
Camden High School and the Ball elaborate souvenir booklet entitled
"Wyoming Speaks in Pictures”.
ard Business School.
The engravings are beautiful be
yond- an Easterner’s imagination
Honored The Lowes and the caption of the souvenir
book, might well have been "Wyom
ing the Wonderful.” The receipt
The Y. P. C. U. And Younger of it increases the obligations I owe
Ralph Smith.

Married Group Had
Their Say

An attractive function

j

in connection with the
ft
tenth anniversary observance of Dr. Lowe’s
pastorate at the Universalist Church was held
Sunday following Young
People's meeting at the
f
home of Mr and Mrs.
Frank A. Tirrell, Beech street.
A large Christmas tree bearing
gifts and appropriate bits of verse
greeted the smiling divine and his
popular spouse as they entered the
living room, a throng of young peo
ple at their heels, and! if any pos
sible doubt could have existed' in
the minds of the Lowes as to the
love accorded them by the youth
and younger married groups of the
Church of Immanuel, it was dis
pelled during the next joyous hour.
Buffet lunch followed with an in
formal social evening long to be re
membered. Assisting in serving
were Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur F. Senter,
Mrs. Clyde Vining, Mr. and! Mrs.
Donald' C. Leach, and Mr. and Mrs
Harold E. Jackson.
Among the guests in addition to
the lusty Youth Fellowship were
Mr. and Mrs. Stuart C. Burgess,
Mr. and Mrs Thomas C. Stone, Mr.
and Mrs. Sherman Daniels, Mrs J.
Lester Sherman, Dr. and Mrs. Ru
pert L. Stratton, Mr. and Mrs. Lin
coln E. McRae, Mrs. Jack Lowe, Mrs.
Linwood T. Rogers, Dr. and Mrs.
Dana S Newman, Commander and
Mrs. Isaac L. Hammond and Mr.
and Mrs. John H. McLoon.

mA

w-as played.
The committee in charge con
sisted of Mrs. Russelil, Mrs. John
S. Lcwe. Jr.. Mrs. Freeman F. Brown
Jr., and Miss MildTed J. Chandler.
Others present were: Miss Wilma
Hills, assistant superintendent;
Miss I.ucinda Young, Miss Ina
Bouck, Mrs. Pauline Gregory, Mis
Laura Maxim, Miss Margaret Hus
sey, Mrs Julia Shattuck, Miss Ethel
Payscn, Mrs. Virginia Bragdon,
Mrs. Eleanor Sayward and Mrs.
Fronia Kuhn, the house mother.
YANKSC NEWS REEL

Alton H. Blackington will present
his famous “Yankee News Reel"
lecture with all color motion pic
tures at the Boston Public Library,
Sunday afternoon Jan. 7. Admission
is free—doors open at 2; 30. The
former Rockland boy reached the
climax of his lecturing career re
cently when he showed his Yankee
News Reel before a very distin
guished and highly appreciative

ing the distribution of gifts beano audience in Washington, D. C.

In a recent issue of Tlie CourierGazette, Will Lufkin of Glen Cove
spoke of the September gale in 1860.
"I well remember it” “Our corn field
looked as if a roller had been over
lt” says E. H. Philbrick, and the im
pression ft had upon me I never
forgot, although only five years old,
I did not realize that the gale did
more damage than to the corn, for
about that time people depended on
corn for bread. Neither do I remem
ber how much damage it did to the
corn. Probably, it being ln Septem
ber, the corn at least partly ripe. At
any rate we did not starve that
Winter, as I am a living proof to
day.
From the Southwest Pacific war
zone comes a treasured Christmas

card—the sender Crosby Ludwick

A handsome Christmas card
comes from 'The Maine Orphans
and Gape Light—and liking it fine."
The card is addressed to “Our old
friendis, editors and all employed by
The Courier-Gazette,” and is signed
by Keeper and Mrs. E. L. Coleman.
Belfast is proud of its new USO
service center wliich is drawing 65
men from a nearby base The Rock
land Coast Guard orchestra has
played for dancing there. The hours
art 7:30 to 11 p. m., on weekdays
and 2 to 11 p. m., on Sundays.

One year ago: Pvt. Sumner R.
Waldron of Rockland was killed in
action in Italy—Augustus B. Huntley bought the John May house on
Grove street,—Fire damaged the
Alwin French house at 44 Gay
street.—The death column con
tained 17 names, among them:
Camden, George E Nash, 75; Rock
land, Jennie F Packard, 81; Union,
John Fuller, 77; Vinalhaven, Alfred
Brown. 79; Friendship, James E.
Bums, 82; Warren, Mrs. Mansfield
Robinson, 82; Rockport, Mrs. A.
F. Clifford, 83; Rockland, Mrs. Her
bert W. Joyce, 87.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
WORK
Driven to lt
I wculd slave
Prom the cradle
To the grave
With no feeling
Of vexation
Kaoor (being
Man's salvation.
In a chain gang
Or a galley
I would be
,
The last to dally.
But left to
My own devices
Very little
Work suffices.

•

>

—Mildred Weston
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WORKING FOR VICTORY

Night, School.
Sub-Primary—. Poems, Jolly Old

ROCKLAND GRADE SCHOOLS

St. Nick and Merry Christmas.
Group; Songs, St. Nicholas and
Away in a Manger, Group.

Grade One—, Poem Santas’ Land *
The following is the record of One, James Favreau. Grade Two. entire grade.
Grade Two. Miss Russell—, Poeru.
sales of War Savings Stamps and Mrs. McLellan. Marion Young. Jan
Adelman. Grade two. Miss Russell, What Santa Brought, Albert Wil
Bonds in the Rockland schools for Thomas Molloy. Grade three. Miss
a r.
son, Mary Wooster, Dale Hughes.
the month of December:
Rhodes, Arthur Doherty, Robert Frank Taft, and Sylvia Doherty;
McLain School. $2150.75; Pur Gingras, 'Jere Goodman and Nancy j poems. Why do Christmas bells
China Takes Her Place. Author
chase
Street School, $238.30; Tyler McBrine. Grade three. Miss Co’.tart, ring and Riding with Santa, boys.
Carl Crow. Harper & Brothers,
[EDITORIAL]
Grade Two. Mrs. McLellan; Poem
New York.'
School,
$1243 15; Cre?cent Street Neal Douglas. Sylvia Treneer and
Plans fcr a vigorous opposition party
Gloria Venezia. Grade four, Judith Santa up North, George Achorn;
This author has long been clearly
School, $73.85.
REAL REASON were mapped last week when Republican
Burns, Helen Chase, Marion Wilson. poem, Christmas Letters. Marion
Identified with China and the
All schools closed Friday, Dec.
WHY
G.
O.
P.
leaders
of
the
Senate
and
House
conferred
Tyler school: Sub-Primary. Gio- y
Carolyn Bray. Edith Post.
Orient. He has written with great
15,
for
the
Christmas
recess.
They
j
ria
Ames,
George
Cummings,
Joyce
i
Jpan
Castra Dennis Flint. Jan
LOST
with
Gov.
Dewey
and
National
Chairman
skill and accuracy, four books which
u ill reopen Tuesday Jan. 2. The foi- Flanders, Margaret F.sh, Helen Adelman, Betty Porter, Jacquelyn
Brownell—the first of a series of meetings
afford an amazing and complete
to be held for discussions on party policy. Able minds will
picture of vital importance today.
lowing have had perfect attend Doherty, Doris Richards, Shirley Thompson, Edgar McBrine; poem,
Micue. Allie Gray, Nancy Griffith, Santa Claus is Coming, group.
This eye-witness story «is bril
give the matter careful study and it may reasonably be ex
ance for the Fall term: ’
Ronal Kiskila Jean Mears. Frankliantly alert and' of absorbing in
Grade Three, Miss Rhodes’ Poem,
pected that definite results will be achieved. The advice
Purchase street School: Grade nn Merrill, Lucille Sewall, Betty Christmas Night, group; song,
terest in the era today and yester
handed out by seme of the radio commentators is rather
Kenneth A. Hooper, PhM3c., U. Communications Department, U. S.
: | Withee. Grade one, Bonnie Cum^ White Christmas, Angelo Encorsio,
days centuries back. Carl Crow
amusing. Who, for instance is this man Fulton Lewis. Jr.,
S.
N
R.,
arrived
Friday
night
for
a
Naval
Air
Station.
Memphis,
Troy,
N.
Y.,
on
a
short
leave,
visited
| mings. Robert Cummings, Richard
knows and loves this country about
Grade Three, Miss Coltart: Poem
who sets himself up as the panacea for all evils, and effers no
short
visit
at
his
home
on
Camden
»
»
«
•
his
parents,
Mr
and
Mr
s
Harrison
Davis. Helen Hart and Margaret Christmas Star, all girls; song
which he gives Americans the neces
appeal to those whom he so roundly criticises. In the 15
street, Rockland.
He returned
Word has been received that L. Dow, Rockland. Sunday and ' Lindsey. Grade two, Janette Bisbee, Winds Through the Olive Trees
sary background for a wider
minutes
at
his
disposal
Thursday
night
he
laid
down
the
Sunday
to
his
duties
at
the
Naval
Pvt.
Glendon B. Creamer is now Monday.
Richard Micue, Richard Britto, group; poem, Scaring Santa, all
knowledge of the vital forces at
law in mandatory terms, and Republicans were warned, in
Hospital, Great Lakes, Ill.
stationed! somewhere
in New
* * * *
Faith {Norwood, David Dishon. Diwork ln that great nation today.
boys.
_« » . »
Guinea. Friends and relatives may
effect, that if they don't adept his platform the party will
With all of us wondering just
Lieut. Robert C. Gregory, who Is »nne Spurling. Stanley French and
Grade Four: Songs, Lullaby. First
what is going on in China and will
Sgt. Charles F. Blaikdell of the get his new addTess from Mrs. stationed at Sampson. N. Y came
Marston. Grade three, Sally
go to the Definition Bowwows. Party platforms and party
Noel, and Away In a Manger,
the Japanese invaders stay con
Army Medical Corps, who has been | Creamer. Pvf. Creamer who is from Saturday to spend a fe*w days with Achorn, George Fowles, Leroy Gray group; seng. Santa Claus Is Coin
policies were not the reasons ihe Republicans failed last
Catherine Goodwin. Carlene Kiskila ing To Town, entire school; Flag
stationed at Manchester, N. H., has Washington, has been in the Serv- his family in Rockland.
quered when they are once sefc
month but because several millions of them (staunch enough
Jane Polky, Glenice Sunstrom, Har- Salute and song, God Bless America,
about-face, what thought is upper
been
transferred
to
the
laboratory
*
ce
since
April
1944
andi
before
go

• * * •
on all other occasions) felt that world’s safety depended
most for lines of action, if China is
at
the
induction
center
in
WinOverseas
was
stationed
at
Field.
Tucson,
j
old Cummings, George Cobb.
. Davis-Monthan
entire school.
upon the re-election of Franklin D. Rccsevelt, just as they
dominant? These questions and
throp,
Mass.,
according
to
word
reCamp
Beale,
California,
The McLain School .
Ariz.—One of a ten-man bomber
felt some years ago when they re-elected Woodrow Wilson.
Many children took home bright
then the menace to the world today j
ceived' by his parents, Mr. and Mrs. !
* » • •
crew trained to fight in B-24 Lib
ly decorated trees at the close of
Had
Roosevelt
been
out
cf
the
picture
Nov.
7
the
chances
are
Much
interest
is
being
shown
in
Communism. How about a strong
A.;*P. Blaisdell of Rockland.
1 The address of Pvt. Frank D. erators and recently graduated at j
grocery store being built by the the Christmas tree contest in Mis
that we wculd be inaugurating a new President next month.
,
,
j Barrett who (was recently called to this
and united China, will they be co
heavy
bombardment
training
second
Grade The children have Coltart’s room. These having the
Joseph Leonard, son of Mrs. Har- J Fort Devens is now: Sec. 2, Class base, Is Cpl. Clarence Perry 20, son
operative? You will find in this
brought
empty cartons from home largest number of stars were Dolores
A member of Congress who has just re
(book tihe answers well taken and
riet Leonard and the late Joseph
’’J*
Base Unit, Keesler of Mr. and Melvin L. Philbrook of and have drawn others. The shelves Galiano, Perry Hooper and Patricia
WHAT THE
turned from the war zone says that the
satisfying.
Leonard Sr. cf Pleasantville. War- 1 Field Mississippi. The address of Union, who will soon be overseas as are quite full in ispite of rationing, Chase,
<
Kathleen S. Fuller.
G. I. Joes want more ammunition, more
G. I. JOE
ren, now in southern France, has
Edward Barrett yho is serv- an aerial engineer of the crew.
I The pupib Qf Qrade Three
In Miss Rhodes Third Grade the
news and fewer pinup girls and phonograph
WANTS
been promoted' to Corporal in the ?ng Overseas maybe obtained from
Corporal Perry and his nine crew cently entertained their class with children were very pleased and ex
records.
The plea for more ammunition is
US Army, Corp. Leonard was in- ! blS
MrS' Edna Barrett of mates
have
been
thoroughly musical selections. Marion Talbot cited to receive the Minute-Man
Agrees With Dobbins
ducted into the army July 3, 1942, , k"cuth Warren , . . ,
stressed by recent happening* in Germany and the lack of
schooled in simulated heavy bom played a piano solo, ‘ Water Sprite.” banner for their room. 91 % of the
and was sent overseas to West | WaUcr
gukeforth
a g bardment tactics, including inter Robwt Crie and Orrin Blaisdell children bought stamps this month
it is actually criminal. And the people here at home can
Another Lobster Fisherman
share the G. I. Joes’ desire for more news. The censorship
Africa in the Fall of 1942. He has , Coast Guard of ,Rockiandi has re_ ception by pursuit planes, “shoot sang a duet, ‘Christmas Lullaby.” 'The following pupils received tne
participated
in the African, Sicilian turned' to Curtis Bay, Md.. after ing them down" on film with cam The following pupils have shown most 100’s in arithmetic for the Fall
planked
down
with
reference
to
our
late
reverses
was
probably
Who Favors An Increased
eras rigged to machine guns, navi
and
Italian
campaigns.
for the good1 of the cause but it has served to greatly in
spending a 10-day leave with his gation flights, bombing missions, the greatest accuracy in silent read term: Joan Wall, Douglas Mosher.
License Fee
*
*
*
*
crease the anxiety which is felt by relatives and friends cf
wife, and with his parents, Mr. and air to ground gunnery missions and ing: Orrin Blaisdell. Robert Crie, Nancy McBrine, Robert Gingras,
Mrs
Lydia
McNeil
of
Rockland
those in the armed forces, and has revived that old chestnut
Janice Fickett, Arlene Miller, and Jere Goodman, Robert Carlson,
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Mrs. Alfred Staples.
other
procedures
which
have
fitted
Harold Kennison, Mont Trainer.
has
received
word
that
her
twin
♦
*
♦
*
Jane Payson.
about the newspapers printing “anything” to “fill up.” As a
The views of Merle F Dobbins,
the crew for aerial combat over
Nancj’ Huntley, Sylvia Wall, Earl
sons,.
Keith
N.
Ames.
Cox,
and
The
Sixth
Grade
arithmetic
class

matter of fact the war correspondents’ dispatches are sub
Pvt. Philip Grierson, son of Mr. seas. Corporal Perry entered the
concerning the action to be taken by
Robishaw,
Paul Merriam. Sonia
Kenneth
M.
Ames,
Cox,
cf
the
U.
S.
es
are
showing
great
improvement
and Mrs. Chester Grierson of service in October, 1942. He is a
ject to the strictest kind of censorship, and nobody feels
the 92d Legislature on increasing
and Sylvia Curry. The following
Coast
Guard,
have
arrived
back
in
in
their
drill
tests
oh
mixed
arith

South
Thomaston,
who
has
been
worse about not being able to give the straight facts than
the States, after six successful trips spending a 15-day furlough at his graduate of Union High School in metic fundamentals. The pupils pupils received certificates for their
the lobster license fee, as expressed
those brave writers who are constantly risking their lives to
the class of 1942
overseas.
with the leading scores in class 6-6 excellent Health Inspection record:
in The Courier-Gazette, were in
heme, has returned to camp in
give the public the news it wants—and deserves to read.
* • • *
♦
«
♦
•
are: Corinne Edwards, Jack Burns, Paul Merriam, Robert Gingras, Jere
teresting, and I am wholly in ac
North Carolina. He was promoted
J.
Randall
Marshall,
IS'lc,
SeaClifford
W.
Oliver
SK3c
U.
S.
Catherine Libby and Scott Young; Goodman. Mont Trainer, Angelo dL
cord with Mr. Dobbins’ attempt to
,
V.
•
to Qualified gliderman in August,
Navy,
who
recently
returned
from
Postmaster General Walker has a conin class 6-7: Bette Long, Ronald Escorsio. Arthur Doherty, Sylvia
point out to the general public
bees; _wh°„?.L
after having a certain number of
Hueneme,
Calif.,
and
Mrs.
Marshall,
overseas,
is
visiting
his
parents.
Mr
INEXPENSIVE tract for the manufacture of 103,000,000
Kennison and Carl Butler; in class Wall, Nancy McBrine, Joan Wall,
some of the conditions that exist.
parachute jumps to his credit.
are
visiting
Mrs.
Marshall
’
s
mother,
and
Mrs.
Lee
H.
Oliver,
Rockland.
»
»
•
»
6-8:
Donald Doherty, iWalter Smith Sonia and Sylvia Curry, Douglas
However. I think t,hat he set the
MONEY
Postal Notes and efforts are being made to
Mrs.
Hilma
Jchnson,
Old
County
He
is
accompanied
by
his
wife
and
and
E'mer Small: in class 6-10: Mosher and Herbert Goodale.
cost of a lobster license tco low to
ORDER
place this new and inexpensive type of
Ensign Robert S. Chisholm, who
In Miss Russell’s Grade Two. the
son,
Lee
Edward,
who
have
been
road,
and
Mr.
Marshall
’
s
parents,
obtain the results most desirecj, by
Roger
LaChance, Louise Priest and
has been attending Midshipmans
money order on sale by approximately Jan.
following pupils have received the
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
S.
Marshall,
Richard
Baum.
the vast majority of the lobster
School
at
Columbia
University
”
'
n
I
living
in
Ellsw
°rth.
Mr.
Oliver
will
1. The new money order will be made available to post offices
Norfolk, Va.
North Main street, Rcckland.
fishermen in this State.
As a result of the deep interest greatest number ol 100’s in arith
Y., has been spending a few days leave Jan. 6, for
as rapidly as adequate stocks cf Postal Notes come from the
* ♦ * ♦
♦ * * ♦
Lobster fishermen throughout the
shown
by the children in the holi metic for the Fall term: Victoria
leave with his parents, Mr. and Mrs
presses. However, from the beginning they may be cashed at
Michael Dobson Jr., BM2c re day spirit though poetry, stories, Anastasio, Sylvia Doherty, Freder
State are anxious to put the in
TSgt. Richard C. Andersen, and John A. Chisholm, Rockland. He
any post office in the United States. Eighteen denominations
dustry on a higher plane. First:
wife, the former Dorothy Ryan of is leaving today for Officers’ Train turned Christmas Day from a year's and pictures, a collection of inter ick Hanley Evelyn Naum, Helen
of
stamps
will
be
issued,
together
w}th
denominations
of
notes.
foreign service (Greenland) and esting material has been assembled Parnell, Frank Taft, Loren Young
We are anxious to eliminate the
Flushing, Long Island, N. Y., have ing School at Hollywood, Fla.
passed the holiday at the heme of by the reading classes of the Sixth and David Willey. These pupils
common garden variety cf petty
The New Postal Note is designed as a safe, convenient and
• • ♦ •
been visiting Sgt. Andersen’s par
thief that is looting our traps daily.
hts
fiancee Miss Winifred Dimick. Grade. This material has been put have shown the greatest improve
economical way cf sending through the mails amounts of
Donald W. Estes Pfc. of 111
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Raymond L.
Second: We are desirous of becom
He
is
on 30-day leave.
together in the form of Christmas ment in spelling: Evelyn Naum.
Talbot
avenue.
Rockland,
son
of
Andersen of Rockland. He is sta
money not exceeding $19. Simplified methods of sale and
♦ • • *
ing a self-supporting industry, and
booklets. The pictures are original Joan Duncan, Thomas Malloy, Vic
Mrs.
Gladys
Estes
a
member
of
the
tioned
at
Fort
Bliss,
Texas,
and
is
accounting makes it possible to handle the Notes at a uniform
For wounds reseived in action and serve to enchance the beauty toria Anastasio, Loren Young, Gert
standing on our own two legs. But,
81st
“
Wildcat
”
Infantry
Division,
an
instructor
in
anti-aircraft
gun

fee of 5 cents. The conventional money order is not being
we realize that we cannot attain
has been awarded the Combat against the Japs, Pfc. Leon E. Wins expressed in some of our old fam rude Curtis, Frank Taft, Sylvia Do
nery.
displaced by the new Note.
our obejctives by imposing a fee
♦ ♦ ♦ ♦
Infantryman Badge The Combat low, 21, of Waldoboro, Me., has been iliar Christmas poetry, ‘Bells'’ by herty, Mary Wooster, Barbara
that would be regarded! ks inconse
Pfc. Kendrick W. Dorman cf the Infantryman Badge is awarded for awarded the Purple Heart. Private Elgar Allen Poe and “Christmas Blood. Frederick Hanley, Shirley
quential by law violators.
We do not know how the tide cf war is
Army Medical Corps, stationed at exemplary conduct and skill in Winslow was wounded while fight Bells” by Longfellow. Splendid Benner and Dale Hughes.
A A
A $25 fee would do much toward
CAN THE
In Mrs. McLellan s Second Grade,
flowing. We know that once again the Ger
the Army Air Base in Greenville, action against the enemy. The ing with Maj. Gen. Frank D. Mer work was done by the members of
sustaining our forces of wardens at
GERMANS
man war machine has put out an enormous
S. C„ cn 15-day furlough, is visiting Wildcat Division recently invaded rill’s Marauders in their successful 6-6 in the composition of original those receiving 100 in arithmetic
a rate of pay commensurate with
DO IT?
effort. We know that it has surprised our
for the term are: Jan Adelman.
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Clarence the Southern Islands of the Japa battle for Myitkyina, former Jap verses, stories, and essays.
commanders in the field; that it has over
the good job that they are doing,
nese-held
Palau
group,
509
miles
Carolyn
Bray, George Achorn,
stronghold
and
the
key
to
the
North
In
Mrs.
Holt's
Sixth
Grade
a
spe

Dorman, Rockland.
run our forward positions, that it is threatening our rear lines,
and eliminate the necessity for
east of the Philippines.
« « « «
Burma campaign.
cial program was presented, Dec. 11 Gayle Butler, Leroy Bridges, Rich
as the great German offensive in 1918, and as the second great
♦ * * *
them to seek other sources of reve
As a Marauder, Winslow wears This program planned and conduct ard Connell, Joan DeCastro, Dennis
Perley A. Bartlett, GM2c, U. S
German offensive in 1940. did. We know that this is the
nue to augment their present sala
Geraldine
IE
Norton
Y2c, WAVES the President Citation awarded to ed by Edward Mosher Neil Jackson, Flint, Daniel Henderson, Judith
Navy, home on 30-days’ leave, first
supreme
effort.
We
know
that
it
was
first
flung
in
the
direc

ries in order to keep pace with the
Johnson, Edgar McBrine, Loretta
time since August 1943, is visiting on leave from her duties in Wash that unit for their exploits behind and Donald Johnson, follows:
tion of Liege and that the 1st Army has contained it there;
present cost of living.
ington,
D.
C.
is
visiting
her
parents
Nystrom, Edith Post, Jacquelyn
The
Lord
’
s
Prayer,
Salute
to
the
Jap
lines
in
North
Burma
and
a
we gather that it is never exploiting the targets of opportunity
his father, Perley IN. Bartlett of
A $25 license fee would enable the
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Vance
G.
Norton,
Thompson, Barbara
Townsend,
Flag;
National
Anthem;
Poem.
‘
For
which .present themselves in the direction cf Sedan. It may
Bronze
Campaign
Star
on
his
Rockland. He has been serving on
lobster fishermen in this State to
Rockland.
reach far in that direction. It may take vital communication
those who read” by Stephen Snow; William Waldron, Marion Young,
Asiatic-Pacific Theatre Ribbon.
an
LST
craft
and
was
in
the
in

build, and maintain, at least tw»
points aand overrun great masses of our supply dumps and
Private Winslow is a son of Mrs. Plano solo. “Drifting Clouds” by Robert Young, Betty Porter.
vasion cf Normandy and Southern
more “rearing stations” similar to
Helen G. Coltart, Sp. (X>, 3c., Ethel Winslow and the late Addison Bernard Staples;
forward centers. But can it overrun our will to victory? The
Duet, “Silent
In Miss Sleeper's Grade Four, El
France.
'
the one (built with the taxpayers’
Germans did that in 1940. They took all the tricks and there
WAVES, who is stationed in Wash Winslow of Waldoboro. He has al Night” by Betty Griffith and Fran len Sulides had a perfect score in
* * * *
money) at Boothbay Harbor. Every
by were duly accorded the game. This time, again, they are
Pvt. Ronald W. Berry, who iS ington, D. C„ is spending a week's ways lived in this town and attend cis Barton, Poem. ‘School” by all the arithmetic number drills
taking the tricks. But can they take the game?
lobster fisherman in the State
in Rockland.
Richard Robarts; Song, “Harvest worked out during the term. Those
stationed at the Laredo Army Air leave at her home
ed Waldoboro High School.
That depends on the French, British and American
* * * *
recognizes the need of more rear
Home" by Virginia Economy and reading the largest number of books
Field,
Laredo,
Texas,
is
home
until
*
»
»
»
people. We can yield to this latest outburst cf untrammeled
ing stations as an essential in the
Word has been received rfy Mrs.
Carol
Huntley Piano “Fireflies” by in connection with their regular
Jan.
1,
visiting
his
grandmother,
violence.
Or
we
ean^
say
that,
whatever
successes
it
may
Wright Field, Dayton, Ohio—Pro Corinne
forming of a foundation on which
Charles A E4nery of Rockland, that
Edwards.
work in this grade are Maxine Rog
Mrs. Gertrude Gay and aunt, Mrs.
achieve, whatever the depths of its penetration, it is still an
to build our industry.
George D. Kittredge, 26. son of Mr. motion to the rank of first lieuten
Mrs. Holt was very much plea.ed ers and Marilyn Seavey.
evil
thing.
It
is
still
something
which
every
resource
of
the
Lillian
Joyce
of
Rockland.
Private
The Boothbay Haibor rearing
and Mrs. Scott F. Kittredge of ant of Frederick M. Perry, project with »the following poem that
United Nation* and the United States is pledged to destroy.
Berry trains aerial gunners.
station is located near the center
The Tyler School
Portland, was promoted from lieu officer in Transition Branch, Spe Charle? Wall composed and brought
It is still the great beast which we are going to curb. As long
* ♦ ♦ *
of our coastline, therefore I believe
cial
Projects
Laboratory,
Wright
A Christmas assembly was held
as we say that, and believe it, all the military victories of von
Percy W. Blaisdell, Aviation Ma tenant to lieutenant commander, Field, Dayton, Ohio was announced into 6-8 English class:
that tt would be in the best interest
Dec.
15, at Tyler School. Each room
Rundshedt and the rest mean no more than did the victories
Oct.
17.
Lieut.
Com.
Kittredge,
chinist’s Mate, lc, (who has been
At Christmas Timo
of all concerned if the stations pro
today by Cclonel Hobart R. Yeager,
of Ludendorff in 1918. As long as we are convinced that this
presented
a short program and
who
is
in
the
submarine
service,
stationed at the U. S. Naval Air
posed. were located within the
chief of the Radio and (Radar Sec At Christmas time,
business must be ended, all the advances on the ground are
Christmas
carols
were sung by the
recently
arrived
at
a
West
Coast
Station in Pensacola. Fla., has been
counties that are situated at either
tion
useless. They are plays in the lethal game. But this time the
The children sing.
port.
group.
Joyce
Black
of Grade One
honorably discharged and is visit
game js going to be won and won for good against the murder
end of the State of Maine coast
♦ « * *
A native of Rockland, where his The snowflakes fall,
very
graciously
presented
Mr.
ing his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Albert
ous German instinct for war. and however much it costs,
line — Washington and York
Richard S. Brown, Sic who is mother, Mrs. Helen D. Perry, still The sleigh bells ring,
Flanders
with
a
gift
from
the
teach

whatever the lengths to which the furor Teutonicus may lead,
P. Blaisdell, Rockland.
Counties. Such a division seems
stationed at the Submarine Base resides at 15 Summer street, he at There's so much joy in everything ers and pupils.
* * • ♦
the
United
Nations
are
firm
in
insisting
upon
total
victory.
—
fair, and, aside from the known
tended the Rockland High School,
Grace Two at Tyler School was
Herald Tribune.
Pvt. Kilton Joyce, son, of Mrs in New London, Conn., spent Christ graduating in 1937, and the Univer At Christmas time.
benefits that the industry would
mas
with
his
parents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
favored
Friday, by two movies
At
Christmas
time.
Mina Joyce has finished his basic
acquire from this set-up; there are
sity of Maine, from which he re We all are good
Nestor S Brown of Rockland.
‘
Merry
Christmas
and “Christmas
training
at
Camp
Croft,
S.
C„
and
led the boys in singing a Christmas
the potential benefits that might be
• ♦ * * •
ceived a bachelor’s degree in elec And everything is understood
The Rotary Club
Cartoon.
”
These
were
presented by
has been spending a 12-day fur
carol.
derived from a stimulated public
New Castle Army Air Base. Wil trical engineering in 1941.
Mr.
Alvin
French
whose
son Stan
And
things
are
happening
as
they
Following the dinner, those pre lough with his wife and family at 3 mington, Del.,—Promotion of James He was commissioned a second
Interest in the localities mentioned
ley
is
a
member
of
the
second
grade
should
But. let’s not kid ourselves. We Turkey And All the Fixin’s sent augumented by about 150 other Myrtle street, Rockland. He is H. Arnold of Thomaston from Pri lieutenant Jan. 17, 1943. Prior to
Grade
One
and
the
Sub-Primary
At
Christmas
time.
cannot support and build the in
boys, and several girls, attended a leaving today for Fort Meade, Md.
vate to Private First Class, is an entering the service, he had been
were guests.
For the 55 Boys Who
* * • ♦
dustry on a $1, $5 or a $10 license
performance of Bourdini a master
Purchase Street School
nounced by the 'Commanding Offi a radio engineer with the General
In Grade Four, the winners in the
The
third
anniversary
of
the
fee! Let's get together for a $25
legerdamain, who performed a
Were Guests
At' Purchase Street School a arithmetic contest were Nancy
cer of the 2nd Ferrying Group, Electric Company, Schenectady,
license fee! Let’s get together and
number of mystifying tricks, with “workingest, fightingest bunch cf Ferrying Division, Air Transport New York.
Christmas program was held in the Hodgkins Patricia Griffith, and Ro
devise means where by we will know
Rockland Rotarians held their the assistance of Frederic H. Bird. men” in the nation's armed forces Command, at the New Castle Army
Lieut and Mrs. Perry and their hall Friday morning, all children
just how mar^- “fourth stage” Christmas party in the High School and two bo-v scouts from Troop £03, the Navy Seabees, will be observed Air Base. Private Arnold is at daughter Helen live in Dayton at taking part. The program was as salie Randquist.
The pupils of grade five sent a
lobsters were liberated, where, when, gymnasium Friday noon, entertain- ®umner Philbrook and Edwin Hus- Dec. 28 by 240.000 officers and men tached to the Group's Supply & 936 Manhattan avenue.
follows:
basket of fruit, candy etc. to Lucie
and by whom. Let’s get together ing 55 boys at a splendid turkey tUJdult guests at the dinner were of the United States Naval Con Service Squadron, The advance
23rd Psalm and Lord’s Praj'er, Lewis who is recovering from an
struction Battalions. Notification
and track down the parasites that
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette song, Jingle Bells; song, Silent operation.
ment
in
rank
is
effective
immedi

have been looting our traps for dinner, with all the fixings, pre- Ensign Herbert Ellingwood. R. S to this effect was received by The ately.
$3.00 a year
•
years!
Let’s get together and pared and served under the direc- Sherman, and A.B. Wettengal. Mrs. Courier-Gazette Thursday from two
* * • *
prosecute any and every law violator tion of Mrs. Christine Dorman The ' Dorman was assisted by Edith Met- of the members—William Ingra
Key West Florida,—High ranking
by causing him to lose his license group of fine, manly boys did the E5lf’ Elizabeth . Williamson. Lizzie ham and Tauno M. Rahkcnen.
Army
and Navy officials and their
*
*
*
♦
for five years, on conviction! Let’s
Davenport. Miriam Dorman Flora
wives
stationed at Key West at
best
.
they
could
with
the
rather
There
was
much
rejoicing
at
the
get. together and clean up our in
Lewis and Virgie Penney.
tended a farewell dinner party at
residence
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Matthew
dustry, and build it into a self-re sumptuous meal, but could not con
The highly successful party was
specting. self-supporting and going sume it all. One young man, at the planned and carried to a conclusion Torpacka in South Thomaston, Dec. the Commissioned Officers’ Mess
last night in honor of Col. and Mrs
head of the table, whose bottle of
OF
and growing business!
by the Boys' Work Committee of 5 when their two sons in the Serv Sherman E. Willard of Key West
milk
was
slightly
delayed,
said,
up

ice
returned
home
the
same
day
—
Well, lobster fishermen, let's hear
the club, consisting of Frederic H.
from you through these columns. on its arrival, “I havn't any room Bird. Joseph E. Blaisdell, Sumner C. Melvin H. Torpacka. Chief Radio Barracks. Since the middle of
for
it
now.
”
man, who has been in the North September this year, Col. Willard
If you don't feel like writing, tell
W: M•< •
Perry and Thomas C. Stone.
The
ice
cream,
topping
the
warm
Atlantic for 10 months; and has been Commanding Officer of the
your story to your wardens, they
Maurice A. Torpacka, Sf2c. who had Harbor Defenses and Key West Bar
are and should be as interested in apple pie. was an “extra” donated
Will MAKE
by Horatio C. Cowan, and the large
just completed his boot training at racks. Soon after the first of the
this matter as you. Let’s go!
red apples distributed to the hoi's,
year, Col. Willard will leave Key
Sampson, N. Y
Lobsterman.
• ♦ • •
were the gift of Raymond -E. Thurs
West, where he has gained many
/560 W' RATION
ton. One hundred percent service at i
2nd Lt. Allan W. Wall. ATC. has friends, to report to his new sta
Buy War Bonds and Stamps
the tables was bj’ the following
arrived to pass a three weeks' leave tion which has not yet been an
• CONTAINERS
waitresses; Jean Clough, Betty i
at his home in Rockport. Lt. Wall nounced by the Army.
I s
• • • •
Flint, Mary Callahan, Norma Ramshas completed 750 hours flying
if-A
WE WILL PAY
dell, Ruth Payson, and Helen Man
•Pfc. Frederick L. Collins, Jr., who
in the China-Burma-India The
i
0. P. A. CEILING PRICES chester.
atre during which time he piloted has been hospitalized at Fort Dev
VICTORY
President Elmer B. Crockett pre
transports carrying cargo over the ens, Mass., a few weeks, has re
FOB GOOD CLEAN
sided at the happy gathering. He
Himalayas. He has been awarded ceived a medical discharge, and is
PULPWOOD
read a highly encouraging letter
the air medal with an Oak Leaf visiting his parents Mr. and Mrs
from Lloyd E. Daniels, who expects
Cluster and the Distinguished Fly Collins, Sr.. Rockland. Pfc. Collins
CAMPAIGN
to be able to attend the meetings j
ing Cross.
was injured in an accident in
• * • •
shortly, and announced that Christ- !
France in August and subsequently
mas greetings to the club had been .
(Miss Cynthia M. Greeley, sic, was in a hospital in England several
TRAOe MAAK RES. til. RAt OFF
received from Charles A. Holden of
WAVES, who has teen spending a months.
Hanover, N. H., and William J Mul
• * * *
' ' - UCCkuAND >1M «JL u h J
week's leave with her mother, Mrs
len, Y12c., Navy Recruiter of Port
Nina Greeley, Rockland, returned
Harrison E. Dow, A.S.. U. S. Naval SPKD VICTORY IN '44
land.
Dr.
Walter
P.
Conley
with
Subscribe
to
The
Courier-Gazette
to
Tennessee
Tuesday
Miss
Greeley
Reserve,
who is studying at the
70-tf
CUT MORE PULPWOOD
Stafford M Congdon at the piano.

Book Review

was established and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882. The Free Press
was established in 1855 and in 1891 cnanged its name to the Tribune
These papers consolidated March 17, 1897.
Subscriptions $3.00 per year, payable in advance; single copies four cents
Advertising rates based upon circulation and very reasonable.
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room, under the
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Pearson and Ralph
to the woods and i
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bors and friends at
Charles H. Whitmi
Mrs. Alfred G
yesterday to Bost mi
visit her daughte)
Hemman.
Burgess Lawry,
by the Dupont Com
port, Conn., visited
end at the home <
Eugene Thompson.
Dr. and Mrs. R.
and daughter, Nam
Presque Isle and Mrl
ilton and son, Euge
were guests over thi
holiday of Mr. and
K. Greene.

Miss Beth Hager
holiday season.
Mr. and Mrs. J. F
i family dinner at
Broad street whicli
Glover family.
On sale today at

200 dresses, housecc
Persian lamb coats,
mittens, children's
skirts, etc. etc. Some
ly mussed from har
for the Red' Tag Sig:
Visit Lucien K.
second floor, 18 Sch)
Fellows Block, City,
Coats and Cloth Coa)
prices.

Visit Clinton F. Th
trist for a pair of go

Old County Road,
Hours 2 to 5 and 6 to
day, Wednesday
Phone 590 City.

Unc
use

Removfc labels, wast
In separate container
trash can. Save for lc

SCIENTIFIC
All persons seekil
their problems, sen
tions, $1.00 and Sta
lope to

REV. RUTH IV

Confidential Letti
P. O. Box 550,
Mair.o
Personal Inter'
PROM’I

ASsL'l'.Li

SPECIAL
Temple Hall, R|

Every Wedi
Starting at 2.15 |
SPECIAL Pl

Auspices Rockland >)
Girls

I

•USED CARS

9KY...ST0K Tftlti

$3.00 a year

itas been stationed a year with Rensselaer

Polytechnic ' Institute,

Bt
Funeral H
TELS. 390—11
UO-112 LIMERt

ROCKLAND,

Ambulance S

esday-Friday

Poems, Jolly Old

TALK OF THE TOWN

lerry Christmas.
It. Nicholas and
Ir, Group.
. i
lem Santas’ Land,.*

Jan.
4 Knox Hospital Auxiliary
Grand Auction at Bok Nurses Home.

er. Dale Hughes,
Svlvia Doherty;
Christmas bells
pith Santa, boys.
McLellan; Poein
George Achorn;
Letters.

Charles L. Collins is employed as
a janitor at the postofflee biulding.
Miss Ruth V. Sukeforth spent the
week-end with her parents, Mrs.
Earl H. Sukeforth. Sr., of Belfast.

Marion

Jray, Edith Post,
Jennis Flint, Jan
jrter, Jacquelyn
McBrine; poem,
tning. group,
ss Rhodes’ Poem,
group; song.
Angelo Encorsio.
ss Coltart; Poem,
all girls; song,
the Olive Trees,
firing Santa, all

Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Davis had for
guests at dinner, Mr. and Mrs E. L
Brown and Mrs. E. C. Davis Christ
mas day.
Oeorge Berliawsky is spending
the week with his aunt, Mrs. Louise
Nevelson in New York.
Lady Knox Chapter D. A. R
meets next Monday Jan. 1st in Ma
sonic Temple, parlor at 2J0 p. m
with Mesdames: Glover, Huntley,
Davies, Karl, Bicknell, and Coch
ran acting hostesses. Mrs. Irene
Moran will read a paper on the
state capitol at Lincoln Nebraska.
There will be a guest speaker.

igs. Lullaby. First
In a Manger,
ti Claus Is Cornlire school; Flag
od Bless America,

ook home brightat the close of
contest in Miss
hose having the
Itars were Dolores

A

A

McBrine, Loretta

Post, Jacquelyn
ira
Townsend,
Marion Young,
ty Porter.
Grade Four. El|perfect score in
number drills
i tlie term Those
number of books
h their regular
are Maxine Rogivey.

Uncle Sam needs

used food cans.
Removfc labels, wash, flatten. Put
In separate container next to your
trash can. Save for local pickuo.

“yler School was
»y two movies
and “Christmas
“re presented by
whose son Stanhe second grade
he Sub-Primary

SCIENTIFIC ADVISOR
yi

i

tr

All persons seeking help for
their problems, send five ques
tions, $1.00 and Stamped enve
lope to

REV. RUTH MATHIAS
Confidential Letter Service

____

10.

. Maine
Personal Interv:

Included

PROMPT I E PLY
ASS CEL I>

SPECIAl,

beano

Temple Hall, Rockland
Every Wednesday

2

Johnson, rf .......... 0

0

0

Berry, c .........

1

13

6

Hilton, lg ............. Oil
Cook, rg ............... 0
0
0
E. Berry, rg .....
0
0 _
0

SPECIAL PRIZES
Auspices Rockland Motor Corps
Girls

MARRIED
Hansen-Ellis—At Rockland. Dec 24.
Chester R. Hansen of Camden and Mar
garet G. EUis of Rockland- -by E. R.
Keene. J. P.
CrudeU-Griffim—At Houlton. Dec. 22.
Sgt. Donald Crudell of Newcastle. Penn
and Barbara Eileen Griffin of Rock
land. by Robert Williams, J. P.
Podkowa-Wallace.—At Rockland. Dec.
24, Boleslaus Francis Podkowa. BMlc.
USCG. Boston. Mass., and Detroit.
Mich., and Marion Ethelyn Wallace of
Warren and South Portland—by Rev.
E. O Kenyon.

Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
$3.00 a year

81-T-tf

....

Jewell—At Knox Hospital. Dec. 23. to
Mr. and. Mrs. Fred E. Jewell, a daugh
ter.
Cross—At Vinal Maternity Home. Dec.
25, to Mr. and Mrs. Sylvanus M. Cross,
a son—Sylvanus McKinzie.
Giidden—At Miles Memorial Hospital,
Damariscotta. Dec. 20. to Sgt and Mrs
Bentley I*. Giidden (Doris Borgerson)
—A son.

CARD OF THANKS
I wish to thank my relatives and
many friends for all their kindness to
me while at Mercy Hospital, for all the
beautiful flowers, plants, cards, gifts
and money. It was all greatly appre
ciated.
Mrs. William Imlach,
135 Park St., Portland 3.

Starting at 2.15 o'clock

W i
j
I

BURPEE
Funeral Home
TELS. 390—1174-M
UO-112 LIMEROCK ST.
ROCKLAND, MB.

mt

P.
8

DIED
Brackett—At Concord. N H.. Dec. 25,
Perlev A. Brackett, native of Rockland,
ftge 38 years. 1 month, 2 days. Funeral
Thursday afternoon at 2 o'clock from
Burpee funeral home. Interment In
Achorn cemetery.
Escorsio—At Thomaston. Dec. 24, An
gelo E. Escorsio otf Rockland, age 34
years. 2 months, 3 days. Funeral Wednesday morning at St. Bernard's Cath
olic Church. Interment in Thomas
ton.
Maxey—At Rockland. Dec. 23, Charles
S. Maxey otf West Rockport, age 69
years ,11 months, 20 days. Funeral
Wednesday afternoon at 2 o’clock from
Burpee funeral home. Interment ln
West Rockport.

P. O. Box 550, Old Town,

99-TOO-tf

■

Hunter, rf

36

BORN

embly was held
chool. Each room
program and
rere sung by the
of Grade One
presented
Mr.
from the teach-

ide five sent a
idy etc. to Lucie
ivering from an

Totals... . ......._... 14
8
Lincoln Academy (24)
.
G. \ F.
Sidelinger, lf .....
4
0

The Fall term of school closed
Miss Beth Hager is home for the
Friday
with school exercises and a
holiday season.
tree. Recitations, school songs and
Mr. and Mrs. J. Fred Knight had group musical features were en
i family dinner at their home on joyed by parents and friends. The
Broad street which included the final exercise was distribution of
gifts from a daily decorated tree.
Glover family.
The school has been ably taught
On sale today at Senter Crane’s, by Mrs. Mildred Gould of Camden.
200 dresses, housecoats, slips, two
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Tasker of
Persian lamb coats, blankets, wool Bath spent Sunday with Mrs. Tas
mittens, children’s dresses, ladies ker's father, F. J. Hunter.
skirts, etc. etc. Some articles slight
Albert Quinn is managing the
ly mussed from handling. Watch Hood Egg Receiving station
for the Red Tag Signs.—adv.
Rockland.
F. J. Hunter went Monday to
Visit Lucien K. Green & Son’s
second floor, 18 School street, Odd New City, N. Y., to visit with his
Fellows Block, City, for Furs, Fur daughter and soh-in-law Mr. and
Coats and Cloth Coats at moderate Mrs. Elmer Emery.
Miss Colleen Frye who has been
prices.
80-tf
with her aunt in Stanford, Conn,
Visit Clinton F. Thomas, optome attending school there through the
trist for a pair of good glasses, 492 Fall has come to spend the Christ
Old County Road, Rockland Me. mas vacation with her parents, Mr.
Hours 2 to 5 and 6 to 8 p. m. Mon and Mrs. William Frye.
Mrs. Ida Barrows and Miss Lottie
day, Wednesday and Saturday.
H.
Ewell were guests Sunday of
Phone 590 City.
38-tf
Mrs. W. P. Richardson in Camden.

School

le winners in the
were Nancy
Griffith, and Ro-

That boy Moody showed the way
at Newcastle Friday night when his
18 points went a long way toward
Waldoboro High School’s victory
over Lincoln Academy. Berry was
the Academy star, chalking up 13
points.
Tbe other Waldoboro teams were
less successful, the girls losing to
the -Lincoln lassies 38 to 15, while
the Jayvees from “Daboro” lost 16
to 7.
The varsity score:
Waldoboro (36)
G.
F.
P.
Ralph, lf ____ .'.
3
1
7
Morse, rf .............
3
3
9
Moody, c ....... ..
8
2
18
Theriault, lg ........ Oil
Heyer, lg --0
0
0
Woodbury, lg........ 0
0
0
Currie, rg ............. Oil

Ten members of Rockland Garden
Club met at Knox Hospital and
Totals ................ 11
2
24
made Christmas decorations for the
Referee, Wotton.
lobby, wards and nurses dining
room. under the direction of Mrs.
TENANT’S HARBOR
Dorothy Carsley, president. Frank
Pearson and Ralph Wiggin went in
Mrs. Emma M. Torrey is in West
to the woods and obtained the nec Somerville, Mass., where she will
essary greens.
spend the Winter with her daugh
ter, Mrs. Albert W. Smith. She was
Mrs. Fred M. French, before leav accompanied by her granddaughter
ing for Newburgh, N. Y., was honor Miss Arlene M. Smith of West
guest at a party given toy neigh Somerville, who had been visiting
bors and friends at the home of Mrs her aunt Mrs. Wesley Comstock of
Charles H. Whitmore.
Rockland for a few days.
Joseph L. McNeil of Attleboro,
Mrs. Alfred G. Hempstead went
Mass,
is spending the holiday sea
yesterday to Boston where she will
son
with
Mr. and Mrs. Allison
visit her daughter, Mrs. Robert
Morris.
Hemman.
Mrs. Watson Barter is visiting
Burgess Lawry, who is employed relatives in Massachusetts.
by the Dupont Company at Bridge
Miss Barbara Morris is employed
port, Conn., visited over the week at F. W. Woolworth Co. in Rockland
end at the home of Mr. and Mrs. during the holiday school recess.
Eugene Thompson.
Road Commissioner Allison Mor
Dr. and Mrs. R. Kendall Greene ris and a crew of three men are
and daughter, Nancy Elizabeth of cleaning up the debris along the
Presque Isle and Mrs Warren Ham shore front, where the wharves,
ilton and son, Eugene of Portland, buildings, etc., were damaged by the
were guests over the week-end ah, recent hurricane.
holiday of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
K. Greene.
ROCKVILLE

jper and Patricia ~

Third Grade the
pleased and ex
ile Minute-Man
3m. 91% of the
mps this month,
ils received tne
etic for the Fall
Douglas Mosher,
Robert Gingras,
(Robert Carlson,
Mont Trainer,
ylvia Wall, Earl
Merriam. Sonia
The following
ificates for their
lspecticn record;
rt Gingras, Jere
Trainer, Angelo
Doherty, Sylvia
rine, Joan Wall,
Curry, Douglas
rt Goodale.
Grade Two. the
ave received the
100’s in arith1 term: Victoria.
Doherty, Frederi Naum, Helen
ft, Loren Young
These pupils
reatest improvcEvelyn Naum,
nas Malloy, Vlcren Young, GertTaft, Sylvia Doroster, Barbara
Hanley, Shirley
ughes.
s Second Grade,
0 in arithmetic
Jan Adelman,
reorge Achorn.
v Bridges. Rich?Castro. Dennis
hderson, Judith

IN ANCESTOR’S FOOTSTEPS

Basketball Battles
Waldoboro 36, Lincoln 24

Russell—, Poem,
jght, Albert Wil-
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Ambulance Service

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME
Ambulance Service
• Tel. 662
• CLAREHlONT ST.
BOCKLAND. ME.

C’cast Guard Lieutenant Commander Almond L. Cunningham, of
Rorkland, now stationed as navigating officer aboard a Coast Guardmanned tToop transport operating in the Atlantic.

Aboard a U S. Coast Guard
Troopship in the Atlantic—Carrying
cn the sea-going tradition of his an
cestors, long residents of Rockland,
Coast Guard Lt. Commander Al
mon L. Cunningham is the navi
gating officer of this ship, one of
the biggest in transport service for
the U. S.
His precious cargoes are ’ thous
ands of Yanks either going to. or
coming back from the battlefronts
He has successfully navigated the
ship cn numerous trips to the battle
zones. This is his eleventh ship in
his twenty years in the Coast
Guard. At the peak cf the subma
rine menace he was commandding
officer of a series cf patrol ships,

including a Canadian built Cor
vette, aboard which he helped wipe
cut the Nazi sub wolf packs haras
sing U. S. Shipping!
He was originally taught naviga
tion by his father Job C. Cunning
ham, also of Rockland, who at 73
is captain of a (Liberty ship that
has unloaded more than 30 ship
loads cf war material at Normandy.
The Coast Guard officer was
navigator aboard this ship when it
transported one of the first ship
loads of Brazilian troops from Bra
zil to the European battlefront.
His Wife Beatrice makes her
temporary residence with her
mother at 182 Westervelt, New
Brighton, Staten Island

The Memory Man

“funny?” Well, that’s the way we
are—if you can’t like us that way,
you can’t like us at all fcr—that’s
the way we are.
If any of our friends want to
find us, drive to the Belfast P. O.
and leave the P O. on your left, go
up the hill about 200 feet, turn first
right, drive about 300 feet and you
will discern a small cottage nestled
under a big spruce tree—that’s us.
Admiral Pratt’s famous “Rose
Garden” is on the other side of the
avenue. We enjoy it but don’t have
to pay taxes on it. Life is great! I
enjoyed it when young and enjoy
every day of it now that I am, well,
not as young as I used to be, Merry
Christmas to all.

Is

Snugging

Winter

In

In

For

The

His New

Belfast Home
(By Iree Member)

World peace Ls certainly a grand
and glorious “hope” but—it would
seem to seme of us that promises
are, or should be, sacred and when
the so called “great” powers promise
small nations freedom in their
choice of a form of government and
promptly sidestep that promise as
soon as the small nation is “liber
ated’’ it doesn’t make sense.
It reminds me of the man who
gave his son his time before the
son reached the legal age of 21.
'Thank you, father,” said the son.
“Now that I am free to make my
personal choice. I will go tc* the city
and carve out a career to my lik
ing.” “Not so fast,” said the cld
man, “I've given you your freedom,
it is true but, by cracky, that
doesn’t mean that you can do as you
please, no, sir, you can’t do what
you want to do unless what you
want to do is what I want you to
do!”
Well. Greece has been “liberated”
and is free to choose her own form
of government provided she chooses
what England and Russia want her
to choose! If this is a sample of
the “freedom” to be handed to all
the liberated nations my guess is

PODKOWA-WALLACE

At a pretty afternoon wedding
Sunday at St. Peters Episcopal
Church, MLss Marion Ethelyn Wal
lace. cnly daughter of Mr. and Mrs
Chester Wallace of Warren, be
came the bride of Boleslaus Fran
cis Podowka. BMlc., USCG. Rector
of the church. Rev. Ernest Ogden
Kenyon, officiated using the double
ring service, and the bride was giv
er* in marriage by her lather. The
wedding marches were played by
Mrs. Abbie Folland of South War
ren, church organist.
The bride was in white. Her long
dress with train, had a soft tulle
skirt, and taffeta top. finished at
the neck with net, with ties in the
back and on each shoulder. Her
finger-tip veil of lace trimmed net.
was draped from a heart-shaped
tiara of lace She carried a prayer
bock, and an arm bouquet of white
carnations.
Her only attendant was her aunt,
Mrs. Clifford William^ of Portland
who wore a two-piece crepe dress of
black and white of street length.
Her hat was black and accessories
white. She wore white' c arnations
Her husband. Mr. Williams, was
best man. Mrs. Wallace, the bride’s
mother, wore r\avy blue crepe,
trimmed with white, and white car
nations. Her accessories were of
navy blue.
Church decorations were of
mixed snap-dragons.
A reception was held at the Wal
lace home in this town. The centerpiece of the buffet table was of
white carnations, and silver edged
white streamers suspended from the
ceiling, were caught at the table
corners. Christmas bells and wed
ding bells were suspended over the
table.
Those who seined refreshments
were, Mrs. Clifford Williams of
Portland, Mrs. Montelle Ross oi
Waldoboro. Mrs. Clifford Carroll of
Warren, aunts of the bride, and the
Misses Helen Carroll and Esther
Smith of this town. Mrs. Edward
Thurston was in charge of the
bride's book, both at the church and
reception.
Mr. and Mrs. Podkowa will make
their home at 93 Pleasant street,
Portland, where\ they have an
apartment, and to which they went
on Christmas Day, having spent the
holiday in Warren. Mrs. Podkowa’s
going-away dross was of cobalt blue
crepe, in bolero style, with brown
coat, hat and accessories.
Mrs. Podkowa, assistant supervi
sor of art in the public schools of
South Portland, graduated from
the Portland School of Fine and
Applied Arts. Mr. Podkowa, son of
the late Josephine, and John Pod
kowa of Detroit, Mich., has been in
the Coast Guard for the past three
and one-half years. Previous to his
enlistment in the service, he was
employed as machinist in an auto
mobile factory ih Detroit. At pres
ent he is stationed at Constitution
Base in Boston Harbor.
Both are members of the St
Peter’s Episcopal Church, in Rock
land.

Chapin Class meeting, planned for
tonight,
has been cancelled.
Odd Fellows will meet at the hall
on School street tomorrow at 1.30
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Savitt enter
to attend' services for Charles S.
tained
the Cutler's store staff and
Maxey of West Rockport, which will
friends
the Thorndike Hotel
be held at Burpee funeral home Saturdayatnight
after closing time.
at 2 o'clock.
Sixteen were present at this 6th

Miss Margaret G. Stahl was or
ganist at the First Baptist Church
Sundlay, substituting for Miss
Charlotte Cook, who is confined by
illness to her room at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. 'Ed'win H. 'Crie.

annual Christmas party, at which
time gifts were exchanged and
bonuses were distributed to the
salesgirls.

A 4-H Club achievement conven
tion will be held at Orono Wednes
day and Thursday and County
Glen A. Lawrence, formerly of Agent R. C. Wentworth and Club
Rockland, is ill at his home in Bel Agent Anna Hardy will accompany
fast.
the Knox and Lincoln delegates.

Mr. Broadbent Paints Vivid
Pictures Of What’s Hap
pening “Over There”

During the resumed debate on
planning to help re-construction of
sections cf (Lendon that suffered
great damage during the blitz it
was disclosed that 1.000.000 pounds
(approximately $4.000.CCO) per acre
was asked for land in the Strand
>> : ■
needed for improvement. While
the value of land in any part of
Lendon is very high this price is
exceptional.
Seme form of Government As
t
sistance is to be made available for
the acquisition by local authorities
cf approved open spaces where
otherwise an undue financial bur
den would be entailed.
That cld, historic city of Ply
mouth. it has just been announced,
A
had 72 102 houses blitzed. Of these
3754 were destroyed, 18.398 seriously
damaged and 49.950 slightly dam
aged. In addition 40 churches and
20 schools were destroyed. The
civilian casualties were 1172 killed
and 3260 jnjured.
A few weeks ago Capt. Laurence Crane, an Army doctor had occasion
C. J. Gregory, stationmaster at
to
fly
from the South Pacific to Honolulu with wounded and in the Ha
London's busiest' station (Liver
pool street) has just retired. The waiian metropolis had two enjoyable days with his brother, Lieut, j.g.
station'deals with more than 200,000 Kennedy Crane, Jr. This photograph of the unexpected reunion of the
passengers daily. During the first brothers after two year separation has just come to the hands of their
blitz the station had four direct parents, Mr. and Mrs. Kennedy Crane of this city.
hits, but not once has it ceased
CHARLES S. MAXCY
PERLEY A. BRACKETT
Iuncticning. As a general rule
normal work has been maintained
Charles S. Maxey. 60, of West
Perley A. Brackett, 38, manager of
all the time.
the Western Union Telegraph Com Rockport, retired Central Maine
Britain’s Hellfire Comer was lib pany in Concord, N. H., died there, Power Company employe, died at
erated a short time ago when, after Dec. 25. He was born in Rockland, Rockland Saturday, following a
a shelling ordeal lasting four years, son of Albert and Eva (Melvin) short illness.
He was bom in West Camden,
came the news that all the enemy’s Brackett.
He was a graduate of Rockland now West Rockport, the son of John
cross-channel guns had been si
lenced. First news of the libera High school in the class of 1925, and Roxanna (Studley) Maxey.
tion came when through the strtets and had been employed by the Mr. Maxey lived for a time in Cam
of Dover and Folkestone loud Western Union at Concord as den and then moved to Glen Cove.
speaker vans broadcast this (mes manager the past seven years. He was employed 30 years by the
Previous to that he was manager at I Central Maine Power Company and
sage:
“The Mayor has received official Peabody, Mass. Mr. Brackett was a preceding companies in the capacity
word that all the long-range guns member of the Concord Rotary of .conductor on the street railway
and for the most of the time as a
on the other side of the Channel Club.
collector
and meter reader.
He
is
survived
by
hls
wife,
the
have been silenced.”
Mr. Maxey, who retired five years
former
Helen
Post
of
Warren;
a
son,
That was all, but the sturdy peo
ago, was a member of the Old
ple of those towns knew that at Albert, and two brothers, George Timers’ Club of the Central Maine
W.
Brackett
of
Rockland
and
Ralph
long last they had been freed from
Power Company; a past grand of
the fear of instant death and de E. Brackett, H. A. 2c , U. 6. Navy, Knox Lodge, I.O.OJ’., a past chief
of
Rockland,
who
is
stationed
at
struction. From countless shat
patriarch of Rockland Encampment
Memphis. Tenn.
tered homes and shops flags were
Services, conducted by Rev. Dr. and a former member of Canton
soon flying. People who had lived ' John Smith Lowe, will be in the Lafayette and of Miriam Rebekah
indoors for weeks, going out when Burpee Funeral Home Thursday Ledge.
oniy absolutely necessary, thronged ' afternoon at 2 o’clock. Interment
He is survived by two brothers,
the streets, smiling happily and will be in Achom cemetery.
William Maxey of Los Angeles,
nodding cheery greetings to passersCalif., and Egbert E. Maxey of
by. while the church bells rang
Mr. and Mrs. Robert B. Gregory Winthrop; a sister, Mrs. Bernice
joyously.
and daughter, Bonnie Lea, of South Leach of Rockland; two daughters,
Children danced on the dust and Portland, came Saturday to spend Mrs. Henry Keller of West Rock
glass-littered pavements, waving Christmas with Mr. Gregory's port and Mrs. Elsie Merrill of Rock
tiny flags. The people who had been parents, Mr. and Mrs. Bert S. land; two granddaughters, Mrs.
shelled fly - bombed, high - level Gregory of Glen Cove. Upon re Dorothy Hamalainen of Portland
bombed and dive-bombed could turn they were accompanied by and (Miss Arline Keller of West
hardly believe it. A message of their daughter, Cynthia, who has Rockport, and one great-grand
thanks was sent to General Crerar, been visiting ten days with her child.
Services, conducted by Rev. C.
commanding the Canadian forces grandparents, and Mr. Gregory’s
Vaughn
Overman of Rockport, will
across the Channel...
sister, Miss Nancy Gregory, who will
be
in
the
Burpee Funeral Home
A number of ships sailed imme spend the week in South Portland.
diately without the usual battering Mr. Gregory, who recently received Wednesday afternoon at 2 o’clock.
roar cf enemy guns. They sailed a medical discharge from the U. S. Bearers will be Murray T. Whalen,
without a smoke screen, the first Navy, has taken a position as office Russell Richardson, Hilton Aimes
manager at the South Portland and Milton V. Rollins, Sr. Inter
time since Dunkirk.
The Canadians who captured the plant of the Coca Cola Company, ment will be in West Rockport.
cross-Channel guns found they were by whom he was employed in Rock
set in concrete domed top forts each land until the closing of the local
BEANO
the size of a small block of flats, plant.
with walls eight feet to ten feet
MASONIC TEMPLE HALL
Mr. and Mrs. H. John Newman EVERY THURSDAY NIGHT
thick. Shells were so big that an
inclined railway carried them to entertained for Christmas dinner.
8.15 o’clock
Chief Engineer and Mrs. D. L.
the breech of the guns.
Auspices
Motor Corps Girls
Complaints as to the treatment Porter, Ensign Charles E. Oberheim
102TJf
accorded Italian prisoners of war and MLss Marion Larson.
are not confined to this country.
While Londoners who have lost
their homes in flying-bomb raids
are clamoring for accommodation
houses in the suburbs have been
ft
commandeered by the War Depart
ment as billets for Italian war S’
prisoners. One of the houses on an
estate originally used to house
British trpops has been taken over
for the Italians.
The local people are indignant. if
Said one cf them: ‘‘Look how they
hang out of the windews and over
SPECIALTY STORE
the garden gate! They ride up and
down the road on bicycles, having
the time of their lives. They seem to
have ravenous appetites. Ever since m
BEGINNING TUESDAY, DEC. 26
they have been billeted here there
has been a bread shortage. They
buy up loaves in armfuls.”
General Reduction on All Ladies’, Misses’
Captain Long hurst, a member of
Parliament, declares it is monstrous
that these houses should be occu
And Children’s Winter Coats
pied by Italians while people who
♦
have been bombed out are crying
for accommodation. Italian pris
oners of war could very well be
—LADIES’ AND MISSES SIZES—
made to live in tents.
(UNTRIMMED)
More than 23,000 British girls
have married Canadian service
men. Many of them, with their U Regular 16.95
Sale
children, have already gone to Can
ada, the Dominion Government
paying their fares.
S Newton Broadbent
Sale
Regular 29.95
Rockland, Dec. 12.

COAT CLEARANCE
VESPER A. LEACH

that Webster didn't understand the

meaning of the word; he just
thought he did! He should have
consulted the “Great Powers" be
fore he so glibly defined the mean
ing of the word and perhaps Webs
ter would have defined “freedom"
ie. “To rescue a captive from cruel
captors, make him free, subject to
small restrictions—such as binding
his hands and feet and placing a
gag in his mouth of a size that pro
hibits speech—which should give to
the liberated person a ‘sense’ of
freedom, if not in fact.”
Oh, well, the common folks, like
Iree, are net supposed to under
stand the workings of “great
minds.” ‘Great Powers” and sick
like and I get all fuddled up trying
to figure out the reason why sc
called statesmen mean “yes” when
they say “no", and so on. If a lie
is the truth and the truth is a lie
and statesmen can say one thing
and mean the opposite. Well. I guess
I was “brought up” wrong—It
doesn’t lock right to me.
Well, I feel almost like I had been
"liberated." Since April 24 I have
worked seven days every week to I
get a room or two. or several, in
shape for Winter. Was obliged to
hire a Samson to do some of the
heaviest work but did most of it J
myself—worked hard and enjoyed •
it a lot.
Got to hold up now until Spring
to flnLsh the job. It is pretty well
finished outside but a lot to do in
side. W’e are pleased with the little
place—we don’t care for big, ex
pensive houses—costs too much to I
keep such a place. Guess we are
sort cf funny in lots of ways—we
prefer to own, clear of mortgages. ;
a small, cosy home and live within
our income to living in a more im
posing place, owned by someone
else, and have to work “’round the
clock” to pay the bills. We just love
to keep out of debt! Now, I ask you, j
doesn't that prove that we are a bit .

AFTER TWO YEARS-

Notes From Britain

Yes—every spoonful of Sealtest Ice Cream
must meet exacting Sealtest Laboratory standards
of purity, flavor and nutritional value. This
means it must contain the finest ingredients
available—blended and frozen with skill

and infinite care.
$8

YOU CAN ALWAYS DEPEND ON

FRO-JOY
ICE CREAM
General Ice Cream Corporation
Division of National Dairy Products Corporation

Tune io the Joao Davii—Sealtest Village Store Program, with Jack Haler.
Thursdays, 9:30 P. M., NBC Network

ROCKLAND LOAN & BUILDING ASS'N
Notice of Annual Meeting
The annual meeting otf the share
holders of the Rockland Loan and
Building Association will be held at
the office otf the Association. (18 School
street. Rockland. Maine, Monday eve
ning, January 8, 1945. at 7.30 o’clock
for the purpose of electing a Board
otf Directors and to transact such other
business as may properly come before
the meeting.
I. L. BRAY, Secretary
Rockland, Maine.

December 19. 1944.

(FU? TRIMMED)

Regular 35.00

Sale

U Regular 49.95

Sale

—CHILDREN’S SIZES—

101-T-103

ANNUAL MEETING OF THE FIRST

NATIONAL BANK OF ROCKLAND
Notice ls hereby given that the an
nual meeting oi the stockholders of
The First National Bank of Bockland
will be held at its banking rooms on
Tuesday. January 9, 1945. at 10 o'clock
a. m . to fix the number of and elect
a board of directors for the ensuing
year, and to transact such other busi
ness as may properly come (before the
meeting.
Per order,
JOSEPH EMERY,
Cashier
Rockland, Me., Dec, 5, IM
97-T-3

Regular 15.95
S'

Regular 1*2.95

S* $12.50
s* $9.50

Tuesflay-Fridav
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A Waldoboro Man

25 YEARS AGO

Red Cross Girls Drive Dodges on Home Front
. . . and on War Fronts Too

review from The Courier-Gazette of happening, which interested
A rev

L:

Mat

Ivan M. Scott Will Serve On
Advisory Committee Of
Federal Land Bank

Directors of the national farm
, loan associations in central and
southern Maine at a conference
Rockland. Dec 6, Gilbert A. Rog
have elected Ivan M. Scott of Wal
ers and L.Ilian E. Allen.
doboro as their representative on
Washington, Dec. 6, Charles W.
an advisory committee to the FedSmith and Mrs. Minnie A. Gerara.
eral Land Bank at Springfield,
Camden. Nov 26, Philip L. Brown
Mass. He will serve with one other
of Noith Haven and Elsie M Car
man from Maine on an advisory
ver of Eagle.
committee cf 11 representing all
Rockland, Dec. 7, Herman A
the New England States. New
Stanley of Rockland and Thelma
Yoik, and New Jersey The commit
G. Robinson of Swan's Island.
tee will meet at intervals with di
Rockland, Nov. 29, Milton Van
rectors and officers cf the Land
Rollins of Thomaston and Lena M.
Bank to perfect the details of a
Poland of Rockport.
program through which the service
Plymouth, Mass, Oct 14, Daniel
of these associations and of the
R. Fogarty and Ruth H. Glidden,
bank to farmers can be improved.
both of Rockland.
Reger L. Gowell of Auburn was
Rev. Robert Laite began his pas
named as alternate.
torate at the Thomaston Congre
In the 27 years since the farm
gational Church.
loan association system has been
Charles I. Lincoln of Camden
in operation, 13 associations have
died in a Boston hospital.
been establ shed in central and
Oscar G Flye 74, died in Ston
southern Maine. They have ob
ington.
tained through the Land Bank in
Mrs. Elmira Carver, 78, died at
Springfield' loans for 4519 farmers
Vinalhaven.
totaling $7,293 400.
At present,
Mrs. Clara Pullen was elected
there are only 10 associations in
president of the Ladies of the
this area, the other three having
GAR. in Camden.
gone cut of business. The organi
Henry D Evans of Camden re
zation of the advisory committee is
signed1 as chemist of the State De
part of a three-way proposal made
partment of! Health.
recently by the bank which will, in
Foster Mank was elected Master
the opinion of bank officials, con
of Maple Grange, North Waldo
American Red Cross girls drive Dodge-built Army the combat area. In the upper photo, Red Cross
siderably
improve the service which
boro.
trucks at home ar.d overseas. Lower photo shows girls of Detroit ere answering an emergency call
the
associations
are able to render
Howard C. Moody was elected
the famous “Flying Dutchman,” a big Dodge 6x6, to rush an injured war worker to a hospital. This
farmers
in
their
respective
districts.
commander of Williams-Brazier
at a base in England, where the girl drivers are ambulance is used for disaster service by the
The
first
'and
most
important
Post, A. L. in Thomaston.
trained for service with U. S. invasion forces in Motor Corps of the Detroit Chapter.
proposal made by the bank is that
F.ank Kerswell was, elected mas
the farm loan associations should
ter of St. George Grange.
be given a greater degree of reCarl Cole lof Camden was seri
The Memory Man
sponsibility
for handling loans, con
ously injured when the Rockport
tracts, and real estate within their
icehouses blew down upon him.
H. W Fifield' wasi elected com
Tells How A^ Farnham Sur reispective areas. It is now proposed
by the bank that wherever the
mander of De Valois Commandery
[This Is Not A Legal Notice]
vived
An
Ordeal
and
In

amount cf business warrants such
K. T.. of Vinalhaven.
a move, the local association would
Eva B. Smith was elected' presi
vented Crutch Dance
have its cwn office to which farmdent of the Ladies of the GAR.
Wills Allowed: Otis I. Trundy, late of Warren, deceased, first ac(By
Iree
Member)
trs
will come to make payments
at Vinalhaven.
late of Rockland, deceased Annie count filed by Virgil E. Hills, adminZ C. Burgess was elected master J. Trundy of Rockland appointed istratcr; George M. Derry late of
Believing that many Rocklandites and transact other business on
of Pleasant River Grange.
executrix; Hattie M. Calderwood, i Rockland, deceased, first and final especially those in middle life or which they have previously had to
Hattie Rhodes was elected ma- late of Rockpcrt. deceased, Eudora account Ifiled by Katharine C Derry, older, are interested in foirner write to the bank So far as pos
tren of Harbor Light Chapter, J. Ellis cf Rockport and Waiter L. executrix; Elizabeth T. Wiggin, late Rockland citizens who, ior various sible, the transaction of the busi
O'EjS. at 'Rcckport.
Calderwood of Camden appointed of South Thomaston, deceased, first reasons, are now located in other ness between the bank and! the
Frank Haskell bought the Swett executors; M Frank iDonohue. late and final account filed by Gilford i^U.ies in Maine, I will jet down a few farmer borrower will now be done
house in Monument Square, Warren. of Rockland, deceased, First Na B. Butler, executor; William W. ! happenings in the life cf Capt. Al in these local offices with the cost
A County Farm Bureau was or tional Bank of Rockland, apoointed Spear, late of Rcckland, deceased, Farnham which wer» net men of operation being met through a
ganized with H. H. Nash of Camden executor; Robert W. Studley, late first and final account filed by tioned in previous sketches.
budget worked out by association
as president
Al held and still hold- plenty of directors and bank officials. This
of Rcckport, deceased, V. Mabel Louise Chase Spear, executrix;
Studley of Rockport app rinted James L. McManus late of Warren, "palters" which entitle him to cap will make' it possible for the asso
executrix; Winfield Leadbetter of deceased, first and) final account tain vessels large and' small, but, ciations to put their income into a
Vinalhaven,
deceased, Maurice W. filed by Lettie B. McManus, execu “Der Captain" was (as .he says) not reserve fund to help safeguard their
UNION
Leadbetter of Vinalhaven and Geor trix;. George Theodore Foss of really in iove with a captain s job— future f nancial position.
xx
zx z*
It was brought cut at the meet
xx
xx
gia E. Mcneghan of Alexandria Bay. North Haven, eighteenth account his real love was “ cooking" and,
New York, appointed executors; filed by Lewis C. Foss, guardian; he preferred sailing the seas as ing that nine of the 10 associations
MRS CHARLOTTE HAWES
Lucia M. Cooley, late of Thomas Albion P. Allen, late of Hcpe, de cook to anything else and—being doing business in this area have had
Correspondent
ton, deceased, Roger T. Creamer of ceased, first ar.d final account filed the sort of stubborn chap that he such heavy losses that they have
,
Thomaston
appointed executor.
by Florence M Alien, administra was (and is) that's just what he been unable to redeem their stock
Telephone 2-21
at par value when farmers complete
'
Petitions For
Administration trix; Ida F. Kari, late of Union, did? \
payments on their loans. At the
'His
last
job
as
captain
was
on
'Granted: Estates, Arthur S. Calder- deceased, first) and final account
Woman's Community Club will ■ wood, late of North Haven, de- filed by Otto Kari, executor; Jennie the schooner Pennsylvania, loaded present time, they owe farmers
have a Christmas party Tuesday at 1 ceased, Tryphcsia K. Calderwood L. Wasgatt, late cf Camden, de with corn, fer Swan & Sibley, Bel $43,986 on such unredeemed stock.
the home of Mrs. Nan Burns. The of 'North Haven appointed admin ceased, first and final account filed fast. He was offered the perma Officials of the bank discussed' with
program will be in charge cf Mrs. istratrix; Lewis R. A Whitehouse. ' by Nettie S Hatch, executrix; Na- nent captaincy when he landed the the association directors certain
Frances Luc^s, (Mrs. Clara Day and | jate cf
George, deceased. F. Her- thansel Youn_ late of Thcmaston, | schooner back in Rockland but re steps which might be taken to im
Mrs. Margaret Gleason.
Each jjert pjerson of Tenant's Harbor ap- | deceased, firs and final account fused—never liked being captain. prove the financial condition of
member is asked! to take an ex- i pointed administrator; Pearl O. filed by Rcdney E. Jordan, Admin So much lor that. Now lor another these associations and' to lessen
the danger cf similar conditions
change gift.
j Calderwood, late of Vinalhaven, istrator; George Kaler Mayo, late item.
' Det Captain” has been located arising in the future.
Lt. Robert Farris is stationed at deceased. Elsie H Calderwood of of Rcckland, deceased, fourth and
the national airport in Washington, j Vinalhaven appointed administra- final account filed by The First Na in Ellsworth the past few years and
D. C„ being a pilot in the secret trix; Ida E Lord late of iRockiand, tional Bank of Rockland. Trustee; is comfortably settled (or should I
mission unit. Mrs. Farris is also deceased, Leroy L. Patterson of Emma J. Shepherd, late of Rcck say "anchored?”) with all the com
WALDOBORO
in Washington.
Rockland appointed administrator; port, deceased, Third and Final ac forts of home as a reward for his
ZX ZX ZX ZX
Seven Tree Grange will work the Toiva J. Johnson, late of South count filed by The First National i years of hard work and good deeds.
\*s a^tou8h at 77 as & hickory
First and Second degrees Wednes Thomaston, deceased, Emma A. Bank of Rockland. Trustee; Her- ;
MRS. ISABEL LABE
day night. A 'Christmas tree will be Johnsen of Scuth Thomaston ap bert L. Ulmer, late of Rockland, ' knot Prove it? All right, listen
Correspondent
ZX ZX ZX xx
a feature cf the program.
pointed1 administratrix.
deceased, first and final account ' to this.
ZX ZS ZX ZX
As I mentioned .in my former
Misses Norma and Nathalie Fos
Petition For License to Sell Real ’ filed b>’ dohn A. Stevens, executor;
Telephone 78
sett arrived Friday from Farming- Estate Granted: Estates, Alice E. ( otis Robinson, late of Cushing, de- sketches, Al had both his hands and
ton to spend Christmas with their Geyer, late of IRockiand, Mass, de- J ceased; first and final account filed feet frozen and a year or more ago
Miss Edna Young is passing the
parents, Mr. and Mrs George Fos ceased, filed! by Alan L. Bird, of I bV Hibbard Young, administrator. trouble developed in his left foot
holiday season in Framingham,
and
the
verdict
of
several
good
M.
Rockland, administrator; Arlene M. I Petition For Probate Of Will Presett.
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Everett Chap
Mrs. Charles Burgess will enter Bartlett, Marion B. Bartlett and I sented For Notice; Lizzie S Black- amputated! above the knee, other man.
tain the Friendly Bs^it a Christmas Perley A. Bartlett, cf Rockland, ington late of iRockport, deceased. wise an early death was certain.
Mr. and Mrs. Thurlow Flagg of
filed by Perley N Bartlett of Rock- Alfred M. Strout of Thomaston,
tree Thursday night.
Nobleboro have announced the mar
Well
Al
didn
’
t
propose
to
die
while
named executor;
\
Mr. and Mrs. L. 3. MhElwee have i land, guardian.
riage, Dec. 15, of their daughter,
Petition
For
Administration, still a young man, so he let them Thelma, to Sgt. Myron Kennedy, at
Petition For License ToiSell Per
taken an apartment in the Spear
amputate.
When
the
doctors
told
block. Rcckland, through January sonal Estate Granted: Estate, Nina C.T.A. Presented For Notice: C. him that he had just one change in the parsonage in Newcastle. The
and February. Mrs. McEiwee has Gregory, late of Rockport, deceased, Fred Simmons, late of 'Rockland, cne bundled to survive the ordeal ceremony was performed by Rev.
Mrs. Kennedy
gone to Lowell and will be joined filed by Clarence L. Gregory, ad deceased, Lillian M. Gordon of i Al sa;d, “I'll take that one chance,’’ Cecil Witham.
Worcester, Mass, named adminis
graduated
from
Lincoln
Academy
by Mr. McEiwee for Christmas, to ministrator.
and he did. Here’s the record: Leg
tratrix, c.t.a.
and
Colby
College
and
was
a former
stay through New Years.
Petition Perpetual Care of Burial
Petitions For Administration Pre amputated in early July -was in hos
Miss June Watts, a student at Lot Granted: Estate Philip L. sented for Notice: Adelaide R. F. pital just 28 days, went home Aug. Waldoboro High School teacher. At
Faimington Normal School was op Smith, late of St George, deceased, Prince late of Rockport, deceased. 14 and has made a steady g^in until present she is instructor of langu
ages at Winterport High School. Sgt
erated upon for appendicitis Sat filed by James Carey cf Princeton, Donald M. Johnson of Camden; I
all healed and steps Kennedy is enjoying a furlough
urday at the Farm.ngton Hospital. N. J. and Philip W Smith, of Far named administrator; Austin O. are being taken to get a new leg to
after 44 months in Service. They
Students home for the Christmas Hills, N. J , administrators.
Brown, late of North Haven, de substitute for the one he lost.
are spending their honeymoon in
holidays are: Barbara Hutchins
Petition For Purchase of Grave ceased, Corydon S. Brown of North j He says he is now learning a new Weymouth, Mass., with Mr. Ken
dance wh.ch he dubs "The Crutch' nedy’s mother. Mrs. Edna B. Ross.
from U. of V.; Betty McKinley from stone and For Lettering cn the Haven named administrator.
I dance—says it beats any "Fan”
Mt. Holyoke College; Harriet Far Same and For Foundations for Two
Mrs. Henry Groth is ill.
Accounts Presented For Notice:
ris, irom Bo-ton University; Mado Gravestones, Granted: E tate, Net Estates, Alfred A IBriggs, late of dance any dame ever did Well, if
Miss Priscilla Storer is home
lyn Hawes from U. of M ; Jean tie I. Rising, late cf 'Rockland, de Rockland, deceased, first account i his Crutch Dance is one-half as in- from Wellesley College for the holi
Lucas, Gladys Mitchell and Doris ceased, filed' by (Frank H Ingraham, filed by Ida Mae Dondis. adminis | teresting as the old dances he used days.
Payson from Gates Business Schcol. of Rcckland, administrator.
Mrs. M. Louise Miller and Miss
tratrix; Elizabeth S Achorn, late i to execute—like the double-shuffle,
double
and
s.ngie
clog,
toe
dance,
Nancy
Miller went to Portland
Accounts allowed: Estates. Etiwy of Camden, deceased. Ninth Ac
heel and toe dance, forward ar.d Sunday to spend. Christmas with
L. (Taylor, late of Camden, deceased, count Ifiled by Z. M. Dwinal, sur
MEDOMAK
I back shuffle and—dozens cf ether
Mrs. L W. Osier spent a few days first and final account filed by viving trustee; Augusta M. Ross, steps he used to entertain folks Mrs. Miller’s mother, Mrs. Emma
Spear. On their return they will be
the past week with her sister. Mrs. Helen C. Taylor and The Union & late of Union, deceased, first and with, well, the Crutch Dance will accompanied by Miss Mary Miller.
Linwood Timberlake in Portland. New Haven Jrust Company, execu final account filed by Montell C. have to be mighty good to equal his
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Johnson have
Mrs Bessie Prior and son Vern tors; Fred M Kenniston, late of Ross, executor; Mary E. P. Talbot, old “crutchless’’ dances!
arrived
from New Hampshire and
Warren, deceased, first and final late of Camden, deceased, first and
ard, Mrs. Nancy Genthner and
It
does
seem
a
miracle
that
any
will
spend
the Winter with his
account filed by Harold I. Drewett,1 final account filed by Z. M Dwinal,
son Bernard were Rockland visiters j
man
can
go
through
such
an
or

mother,
on
Jefferson
street.
administrator; George P Kenniston, administrator.
Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. B. C. Reed and
deal at the advanced age of 77 and
come up smiling and full of "git- Mr. and Mrs. Robert Reed and son
Mrs. Oren McLain. Mrs (Nathan
up-and-git” the way Capt Al has. of Portland, spent. Christmas with
Thompson. Addie McLain and Elsie
He
says prayers saved him—prayers Miss Grace Simmons.
McLain visited recently in Bath.
The Busy Bodies will meet with
added
to the skill cf expert Ells
Charles Genthner who has been
Mrs. Joseph Di Napoli, at 130, Dec.
worth
surgeons.
Well,
who
can
dis

guest at Lester Teeies, has returned
pute him? I have no desire to 27. Members are reminded to take
to his home in Gro. s Neck.
a gift for the Christmas tree.
do so.
*
Pvt. Kenneth Genthner of Camp
Father’s Night will be celebrated
Here is a “snap" of the tough old
Lee, Va . is passing, a 15-day (fur
Jan.
4 at the High School building.
sea dog—taken the day he left the
lough with his wife and mother.
The
event
is sponsored by the P.T.A.
hospital-^Page "Pop-Eye” and let
Clifford Leeman of Round' Pend
them fight it out! (Better eat an and will include a covered dish sup
was a business caller here recently
extra helping of spinach "Pop-Eye per Rev. Clayton Richard will be
the speaker Each member may in
Mrs Catherine Ellis and daughter
—you are up against a real fighting
vite one guest.
of Port Clyde were at the home of
man!).
Monday forenoon the Fire Com
Lester Teele for the week-end.
pany was called to the Waldoboro
******* * * ♦_* * * Woods on Route 1, to extinguish a
Mr. and Mrs. Ashley Genthner
and family were visitors Monday in
fire in *a burning car.
Boothbay.
Mrs. Hazel Genthner and family
have moved to Edgecomb.
Mrs. Leslie Collamore was in Bath
Pepti-Cola Company. Long Island City. N. Y.
recently.
FRANCHISED BOTTLER: PEPSI-COLA BOTTLING CO. OF AUBURN, j

V1NALHA1
ft ft ft ft
l£Rfl. 090AR C.
Corresponded
T.^Sgt. Hollis Knowl |
recently retained fron [
spentl.ng a Pirlougi. ■ !
with his parents, Mil
Llewellyn Knowlton
Knowlton's second furli)
years.
Mr and: IMrs. A. A l j
son, A. A Peterson, Jr
mas guests of Mr. an
Peterson at Scituate M|
At the Washington s
ing Friday, the Sub i|
grades I-V Joined in
and recitations
to the Christmas sea ■
of the three schcol rou.J
decorated Christinas
yielded gifts for every
joyed at the close oft.
iMr. and Mrs. Kei I
Boston are passint till
holidays at their home I
Friendis here have r I
announcing the man I
Elizabeth Duncan and j
Robbins of Pratt. Ki
Robbins is a son of M
Walter Robbins and di;|
hood spend many S'-j
with his parents at t l
holme, the Carver homt I
Jteris Norwood ■ |
Seth Norwood win
ly received a medic;
from the Seabees U S
Thursday to his liome
David Anderson who
at Springfield, Mass . I
Christmas holidays bl

Rockland and vicinity during the corresponding period in 1919.

Isaac Berliawsky bought from
Fred A. Thorndike two houses on
Spruce street.
Margaret A. Stevenson was elect
ed matron of Golden Red Chap
ter O. E. S.
The East Coast monthly payroll
had mounted to $60,000
Charles E. and Harris P. Smith
sold their business in Portland and
returned1 to Rockland
A new IRockiand Band directed
by “Admiral” Roscoe O. Ingraham,
was about to be organized.
Iral Smith was elected captain
of the N A. Burpee Hose Com
pany.
Sch. Methebesec went ashore on
Caj>e Charles, but was floated.
Robert Brewer of this city and
Ralph Bridges of Bangor were
booked as vaudeville performers in
five theatres of the Black Circuit.
Elks Memorial services were held
in Park Theatre The oration was
by Elmer H WaterTTouse of Port
land There had been four deaths
during the year.
Frank Dyer, Rockland fisherman
was drowned on the Trial Course.
George T. Stewart was elected
at the headi of King Hirams' Coun
cil.
John F. Whalen resigned as fish
warden.
Lamont A Wellman bought the
Frank W. Flanders property on
Maverick street.

Rev. Walter S. Rounds was called
to the pastorate of the Congrega
tional Church.
• • • •
The following births were re
corded:
iRockiand. Nov. 28. to Mr. and
Mrs. Samuel Alperin, p. daughter.
Rockland, Nov 28 to Mr. and
Mrs. Lawrence Trumbull of New
York, a daughter—Virginia Flor
ence.
Vinalhaven Nov 2i7, to Mr. and
Mrs. James Sanderson, a son—
James Freeman.
,
Thomaston, Nov. 28, to Mr. and
Mrs. Edwin Anderson, a son.
Appleton, Nov. 27, to Mr. and Mrs.
Charles E Griffin, a son—George
Edward.
Rockland. Dec. 3, to Mr. and Mrs.
A. L. Miles, a son.
Rockland, Dec. 1. to Mr. and Mrs.
Shemian E. Eaton, a son—'Arthur
Eugene.
Rockland, Dec. 5, to Mr. and Mrs.
Daniel I. Sloane, a daughter.
Ro: kpert, Nov 26. to Mr and1 Mrs.
Harold B Heal, a daughter—Helen
May.
IRockiand, Dec. 3 to Mr. and Mrs.
Adelbert L. Miles, a son—^Robert
Cecil.
South Thomaston Dec. 2, to Mr.
and Mrs John A. Pierce, a daugh
ter.
Rockpcrt, Dec. 6, to Mr. and1 Mrs.
Percy L. Grant, a daughter—Gladys
Shirley.
Rcckland, Dec 4, to Mr. and Mrs.
Clarence A Thistle, a son—Clar
ence Arthur.
Rockland. Dec. 9, to Mr. and Mrs.
George E. Wooster, a son—'Henry
Will.am.
Rockland, Dec 10, to Mr. and
Edward Robbins, a daughter—Rosa
Belle.
Rcckport, Dec 6, to Mr. and Mrs.
L. True Spear, a son.
Hope, Dec. 3, to Mr. and Mrs. J.
Hartley Nash, a son.
Rockland. Dec. 9, to Mr. and! Mrs
CLcar E. Wcoster, a son—Henry
William.
Rock.and. Dec 2, to Mr. and Mrs.
Samuel Rubenstein, a daughter—
Fpancts G.
• • • •
Th; following marriages were re
ported:
Boston Nov. 29, Lieut Milton H.
Bird cf Portland and Miss Helen
Cushing of Boston.
Thomaston, Nov. — Hollis H.
Young o’ Thomaston and Emma V.
Duncan of Camden.
Tenant s Harbor, Nov. 27, Thomas
Mateer of Rochester, N. Y„ and
Ellen Morris of Tenants Hadbcr.
Union, Nov. 27, Willard M. Brown
and Mrs Grace B. Gushee, both of
Appieton.
Union, Nov 26, Elden J. Miller
and Lula M. March, both of Wal
doboro.
Rockland, Dec 3 Leslie A. Wilson
of Criehaven and Olive C. Rhodes
of Rockland.
IRockiand Nov. 22, Albert M. Tor
rey and Jennie C. Kavanaugh.
Rockland, Nov. 29, Percival H.
McKusick and Miss Thelma L.
Smith.
Bath, Dec 3, Edwin A. Copeland
of Warren and Mrs. Mina I. Hall
of Bath.
Tenant’s Harbor, Dec. 4, Nor
man Thompson and Ruth Benner.
Rcckland. Dec. 6. Frank A. Elliott
and Georgie A Lane.
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INEXPENSIVE BUT EFFECTIVE

HERE’S WHAT IT COSTS
Hue* five cents each tor one time; 10 eenta for two hne*.
mall words to a fine.
_
Special Notice: AB -blind
uwmte which require tie ****"“■
Gaaette offloe fer handling, eete tf eente addlttenaL

LOST AND FOUND

WANTED
WILL buy household’ furniture, rags
metal, paper. P. O. BOX 8-2. Otty Tel
I03tf
314R
ALL your old clothes made new Al
terations and repairs on all garments
from stockings to hats Dresses and
coats shortened and re fitted. NEEDLE
CRAFT SHOP. Rockport. Tel. Cam
den (2021.
P9*1**1
FURNITURE wanted to upholster,
called for and delivered. T. J. FLEM
ING. 19 Birch St Tel 212W.
9-T-tf
CARPENTER work, painting and re
pairing attended to by ALFRED E.
WARREN. 10 School St., City
103*1-5
CAPABLE honest housekeeper wanted
for business woman. Good home for
right party. TEI, CAMDEN 746 102-103
A COMPETENT housekeeper wanted
for small family living In Brookline,
Mass References required. Write P. O
BOX 763, City_________ ________ 102 103
ANYONE having accounts against the
late Etta Simmons are requested to pre
sent them ;at once to 136 HOLMES ST..
City.
102*103
RESPECTABLE middle-aged couple.
would like interview with elderly per
son or couple, ln need of personal at
tention and companionship
Will ex
change services for worthwhile propo
sition.
References exchanged.
MR.
and MRS CLIFFORD G. FERNALD.
Washington, Maine.
_________ 101*104
~WOOD wanted to saw by cord or hour.
ALDEN JOHNSTON
Tel. Rockland
633R or Thomaston 72________ 101 104
CARPENTER work wanted. Jobbing
and painting, ln Camden, Rockland
and vicinity.
CLARENCE DEANE.
Rockland, R F.D Tel. Camden 8915
101*103
WORK wanted, hauling coal and
light trucking. TEL 902W. City. 97tf
WANTED to buy. I will pay an ex
ceptional high price for a '38, '39, ’40
or ’41 Coupe, or a pick-up truck, of the
same years. I want either of these to
use myself, and not for resale. Write
“K,” care Courier-Gazette.
lOOtf
ALL ’round garage man wanted at
once; middle aged preferable STAN
LEY’S GARAGE. 245 Main St . Rock
land. Tel. 511.
lOOtf
MEN wanted to cut pulpwood three
miles from Rockport Village, near black
road. Celling price to experienced men.
R W BUZZELL. Rockport Me Tel.
Camden 2130
lOO tf
WILL buy household furniture, rags
metal, paper. P. O. BOX 862. City. Tel.
314R
97tf
USED Furniture and Stoves wanted.
We will pay cash or trade for new.
Call 1154. V F. STUDLEY. INC., 283
Main St. Rockland.
iH’tf
CARPEN’i'ER
and
roofing
work
wanted. HENRY TEIRILA, RF.D. 1.
Waldoboro. TEL. WALDOBORO 41 23
8Stf
WILL buy household contents and
contents of cottages, also old glass and
china. Highest prices paid.
CARL
SIMMONS. 2 Park St. Rockland. Tel.
1240.
fatf

MISCELLANEOUS
FURNISHED three-room apartment
with flush to let. Available Dec. 28.
DELIA YORK, 111 Pleasant St
103tf
CLAIRE: This ls a warning to let
you know that Jimmy Steps Out. Will
let you know how you can catch him
later.
103-lt
DOES your oil ibumer need servic
ing? Work guaranteed Anywhere ln
Knox (County. Call ESSO SERVICE
8680
102 103
For the present, will make appoint
ments for Tuesdays and Saturdays.
DR J. H. DAMON, dentist 153 Lime
rock street, telephone 1357 .
96tf

WARREN
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ALENA L. STAKRETT
Correspondent
« « « ft
Tel. 46

YELLOW male, shaggy cat lost, anv-ers ta^piame "Flufly.” Return to
'Trs. E'.ma Wotton, Wadsworth St,
Thomaston.___________________ 103 It
WHITE envelope containing money
and receipted bills lost Friday on Main
St. Finder please PHONE 218J. 103-194
WILL the persons seen picking up
the pocketbook Sat. night ln Perry s
Market please return lt to the address
Inside. Tlie need ls acute.
103*104

FOR SALE
HAY for sale, best quality $30. deliv
ered within 5 miles: $20 ln barn ROSE
HILL FARM.
Owl’4 Head.
292R
__________________ 103 2

RHODE Island Red laying pul leu, 120
of them for sale. Phone Camden 8163,
H: P CARR
___ _____________ 103 H>*
FOR SALE
' Eight-room house for sale, central
location: fireplace, central heat, hard
wood floors; bathroom. One of the
best built houses in the city and one
of the nicer homes. Excellent condi
tion, $6C00
Duplex house, central location. Per
fect condition. Excellent location and
neighborhood: 5 rooms on each side;
two bathrooms, two furnaces. Com
pletely separate. Buy this nice home
and let lt pay for itself.
Four-room house and flush; shed and
small garden spot. Central location;
good condition $1050.
Nine-room house ln Thomaston;
barn, garden, bathroom and furnace.
First class condition. Excellent loca
tion for guests.
Nine-room house ln Warren village;
barn, garden, town water, furnace,
bathroom. A very nice home, $1850
One mile of excellent lake frontage,
well wooded. Will be sub divided to
fit your needs. Buy any amount you
wish.
Seven-room house, barn connected.
Buildings In good repair. Shore privi
lege; nice water view; electricity, sa,e
will Include electric stove: cook stove,
dishes, beds. etc. Nicely located for a
Summer home or for year around use.
Located out of town $2000.
F. H. WOOD
Court House,
Rockland. Me.
103-104

GLENWOOD Kitchen Range for sale
modem white enamel with shelf.
Complete oil burning units, hot wa
ter coll, stove pipes. Everything $175;
Florence floor model large burner oil
heater $15| Franklin fireplace stove
with doors, pipes, adlrons and coal
basket, $30; large kneehole oak desk, $5;
2 combination storm and screen doors
2Tl’x6'U", $15; 10 storm windows
3’4"x5’4", $2.50 each. MRS. JAMES W.
BALANO. Port Clyde.___________ 103-104
COCKER spaniel puppies for sale.
Apply DONALD FARRAND. 215 Talbot
Ave,, Tel. 524W.
102-103

Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
$3.00 a year

says ffel
AA
• 43,000 expa
shore jobs ail
—if our light!

EARLY-CUT Hay, for sale, also, sepa
rator; churn, slightly used. CLIFFORD
CARROLL. Tel. 6-12, Warren
102-103
MODEL A. (i-ton truck for sale. $65.
Good rubber, good condition. O. E.
TAYLOR. 18 Trinity St.__________ 102*1

they need to

10-INCH pot burning oil heater for
sale for 4 or 5 rooms, brown enamel,
and Just like new, also two brown
enamel coal heaters, and two wood
burning parlor heaterc. This ls all
tirst class stuff, and priced very rea
sonable
H B. KALER. Washington.
Me. Home Sundays. Tel. 5-25 102-103
FOUR ft slabwood for sale. Del. or
at home place.
ROBERT ESANCY.
R F D 3, Liberty. Tel. 12-23.
102*1
DRY jVood, 4 ft. mixed soft and hard
wood. Price $13.75 per cord delivered.
ED. (COFFIN. Spruce Head
102*103
KERMATH engine 35 h. p for sale.
$150. TEL. TENANT’S HARBOR 4-14.
102*105
SCHOOLHOUSE stoves, depot stoves*
camp large pot-type oil heater. 9-ln.
oil stoves, heater, comb, oil and gas
range, also coal and gas, range oil
burners and colls. C. E GROTTON.
138 Camden St. Tel. 1091 W\
101-104
TQY3. wheel barrows, carts, tricycles.
Novelties, for sale. RAYE’S CRAFT
SHOP. 14 Prescott St., City.
93*108

FURNISHED 2-room apt. to let, bath.
Adults only; 57 PACIFIC ST
103 It
SIX-ROOM house to let. Available
late January.
H. M. FROST. Tel.
3law-______________ ___ __________ 102tf
DESIRABLE single house to rent.
In Glen Cove. Apply L. A. WEAV
ER, after 7 30 p. m., second house from
Grange hall.
FURNISHED apt. to let, suitable for
1 or 2 adults. Apply at 11 JAMES ST.
i
99tf
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PteCAWD IN IKE CAUSE OF
THE ‘I** LIBEBP/ LOAN
DQlVE IN WOOEDUAQI.
AIL fouO UftEQTy IOAN
001VES, Also 7Xfc Vklocy
LOAN DOlVE, WIDE OVECSUBSCR15ED, SALE^
Totaled h biucn douajs.

COL. JONATHAN WILLIAMS
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Rev. Helen Overman of Rockport
will present a pageant Wednesday
night at 7.30 at the Baptist, Church.
A special watch-night service is
planned for Dec. 31 and Jan. 1, at
the church, more tletails of which
will be given Friday.

WAS THE FlCST supebwtendent of m
U.S. MlLfTKBy ACADEMY AT west ftxNT
WHEN IT WAS FORMALLY OPENED ON
JULY N, Itol. TEN CADETS WERE IN
ATTENDANCE. THE RUST CADET WAS
RECOMMENDED BY QEN. HENRY KNOX,
TlCST SECRETARY OF WA&.

CA

TO PROMOTE PUBLIC HEALTH AND MORALS
AND TO AID A6RJCULTURE, THE MACACHUSEnS
LE6ISLATURE IN Ufl9 EXEMPTED BREWERS FfiOff
taxation Fora Fve yeaqperiod.the act

STATE D THAT *THE WHOESOME OUAUTIES OP
MALT LIQUOR GCfATLY RECOMMEND THEN ID QHtDM.
USf, AS AN IMPORTANT MEANS OF PRESERVING THE

HEALTH CF T.C CITIZENS Of THIS COMMONWEALTH •

paziies and
war prosper I
unything cvl

Tuescfay-Frictey

Tuesday-Friday
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VINALHAVEN
MRS OSCAR C. LANE
Correspondent
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T Sgt. Hollis Knowlton who has
recently returned from oversets is
s; encl.ng a furlough cf 21 days iieie
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Uewellyn Knowlton. This is Sgt.
Knowlton's second furlough in five
years.
Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Peterson and
son, A. A Peterson, Jr., are Christ
mas guests of Mr. and) 'Mrs. Frank
Peterson at Scituate, Mass.
At the Washington School build
ing Friday, the Sub primary and
gj>des I-V Joined in a program of
js and recitations appropriate
the Christmas season. In each
of the three schcol rooms a lavishly
decorated Christmas tree which
yielded gifts for everyone was en
joyed. at the close of the program.
Mr. and Mrs. Keith Carver of
Boston are passing the Christmas
holidays at their home here.
Friends here have received cards
announcing the marriage of Miss
Elizabeth Duncan and Thad Carver
Robbins of Pratt, Kansas. Mr.
Rcbbins is a son of Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Robbins and during his boy
hood spend many Summers here
with his parents at their Summer
home, the Carver homestead.
Jffiris Norwood son of Mr. and
Mi5. Seth Norwood who has recent
ly received a medical discharge
from the Seabees U. S. N., returned
Thursday to his home here.
David Anderson who is employed '
at Springfield, Mass., is passing the ;
Christmas holidays here with his j

family.
SWAN’S ISLAND
Carroll Burns of Boston arrived j
The
Sunbeam
left here Thursday
Saturday and is guest of his mother,'
with a large passenger list for RockMrs. Carrie Burns.
land.
Mrs. Helen Johnson of Worces
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Stockbridge
ter. Mass., is guest for the Christ- I
mas vacation at the home of her
here with his wife and daughter,
mother, iMrs. Leslie Stinson.
Joanne.
Mrs. Rebecca Arey was hostess to
Mrs. Franklin Adams has re
the Weary Club Saturday night. turned from a visit of several days
Supper was served and the evening with friends in Rockland.
passed with cards.
Capt. Marshall Coombs MM , left
•Miss Marion White arrived Satur Wednesday for Boston to join his
day from Springfield, Mass for a ship. Mrs. Coombs accompanied
holiday visit with her mother, Mrs. him to Rockland.
P. A. White.
.Robert Tolman and Clarence
Miss Virginia Black of West Warren went to Portland Wednes
Hartford, Conn., is spending the day for pre-induction physical
Christmas vacation here with her examinations for the Army.
mother, Mrs. J. S. Black and sister,
Mrs. John Greer, infant son
Miss Phyllis Black.
Robert and son. John, came Satur
Miss Gwendolyn Green teacher at day from Camden. They were ac
(forth Haven High School is spend- . companied by Mrs. Greer’s sister,
ing the Christmas vacation at her. Mrs. Franklin Hopkins of Rock
home here.
port.
Mrs. Hester Johnson and Miss I Miss Ruth Kittredge of Rockville,
Barbara Brown of Worcester, Mass., J Conn., is passing the Christmas
are guests of their parents, Mr. and vacation here with her parents, Mr
Mrs. Elisha Brown.
and Mrs. Edwin Kittredge.
Fred Chilles of Whitinsville, Mass
Albert Knowlton, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Llewellyn Knowlton, who has i is passing the Christmas holidays
been a surgical patient at Knox here, guest of his mother, Mrs.
Hospital, Rockland has returned to Margie Chilles, and sister, Mrs.
his home here.
Muriel Chilles.
Edwin Bailey of Augusta, Dr
Wallace Smith, U. S. N„ who has
recently returned from an overseas Frank Methot of Lewiston and
trip is spending a short leave here Oscar Huse of Kents Hill were
at the home of his mother, Mrs. J guests last week at the heme of
O Carver.
Capt. and Mrs. A. M. Miller.
Mrs Hilton Young of Rangeley is
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Tolman and
guest of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. son, Arthur, have returned from a
Alfred Oicutt, Sr.
visit with Mrs. Tolman’s brother,
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Davison and Reuben Smith at Portland.
daughter, Lucy, of Bath are guests ' Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm Winslow
of Mrs. Davison’s parents, Mr. and ! of Worcester are holiday guests of
Mrs. Parker Wadsworth.
Mrs Winslow’s parents, Capt. and
John Jchnson who has employ- ' Mrs. A. M Miller.
ment at Whitinsville, Mass., is) G. A. Newbert made a business
spending the Christmas holidays j trip to Rockland Saturday.

Rev Gretchen Hall supplied the
pulpit Sunday in Isle au Haut.

Mr and Mrs. William E Holmes
are spending the Winter with their
daughter Mrs. Chase Savage in
Rcckland.
Miss Annie Lunt was ru-hed Sat
urday in a Coast Guard boat to
Bar Harbor Hospital where she is
receiving treatment for injuries suf
fered in a fall.
Andrew Watson. Jr is in Port
land on a Visit.
Mrs Lillian Joyce entertained the
Atlantic Aid last Friday afternoon.
Mrs. Charles Burns is visiting her
children in Stonington.
I

ham and son Stanley of Augusta,

| visited Sunday with Mrs. Cunning' ham’s mother. Mrs Lula Sprowl,
and other relatives here.
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold1 Davis and
the latter's sister, Miss Mildred
APPARITIONS
t
Fletcher of Newport, visited friends
"Who goes there ln the night.
in town Sunday.
Acroes the sterm-swept plain
We are the ghosts of a valiant war—
N^r. and Mrs John Burgess and
A (million murdered men!
j daughters, Edith and Ruth, of
Who goes there, at the dawn.
Across the sunswept plain
Waldoboro called Sunday on Mr.
We are the hosts cf those who swear ’ and Mrs Harold Cobb.
It shall not be again"
A cc.m&ned Church and Church
-Thomas Curtis Clark
School Christmas program' was ren
dered at the Community Methodist
Church Sunday at 2 30.

ffwrfffMP,
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by saving your used food cans. Re
move labels, wash, flatten. Put in
Beparate container next to your
trash can. Save for local pickup.

$1050.

louse ln Thomaston;
bathroom and furnace,
‘dltlon. Excellent loca

ln Warren village;
town water, furnace,
erv nice home. $1850
excellent lake frontage.
Will be sub divided to
Buy any amount you
lise

louse barn connected,
od repair. Shore prlvlr view; electricity, saie
•ctrir stove: cook stove.
Nicety located, for a
r for year around use.
own $2000.
H WOOD
Rockland. Me.
_______ 103-104

BUY MORE WAR BONDS.

THE NEED

IS URGENT

Cltchen Range for salo
enamel with shelf,
aiming units, hot walipes. Everything $175;
nodel large burner oil
inklln fireplace stove
adlrons and coal
kneehole oak desk. $5;
sterm and screen doors
10 storm windows
a< :i. MRS. JAMES W.

n

soys the High Command!

_____ 103-104

• 43,000 experienced seamen now working in

nlel puppies for sale.
FARRAND. 215 Talbot
______ 102-103
lay for sale, also, sepaghtly used CLIFFORD
6 12, Warren.
102-103

shore jobs are vitally needed back on ships

—if our fighting men are to get the supplies
they need to finish the job!

ton truck for sale. $65.
food condition. O. E.
Inity St._____
100*1
burning oil heater for
rooms, brown enamel,
inew, also two brown
laters, and two wood
heaters. This Is all
and priced very reaKALER, Washington.
Kays. Tel 5-25 100-103

k
ADMIRAL LAND: “Ships can’t sail with
out experienced men—and we just don’t
have enough men for our expanding
Merchant Marine. If you have ever
been a Mate, Engineer, Radio Officer
or "AB,” your country needs you now!"

W’v

ZZ

ADMIRAL KING: “Because the Navy
shares life and death, attack and victory,
with the men of the United States Mer
chant Marine, we are fully aware of
their contribution to the victory which
must come.”

3

UPGRADING

wood for sale. Del. or
ROBERT ESANCY,
ty_ Tel. 12 23.
ice«l

15 FAST

ft mixed soft and hard
175 per cord delivered.
>ruce Head
102*103
fine 35 h p for sale.
I ANT S HARBOR 4-14.
_____100*105
3 stoves, depot stoves,
type oil heater. 9-ln.
comb. oil and gas
and gas. range oil
s C. E CrROTTON,
_Tel. 1091W.
101-10«
jws. carts, tricycles,
Me
RAYE'S CRAFT
St . City.
93*108

GENERAL MARSHALL: “The men who sail
merchant ships are making it possible to
transport fighting men and supplies . . .
to defeat the enemy. The Army is deeply
indebted to these men for their unceasing
efforts ... to hasten the day of victory.”

.
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Only Four Pins

SEARSMONT
Rev. and Mrs- George J. Volz
were callers in the parish Dec. 13,
and were dinner guests of Mr. and
l Mrs. Ru sell Knight.
Miss Wilda Mehuren of Pemaquid
! was recent guest cf her grandi mother, Mrs. Mildred Hemenway,
' and her uncle, Gardner Hemenway.
| • The interment for Frank L. Whit1 ten, a former resident of this town,
j was held at Oak Grove cemetery
1 Dec. 15. {Mrs. Minerva Packard,
[ Mr and Mrs. Ira Packard, and Mr.
and Mrs. Harold Cobb attended the
' funeral of Mr Whitten at his home
in Belfast.
i The village schools closed for the
holiday vacation Dec. 15. with a
; tine joint program by grammar and 1
primary schools.
Parents and
friends of the pupils were in ati tendance.
i Mr and Mrs. Herbert Cunning

CALLING ALL EXPERIENCED
SEAMEN BACK TO SEA!

». central location. PerExcellent location and
5 rooms on each side;
». two furnaces. Com?. Buy this nice home
for itself.
►use und flush; shed and
fpot
Central location;

ZZ

?

How at Sea!

HISTORIC INN, WHERE MINUTEMEN RALLIED,

STILL SHOWS SCARS OF LEXINGTON BATTLE
In the chill hours before dawn on
the morning of April 19, 1775, forty
Minutemen with loadbd muskets
filled the taproom of Buck
man’s Tavern,
on the edge of
the green at
Lexington, Mass.
Some warmed
themselves at
the cozy fire
Paul Revere
place. Others sat
at tables, slowly sipping their tank
ards of mulled ale to keep their
bodies and spirits warm.
On an upper floor, a lone figure
peered anxiously out of a window
toward the green. It was Paul
Revere, who had ridden from Bos
ton to warn the patriots that the
British were advancing to Concord
to seize colonial stores and capture
Samuel Adams and John Hancock.
Suddenly the redcoats appeared,
advancing toward the tavern. In a
moment the Minutemen flew to
their posts, joined by others—77 in

The magic of last week’s turkey
supper must have held over for
second week with the Ganders, for
they squeaked through with, an
other win last Monday night, and
while their margin was only four
pins, that was enough to make the
Skippers walk up to the counter
and pay anl pay andi pay.
Due to the fact that Christmas
came on Monday and there was no
match scheduled for Christmas, the
Buckman’* Tavern
teams used! ail available members
Some of the bullets penetrated the in this match, with the result that
tavern and their scars may still be there were six men on each team,
seen on its walls.
Furnished as in colonial days, but no one knows who to lay it onto
Buckman’s Tavern, now a communi for the defeat or the victory.
ty meeting place and museum, re
Wym Guilford happened to be in
mains one of the few links to a town, and he showed up with his
brave handful of men who gave our
nation one of its most glorious • famous rubber boots on, and it was
a mighty good thing for the Skiptraditions.
men that he did, for Wym led the
There
it
is
again!
Am
I
seeing
pack with a nice 290. and without
Barrel Disappeared
things?”
lt the Skippers would have been a
And sure enough there was the
lot
more to leeward than they were.
Vinalhaven Sun Played A self-same hogsiiead, in the self Although there were no spectacu
same place complete to the last de
Strange Trick On Two
tail, even the broken hoops hang lar scores the match was close and
ing down and the broken stave exciting, being in doubt until the
Excited Campers
showing.
last ball was rolled And then when
Taking
a
good
grip
on
them

the Skippers found they had lost by
Ecitor of The Courier-Gazette:—
One glorious oay last Summer, in selves and a cup of good, strong only four pins there was a chorus
late afternoon, Vern and Viv were coffee to steady their shattered of “If H had only known," "I could
salvage a done better if—” etc. etc., from
sitting in front pf the latter’s nerves, the ' two-man
crew
sat
down
and
decided
to
think the disgruntled Skipmen.
camp enjoying the scenery of
Fete Peterson was bemoaning the
beautiful Pleasant River and di the thing through. It was Viv who
gesting one of Mrs. Viv’s lobster finally came up with a bright idea fact that he had a nice strike, from
chowders and the latest war news. and a plausible explanation “See which he gleaned only four extra
Suddenlj* Viv was all attention, Vern” he said, “Notice the angle pins, with a four in the next frame,
and jumping up excitedly he point at which the suns rays hit that big Hen Anderson stomped with rage
ed down river, and in the hushed boulder on that ledge down there? because he missed two single pin
tone of one finding a great treasure And notice how the ledge drops off spares in his last two frames, the
said'—“See that
big) (hogshead to cast a shadow on the side away “P. M.” looked at his total score
washed up on the shore down there. from the sun—”
and sadly sighed, ’ I’m getting, old,
And Vern after rubbing his eyes too old to bowl,” while ‘‘Uncle’’
Vern looked land sure enough there
it was, a fine hardwood hogshead and looking sharp, could see that Harry Yeung just stood in the
such as molasses used to come in, what looked so much like a nice middle of the floor and shook his
and which are used for the salting hardwood hogshead, broken hoops fist at the score board’.
of fish. This one looked as if it had and all was nothing but a shadow!
It was a very bad night for Der
On several sunny Sundays later .Csptadn Grimes, for not only Was
smashed about a bit for there was
a loose hoop or two showing and a in the Summer, the shadowy Image he on the bottom of the 12-man
was again seen in slightly altered
a broken stave.
list, but he was nicked for two bits
“Bey, that ought to make good form, but the wood hungry campers apiece by the “P M." and Frankie
firewood.” said Viv. “What do you were not fooled again into going Adams on total score. Of course Der
say we go get it?” So the two go- after it. As the sun changed its po Captain is terribly handicapped by
getters jumped into a nearby skiff sition in the*heavens, the mysteri the current cigar shortage, and it
and with Viv at the oars and Vern ous barrel which appeared only in hurts two ways.
on watch they struck out for the the late afternoon, finally and com
Not only does he miss the sooth
oaken treasure after rowing to pletely disappeared, but the boys ing effect upon his own nerves,
about where he thought the hogs are looking forward to seeing it making him jumpy anl erratic and
head should be, Viv stopped to get again, in its accustomed place, an easy victim to a little razzing,
his wind, but on looking up into about next July—and perhaps fool but he loses the protective power of
Vern’s face found it filled with ing some of their friends with it.
the blinding and choking smoke
doubt and bewilderment.
screen he has formerly been able
’ Say,’’ said Vern. “where has that
NORTH HAVEN
to throw around himself. Any man
darn thing gone? I don’t see it or j Mrs. Enna Gillis was hostess re who had just clawed his way out
anything that looks like it.”
cently at a surprise birthdlay party of one of Der Captain’s cigar smoke
And try as hard as they might given in honor of the birthday of clouds, gasping and choking, was
the two amateur bea„uco.u..^i a | Mrs. Ivaloo Patrick. Those present in no condition to either see
couldn’t find a thing that looked were Mrs. Gillis, Mrs. Patrick, Mrs. straight, walk straight or shoot
like a hogshead, a head or even a Alta Burgess, ’Mrs. Tryphosia Cal- straight.
hog. Puzzled and mystified they derwoed, Mrs. Edith Vinal, Mrs.
But in spite of two straight de
rowed up and1 down the river, ex Jessie Carver, Mrs. Ann Calderiwood. feats, hope springs eternal in the
ploring every nook and rocky cove, Mrs. Shirley Calderwood, Miss Erma
breast of every Skipper, and they
but all to no avail and finally went Grant, Mrs. (Nellie (Baird! andi Mrs.
will be on hand on New Years Day
back and resumed their seats in Orilla Sampson. A pleasant social
ready to turn over a new leaf, and
front of the camp.
evening was spent. Refreshments
After talking the incident over were served. Mrs. Patrick received start the year right by giving the
they came to the conclusion that many lovely gifts. Those invited Ganders a gool trimming “Four out
it must have been caused by some but unable to attend! were Mrs. of five in ’46" is their motto for the
strange effect produced by Vern’s Winona Brown and Mrs. iNina new year.
Ganders-MacDonald 231, Bickford
after dinner cigar or Viv’s after
Hopkins.
230.
Grimes 228, Sanborn 264, Mills
after dinner pipefull of robust
276,
The Goose 266; Total 1496.
Miss
Clara
Waterman
is
home
sweet fern leaves.
Skippers
—Young 231, Adams 248,
from
Marblehead,
Mass.,
for
the
While engaged in these wild
Drew
238,
Peterson 242, Anderson
Christmas
vacation.
guesses and vague speculations, Viv
suddenly sprang up, his eyes start
Mrs. V. !L. Beverage left Monday 236, Guilford 290; total 1496.
ing cut of his head, his tongue hang for a visit at the home ofi her son,
ing out and shaking in every limb. Lawrence Beverage in Sw.impscott,
ALL SKIDDING ASIDE
’•See". "Look see” “There it is— Mass.

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSSWORD PUZZLE

• What are your chances for rapid advance

ment in a shore job when the war ends? Read
what these seamen say and you’ll get a hint of
what your future is in the Merchant Marine!

X 13
L. O. WARREN, a Captain at 27, says:
“I came up from Third Mate to Ship
Master in three years because of the
big opportunity now in the Merchant
Marine. I know I’d never have made
tliat rate of progress in a shore job.”

MICHAEL G. DIVINE, Chief Engineer,
and a sea-faring man for over 20 years:
“Give me the sea to a shore job any
day. And give me the sea today against
the sea a few years ago. Up-grading
has never been so fast before.”

JEROME H. MARSHALL, Able-Bodied
Seaman, says: “I’ve made more progress
in six months than I could have made
in three whole years before Pearl Har
bor. And, brother, after the war, I’m
going to keep right on sailing.”
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HON. SCHUYLER O. BLAND, Chairman,
House Committee on Merchant Marine
and Fisheries: “Today, we have the
• ships and steamship organizations with
experienced operators and established

|tt UBEQTy LOAN
, Also THE VKTOfty
2lVE, WIDE 0VE2MD. SALE.S
21 BlltO DOUADS.

FRANK J. TAYLOR, Pres., American Mer
chant Marine Institute: “With nearly
every country in the world to be re
built, there is every reason to believe
the Merchant Marine will move into a

offices on trade routes. We must main

great era of expansion after the war.

tain them after the war to promote
world trade necessary to our prosperity.”

Men who come back to sea now are
building soundly for the future.”

ting factor to our postwar prosperity—
ia

a prosperity the Merchant Marine
certain to share substantially.”

your maritime union, U. S. Employment Service, or wire collect to Merchant Marine, Washington, D. C.

RECRUITMENT & MANNING ORGANIZATION
* WAR SHIPPING ADMINISTRATION *

AND MOEAtS
WASSACHUSEfTS
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THISJADVERTISEMENT DONATED BYfcTHE|COURIER-GAZETTE
Prepared by th* War Advertising Council, Inc., with the cooperation of the Office of War Information and U.
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ERIC JOHNSTON, President, U. S. Cham
ber of Commerce: “Never before have
America’s prospects for foreign trade
been so bright as they are today. Such
foreign trade will be a vital contribu

ir To sign up with the Merchant Marine, report to your nearest War Shipping Administration office,

JOB!

5!

r

war prospects for the Merchant Marine exceed

ED IN TNE CAUSE Of
"UtMliy LOAN
N WO&DlMOI.

, HATIQHAt tAHTY COUHOt
Reduce your speed fo conform fo fho
condition of the road-end never fake
chances on icv surfaces.
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panies and union leaders agree that the post
anything ever before known.
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• Government heads, large shipping com-
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all. Someone fired the “shot heard
round the world,” and the Revolu
tionary War was begun.
In this brief and unequal battle,
several Minutemen lost their lives.

But They Were Enough To
Spell Victory For the
Struggling Ganders

Answer to this puzzle on Page Six

LET
room apt to let, bath.
’’ACIFIC ST
103-lt
ise to let
Available
H M. FROST. Tel.
__ ____________ 102tf
ixgle house tc rent.
Apply L A. WEAVu., second house from
________________ lOOtf
t. to let. suitable for
>ply at 11 JAMES ST.
99tf

are passing the Winter with their
daughter,
Mrs. Jack Whitehill in
■
Schenectady,
N. Y.
;
Mr and Mrs Isaac W Stinson are
making a few months’ visit with her
sister, Mrs. Nellie Stinson in Rock
land.
Mrs. Nelson Morse sustained an
injury to her ankle recently in a
fall.
Austin Joyce is at? the Stanley
House in Rockland for the Winter.

Page Five

S. Maritime Commission

OF

PULPWOOD
HORIZONTAL
1—City in Australia
8- River in Scotland
9— Look

10- Fleshy part of an

animal
11- At a distance
14- lnterdicts

15- Greek god of love
18-Musical pipe
20-Penetrate
24—Observed

26-Eagles

28- Propeller
29- Cauterizes

30- Mournful
31- Because
33- Prepositlon
34- Golf mound
35- Mititary title
36- A tree
39- And (Latin)
40- Mother

HORIZONTAL (Cont.)

49- Web-like membrane
50- Takes the part of
52- Place for storing
fodder
53- Scraped linen
55-lnterjection. Hush
57-Acts

59- Armed enclosure
60- Billow
61- A constellation
62- Appropriate
VERTICAL
2- Paradise
3- Rent
4- Wager

5- United States of
America (abbr.)
6- Allude

41- An insect

7- Close
10-Constructed
12- A flower
13- The new or old

47- Plural of r«dlu*

16-Restlng place

moon (pl.)
43-Approaches
46- Society girl (colloq.) 14- Twiat

VERTICAL (Cont.)
17-Dress trimming
19-Epoeh
21- Negative

22- Grew smaller
toward the end
23-Comparative suffix
25-Before
27-Wise men
29-Pertaining to the

WILL MAKE

21W SHtll

COHTAHCRS
¥** ***-

sun

32-Adapt
33- Scottish cap
37- The sheltered aide
38- Shaded walk
41- Entrance to a mine
42- Nothing
44- lnvade suddenly
45- Five hundred one
46- Exist
48-Asaiatant (abbr.)
50- Q’iide
51- Beach
54-Utter nasally
56-Persla
58-Perched

99-Agitate

VICTORY

PULPWOOD
CAMPAIGN

snw VICTORY IN '44
CUT MORE PULPWOOD

Tuesday*!

Tuesday-Friday
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Page Six
Strand Theatre, Wednesday and Thursday

THOMASTON

es in Northhampton. Mass, and
Miss Elsie Burbank, teacher in Co

hasset, Mass., are visiting Mr. and
Mrs. Ernes: B. Buswel’.

Correspondent
z\

Mr. and Mrs. Gamold L. Cole and
daughter. Marjorie, ana Miss Mar
guerite deRochmont of Willsboro,
N. Y„ and Mrs. Wayne E. Wetzel of
Boston, are visiting Mr. and Mrs.
Henry M. deRochemont.

Tel. 113-3

Mrs. Rodney Bucklin is spending

meets

Wednesday night at 8 o’clock. Each
member is asked to take a 10 cent

zX

zX
ZX

xX zX
ZS zs

ZX

zX
ZX

ZX
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X

mas with her daughter and son-in-

at Newport, R. I., and sister, Miss

Miss Mabel Wall of Attleboro,
Mass., spent Christmas with her
mother, Mrs. Belle Wall, and sister,
Miss Hazel Wall.
Irvin Fields has bought the house
at the eastern end of the bridge
owned by the Olive Luce estate.

.

Mary Daucette of Lewiston, spent
Christmas with their parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Kenneth Daucette.
Mrs. Leona Salisbury returned to
day to Bath after spending a week’s
vacation at home.
Miss Marion Weidman and Miss
Mattie Russell spent Christmas in
Rockland.

Mrs. W. A. Jennings, JL, who has
been a surgical patient at the Maine
Ear and Eye Hospital, Portland, has •
returned home.
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
$3.00 a year
Al Eaton has bought from the

Wood’s sister.

Mass.

Miss Carrie Wallace of Cushing is
at Mrs. Olive Keizer’s, Green street,
for the Winter.
The employees of J. B. Pearson
Co., enjoyed a picnic dinner and. a
joke Christmas tree on the third
floor at the factory, Friday noon.
Gifts were presented to Mr. Brooks
and the floor ladies, Mrs. Ada
Sanders and Mrs. Flora Mills.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Slader are
visiting their son and daughter-inlaw, Mr. and Mrs. Chester Slader
in Lynn, Mass.
Mrs. Robert Andrews f£>ent the
week-end in Boston.
Mrs. Euda Lermond of- Union was
holiday guest of her son and daugh

ter-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Guy Ler
mond.
*
Mrs. Lewis Johnson (Maxine
Mitchell) has returned from Deland,
Fla., where she spent a few weeks
with S3c., LewLs Johnson. She
was guest of her parents. Mr. and
Mrs. Kenneth Mitchell, over the
holiday.
Mrs. Robert Mosley has returned
to the home of her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Enoch Clark, after being
a patient at Knox Hospital.
Subscribe to Tlie Courier-Gazette
$3 .00 a year

TAVERN, MODEL FOR NOTED DRAMA,
HAS HOUSED FIVE ll. S. PRESIDENTS
! play, based on the tavern and its
history. Except for modernization
of
facilities, the tavern has changed
could hiss the villain and applaud
the hero are startled by scenes that but little since it was opened 161
years ago. Utensils that were old
when the Civil War was young are
ir./- - ;r.--.
. 'r '.Z ..- V.r
still in use.
The pages of the tavern’s register
bear famous names, among them
five Presidents — William Henry
Harrison, John Tyler, Martin Van
Buren, Andrew Jackson and Millard
Fillmore. Other
a noted guests
C//.w
were Daniel
Jed Prouty Tavern
j Webster, John
seem vaguely familiar when they ' C. Calhoun,
visit the Jed Prouty Tavern at : Robert IngerBucksport, Maine. ! soil and Jeffer
This is not surprising, for many son Davis
parts of this historic inn’s interior Admiral Rob
were reproduced faithfully as the ert E. Peary
R. E. Peary
setting of Richard Golden's play, made this tav
“Old Jed Prouty,” which for years ern his home while hls vessel, the
was a fixture of the American stage. “Roosevelt,” which he used in his
Built in 1783 and originally known discovery of the North Pole, was
as the Robinson House, it was re being built on the Penobscot rivernamed after Golden presented the side.
LD-TIMERS whose memories go

O back to melodramas where they

Mrs. Cora Farwell and Nathan
Farwell entertained at Christmas.
Dinner a company of relatives and
friends.

Mrs. Ruth Sanborn and Miss
Bertha Luce entertained a Christ
mas Eve gathering Sunday night
honoring the Christmas season.

Mr. and -Mrs. Kennedy Crane
were hosts to friends Sunday after
noon honoring Mrs. Crane s brother J
Col. John Lawrence of Washington,
D. C., and his wife.
Miss Harriet Bird is quite ill at
the Home fcr Aged Women.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Rose had
a Christmas dinner in honor of his
mother, Mrs. Alberta B. Rose of
Boston and his sister, Mrs. Geneva
Huke.

Mr. and Mrs. Maurice F. Lovejoy
are entertaining over the holidays,
their daughter, Priscilla Lovejoy,
WAC, home on furlough from Gowen Field, Boise, Idaho and their
grandson. Donald Gatti of Wayne.
On sale today at Senter Crane’s,
dresses, house coats, slips, two
Persian lamb coats, blankets, wool
mittens, children's dresses, ladies’
skirts, etc. etc. Some articles slight
ly mussed from handling. Watch
for the Red Tag Signs.—adv.
200

Washer Aids Polio Cure

A speedier application of the Sis
ter Kenny treatment for infantile
paralysis has been made possible
by the development of a special
electric washing machine which is
now being used in hospitals.
The machine, which has an elec
trical heating unit in the tub in
place of the agitator used for clean
ing clothes, speeds up the heating
and wringing of the heavy woolen
cloths, known as “packs,” which
are wrapped about the patient to
relieve pain and reduce the muscu
lar spasms. This special type wash
er was conceived and developed dur
ing the poliomyelitis epidemic whioh
struck Connecticut in August and
is the only machine of its kind in
the East.
Pick Shoes Carefully

Size should be considered'careful
ly in buying shoes for growing chil
dren and they should be correctly
fitted. While they should not be so
large that they are cumbersome and
hinder the activity of the child, they
should be sufficient in size to per
mit maximum wear. They should be
longer — about the width of your
thumb—than the foot, and not more
than one-half inch wider when the
weight is on the foot. This allows
the foot enough freedom to develop
and the shoe should be replaced be
fore the foot touches either end or
side of the shoe. Frequently it is
necessary to replace children’s shoes
before they are worn out because of
size.
■
•

victory

on the War
John Jones, like lliousands of other men. is enabled to get a
long-range view of the war by reading Major George Fielding
T’liot. whose column is a regular feature of the Portland Sun
day Telegram. Major Eliot's reporting of the news, and his
comments on how latest developments will affect the over-all
w ar picture are of absorbing interest to ''arm ehair generals”
everywhere!
This is hut one of the many outstanding features that make
the Portland Sunday Telegram a ''must
for intelligent
readers.
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MISS HELEN M. RICH

Correspondent
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Tel. 2214

and

Johnson, students at Dartmouth
under the V-12 program, are home
for the Christmas holidays.
Capt. and Mrs. J. Ralph Munro
of Augusta were in tcwn calling on
friends last week. Captain Munro,
who setved several months over
seas as a bombardier, is now located
at an air base in Arizona.
Miss Helen Hughes, who has a
position with the American Red
Cross in New Britain. Conn., is the
guest over Christmas of her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. John T. Hughes.
Miss Sarah Hary is spending the
holidays in Little Falls, N. J., as the
guest of her roommate at Colby
College, Miss Jane Wallace.
Capt. Harry Tounge of La Garde
Hospital, New Orleans, is spending
a 15 days’ leave with his family.
Miss Baibara Wood of Hallowell
is the guest this week of her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Carlton Wood. Mr.
Wood’s sisters, Miss Gertrude Wood
of Boston and Miss Eleanor Wood
of Norway are also their guests for
the holidays.
Miss Joan Witham, a student at
the Museum School of Arts, Boston,
Is heme for the Christmas recess.

THEY SAVA L.C.V.R
PICUEPME 00T cr
TVECHAUWEt-AHD
BLOOD PLASMA KEPT
MF AllVE...“.
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the Christmas week-end.

Miss Margaret Thomas and Miss
Isabel Payson, students at Becker
College, Worcester, Mass., are home
for the holidays.
Mrs. Elva

A. Robbins

Prayer opened the Christmastide
observance of the Sodality of Our
Lady cf Good Hope, Wednesday
night at the home of Mrs. John
T. Hughes. As members removed
individual cardboard name seg
ments superimposed cn a frame
work, there came to view an artis
tic crayon drawing of the nativity
scene, this being the work of Daniel
Franz of Rockland. The picture
will be. framed and later placed in
the chapel vestry.
A jcke Christmas tree provided
laughs for the assemblage of 18 who
grouped about while partaking of
buffe^ lunch. The prefect, IMiss
Anne Crynes, adopted the role of
Santa Decorative sets of floral
greens were awarded to Mrs. Chris
tian J. Windvand and Mrs. David
Connelly; while a huge fruit cake
topped with marshmallow .snow
man, went to Mrs. Leo Atkins.
Proceeds rf the awards will be
used toward the purchase of a
stained glas w.ndow to be donated

William IW
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WASHINGTON-AND YOU

singing and

Washington, Dec. 20—1 am send
ing this back from “Somewhere”
along the way. One of the prob
lems which I have been hearing the
most about is furluoghs so I hope
to talk with the boys, also officials
in charge of rotation, and tell you
more about It later. Befcre leav
ing I discussed this at great length
with the Department and learned
that, of course, even though it is
partly a question of transportation,
most of the slowness in action
comes about because when men
are trained for a job much time is
required to replace them with oth
ers of the same efficiency.
You jvill be interested in a re
cently issued report of the War De
partment concerning their policies
and procedures with respect to the
return to this country of soldiers
with considerable service overseas
These policies have recently been
thoroughly re-examined by the
General Staff Division which
is charged with the responsibility
for such matters The report states
that it has been established con
clusively that the number cf men
new being brought back to this
country each month is the maxi
mum that can be returned without
endangering the success of cur
military eperations.
They say that at the present time,
military personnel who have been
overseas for long periods may be
returned ]to this country for re
habilitation. recuperation, and re
covery under three different situa
tions. First, reduction in the size
of our forces in areas, where fur
ther threats from the enemy are
not anticipated, has permitted the
return cf some men. Seccnd, others
are being, sent back to this country
on temporary duty for a period of
rest, at the conclusion of which

to the Church of Our Lady of Good
Hope by the Sodality. >

1924

1944

'jjtfUears aejo
Discovery, ln a single sealed room
of a factory near Berlin, of 20 times
the number of parts of machine
guns that the
Treaty of Ver
sailles author
ized all Germany
to possess, was
the climax of a
series of revela
tions that the
Reich Is arming
which caused France and Great
Britain to refuse to evacuate the
Cologne bridgehead on January 10,
as called for in the treaty.

★ ★ ★

they are to be returned to their
proper stations overseas. Under
: the third situation, overseas per!scnnel are returned to this country
; on rotation, which means that they
are relieved irom their overseas as
signment and1 are re-aesigned to
other duties after their return to
this country.
However it is explained that in
actual practice, tho extent to which
able-bodiedi soldiers may be re
turned from overseas theatres either
for temporary duty or on rot mA n
is dependent upon operational Tu 
tors cf a purely military nature.
Soldiers who are capable of further
useful service in overseas theatres
may be returned to this country
only if trained replacements are
available to take their places or if
can be reduced either temporarily
the total strength of he command
cr permanently.
The report also states that as a
result of the time required in trav
eling the distance to and frpm the
theatre, in proceeding to homes
from ports cf debarkation and re
turn, together with the time re
quired for the preparation of the
soldier for shipment frem the the
atre and for return to I he theatre,
each individual, in order to spemkjL
30 days at home, is absent from 14
unit for a period cf approximately
four months. In other words, the
return of a given number of men
under this plan each month results
in at least four times that num
ber being immobilized insofar as
useful (military service is concerned
At the present time approxi
mately 30,030 men per month are
returning on furloughs The report
tells us that to accomplish this re
sult, we must immobilize four to
seven times this number, or the
equivalent of 8 to 14 divisions, and
that for every man that we add to
this number being returned, the
Army,, would' lose the effective use
of from four to seven addition^
soldiers 1 The Department sa.^7*
they simply do not have the men to
increase substantially the number
new being returned and at the
same time to continue to prosecute
the war vigorously to an early con
clusion.
The War Department further
states that it fully appreciates the
impelling reasons for the return of
our men and' that every means will
be employed to effect their return
at the earliest practical date. The
report says that the health and
(morale cf our soldiers in overseas
theatres are carefully watched anti
all practicable measures are being
taken within the theaters to alleviate the effects of long service awa>^
from this country; specifically?
where practicable, units and in-dividuals are periodically returned
to rest camps located in quiet arras
within the theater where they may
relax and recuperate from combat
conditions. The Department says
if improvements in our present pro
cedures become possible, they will
be effectuated promptly, but that
their plans must necessarily con
tinue to be controlled1 by military

Samuel Gompers, 75, founder and
43 times president of the American
Federation of Labor, died in San
Antonio, Tex., 11 hours after arriv
ing from Mexico. "William Green,
secretary-treasurer of the United
Mine Workers, was named his suc
cessor by the Federation’s execu
tive council.
necessity.
★ ★ ★
It is good: to know that the De
Poisonous bootleg liquor took « partment is trying to return our
heavy toll throughout the nation in beys to us for a short visit and
December, -thirty-eight being re rest. It is hard though, in our
ported dead in New York alone,
anxiety to see and have our lov>j,
with scores of others taken to hos
ones home again, to keep in mink
pitals in serious coftditfon.
that the needs of the service must
★ ★ ★
come
first and that nothing should
Adolph Hitler, serving sentence
in a Bavarian prison for his "raths bo done to lessen the effectiveness
keller putsch” in Munich, in Novem of our forces in any way.
ber, 1923, was ordered released in
an amnesty decree by the German
ANSWER TO
government.
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First Trip Abroad seems to worry Diana Lynn and Gail Russell in Para
mount’s “Our Hearts Were Young and Gay.” The two youthful travelers
play the roles of Emily Kimbrough and Cornelia Otis Skinner, respectively,
in the amusing comedy adapted from the best-selling autobiography l»v
Miss Skinner and MLss Kimbrough. Also in the excellent cast are Charles
Ruggles, Dorothy Gish, James Brown and Bill Edwards.

Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Jagels and

family of Portland and Mr. and
Mrs. Alvin Jagels and daughter of
Waterville spent Christmas with
their mother. Mrs. Emily Jagels.
Miss Edith Hary is the guest of
Captain and Mrs. Husby during her
vacation from Bates College, her
mother and sister, Marion, being
under quarantine for scarlet fever
at their home on Knowlton street.
Mrs. Edgar Upton has returned
from North Reading, Mass., to the
home of her daughter, Mrs. Harry
Tounge.
•
Miss Florence Codman is spend
ing Christmas with her parents, Dr.
and Mrs. Charles A. E. Codman, in
Philadalphia.
Mrs. Margot Hill, who is living
in Camden this Winter, is spending
the holidays in New York City.
Miss Bertha Clason went. to
Gardiner Sunday to spend the re
mainder of her vacation with her
mother, Mrs. O. B. Clason.
Mr. and Mrs. Francis Bresnehan
and son from Pittsfield. Mass., are
in town, called by the death of Mrs.
Bresnehan’s brother, Allie U.
Dougherty.
Miss Edith Arey is spending the
school vacation with her brother
and family in Worcester, Mass.
Dorethy Lord, WAVE who was
located for some weeks at the Naval
Hospital in San Diego, California,
h^s been transferred to the hospital
in Bethesda, Md.
•
Mr. and Mrs. Blanchard Green
law and Miss Joan Greenlaw will be
guests cf Mrs. Marion Bassick for

Mission^

the holidays
and Mrs. Claj

AS Peter Paul McGrath and Hugh

Sodality Gift Tree

GERMAN MINE FINISHED MY COMBAT SERVICE JUNE 7
BEFORE XDEVENFIREDA<3UN,"CONFf5SES PASOUALE

Miss Marie
at 'the Gordo
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JMrs. Elva Anna Robbins, 68, died
Monday after a brief illness, at the
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette home of her daughter, Mrs. Ernest
$3.00 a year
Heath, Bay View street. Mrs. Rob
bins was born in Etoningtcn,
daughter of the late Diantha Bias
tow and Zelotes S. Eaton. She had
been a resident of this town four
years.
Survivors are cne daughter, Edna;
MOTHER LOVE HELPS PASQUALE
three sons, Fred Wood of Orland,
Maurice Hardy of Charleston, N.’
PAPA,SEAMAN
RECUPERATE IN
C. and Wilmont Hardy of Camden;
ST ALBANS NAVAL HOSPITAL..
four sisters, Mrs. Marcia Billings of
Stonington, Ada Eaton, Mrs. Lucy
E. Haskell and Mrs. Grace Eastman
cf Little Deer Isle; one brother. Ed
win E Eaten of Little Deer Isle; 18
grandchildren and 13 great-grand
children.
Funeral services were held) Thurs
day from Latter Day Saints Church
in Little Deer Isle.

"John’s An Expert

\

ZX
z\

Calderwood1; Mary Alice Barker,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Edgar
Barker; Audrey Joanne and Rich
ard Gcff, children of Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Goff.
Mrs. Evelyn Bryer and family

David G. Hempstead of Brooklyn guests of Mr. and Mrs. Edward
N. Y, ind his fiance Miss Margaret Mathews.
Burrill of Bangor, were week-end
Pfc. Elmer Goff arrived Saturday
guests of Rev. and Mrs. Alfred G. from Fort Devens, Mass.
Hempstead.
The WSCS will meet with Mrs
Mrs. James Dupler of Portsmouth Lizzie Haw’es Thursday afternoon.
N. H„ is visiting her aunt, Mrs.
The St. Cecelia Choir party will
James P. Ayiward. Mr. Ayiward, •be held at tlie parsonage Friday
Maine Central employe, was home night, following rehearsal.
from Wiscasset for the week-end.
Burleigh Esancy. who has been
George D. Sleeper, BMlc and a patient at Knox Hospital over one
Mrs. Sleeper entertained at a year, and Clarence Davis a patient
Christmas party Saturday night. of several months, arrived home
x
Among their guests was John M. p-iday.
Bernier. CBM, U. S. Coast Guard,
Arthur Robinson was in Vassalformerly stationed in Rockland, who boro for the holiday, and on re
is now at the Officers’ Trailing turn was accompanied by Mrs.
School at New London, Conn
Robinson and child who were at
the Waterville hospital.
Mrs. Carleton Reed of Boston
Mrs. Burgess Blake who has been
spent Christmas with her parents. visiting in Portland and Augusta,
Mr. and Mrs. Forest Pinkerton of returned Saturday. Miss Geneva
Simmons street.
Blake who has employment in Au
Mark R. Throssel A. R. T. came gusta, was her guest for the holiday.
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Upham en
from Cambridge, Mass., for Christ
tertained
at a Christmas dinner
mas at the home of his friends the
party,
Mr.
and Mrs. Wayne Upham.
Herbert Kirks, Camden street.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Norwood and
Miss Gail Sharp is home for the family of Jefferson, Mrs. Christine
Christmas week, visiting her moth Orne of Thomaston, Mrs. Kenneth
er Mrs. Seth Low. Miss Sharp holds Blake and son. Following dinner,
down with infinite skill a very re gifts were distributed by Santa from
sponsible position at the Chase Na a handsomely decorated tree.
tional Bank, New York.

Mr. and Mrs. George B. Wood are
in Massachusetts over Christmas
week visiting their son and Mrs.

CAMDEN

A baptismal sen Ice was held
Sunday at the Methodist church.
Baptised were Judith Ann Howard,
daughter of Lt. and Mrs Willard
Howard; Sandra Mae Calderwood
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Frank

of Boothbay Harbor were holiday

gift. Following a Christmas tree
and refreshments. Mrs. Catherine
Lunt and Mrs. Isabelle Shields will
have charge of the refreshments.
NTiflfl Mary Luce, a student at
Co/by College, is spending a two
weeks' vacation with her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Elston Luce.
Eleanor Gregory, who is attend
ing Fisher Business School, is pass
ing a week with Mr. and Mrs. Fos
ter Fales.
Miss Blanche Henry arrived Fri
day from Manchester, Conn., to Arsene Lupin steals a heart in preference to a jewel in Univeral’s roman
spend the holidays with her mother, tic, “Enter Arsene Lupin,” which co-stars Charles Yorvin, screen new
Mrs. Arthur Henry.
comer, and Ella Raines. They are shown here in a scene from the film.
Payson Oeorge arrived Friday
from Harvard College to spend
R. R. Lime Co., the former Hanson
Christmas with his parents, Mr.
Andrew’s property on High street
ROCKPORT
arid Mrs. Donald P. George.
which has been occupied by Frank
Hawes for 42 years.
Elizabeth Fales of Medford, Mass,
.•spent Christmas with her parents,
E. A. OHAMPNEY
Miss Mildred Graffam leaves to
Mr. and Mrs. Foster Fales.
Correspondent
day for Florida where she will be
employed during the Winter season.
Mrs. Martha Carter went Friday
to Portland where she spent Christ
Tel. 2228
Kenneth Daucette, Jr., stationed

law, Mr. and Mrs. Willis Stiles.
Mrs, Mabel Creighton of Exeter,
IN. H., Ls passing the Winter with
Miss Margaret Ruggles.
Miss Margaret Young is visiting
her sister and brother-in-law, Mr.
ar.d Mrs. E. C. Price, ln West Roxbfury, Mass.
Francis Tillson returned home
(Saturday after visiting his daugh
ter and son-in-law, Dr. and Mrs
Maurice Traunstein, in Winthrop,

Strand Theatre, Friday and Saturday

UNION

Miss Priscilla Noddin, who teach

GLADYS O. CONDON

a few days in New York
Orace Chapter, OES.,

Social Matters

Remqve labels, wash and flatten used
cans. Put in separate container next to
your trash can. Save for local pickup.

Subscribe to Tlie Courier-Gazette
$3 00 a year
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day and Saturday

Social Matters
Miss Marion Dorman, a student
at the Gordon College of Theology
and Missions, Boston, is spending
the holidays with her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Clarence R. Dorman.

...

/,

Miss Jeanette Stahl of Canton.
M '-ss., Miss Eunice Gales of West
Nc wbury. Mass., and Mrs. Alice McIrtyre of Malden, Mass., are visit- ,
ir 3 Miss Stahl's father, John L.
£< ?hj
!
_____
;
William W. Smith left SaturdayMr.
and
Mrs.
Herbert
Poland
and
'
on a two weeks’ vacation trip
which will include visits with her >. rt. Milton V. Rollins, Jr., of Cam
son Fred and daughter Hazel in el a, were holiday guests of Mr and
Attleboro, Mass., his daughter Mrs. M.s. Milton V. Rollins Sr.
Julia Hoye in Taunton, Mass, and
his son, F. B. Smith in Hartford,
Mr. and Mrs. C. Frederick Tripp,
Conn.
Jr., of Portland and Mrs. Francis
E. McLaughlin and children. Mary j
~ Mr. and Mrs. Irville Barter who Frances and Edward, are ho'.idav
have been guests of Mrs. Addie Reg guests of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph E.
ers. Spruce street, for several days Couhig.
have returned to Isle au Haut.

a I.ynn and Gail Russell in ParaGav.” The two youthful traveler'Cornelia Otis Skinner, respectively,
the best-selling autobiography bv
o in the excellent cast are Charles
md Bill Edwards.

AND YOU *
hase Smith
icy are to be returned to their
oper stations overseas. Under
ie third situation, overseas pernnrl are returned to this country
rotation, which means that they
•e relieved from their overseas asment and are re-assigned to
[her duties after their return to
|is country.
Icwever it is explained that in
tual practice, tho extent to which
de-bcdiedi soldiers may be re
med from overseas theatres either
temporary duty or on .'otijiMyi
dependent upon operational ia?-cf a purely military nature
(Idlers who are capable of further
eful service in overseas theatres
iy be returned to this country
ily if trained replacements are
tailable to take their places or if
n be reduced either temporarily
* total strength of he command
permanently.
[The report also states that as a
lull of the time required in travrig the distance to and frpm the
patre in proceeding to homes
t>ni port . cf debarkation and relrn. together with the time re
ared for the preparation of the
idler for shipment from the the
re and for return to the theatre,
rh individual, in order to spencjJL
days at home, is'absent from hi*,
it for a period cf approximately
ir months. In ether words, the
[urn of a given number of men
der this plan each month results
at least four times that hum
being immobilized insofar as
[ful military service is concerned
(Y.t the present time approxiLtely 30,023 men per month are
Iurning on furloughs The report
us that to accomplish this rewe must immobilize four to
ten times this number, or the
liv, lent of 8 to 14 divisions, and
kt for every man that we add to
Is number being returned, the
piyx would lose tlie effective use
from four to seven additiontJf
diers
Tlie Department sa^*
jy simply do not have the men to
tease substantially the number
being returned and at the
ae time to continue to prosecute
war vigorously to an early consion.
[he War Department further
(es that it fully appreciates the
?lling reasons for the return of
men and that every means will
employed to (fleet their return
rhe earliest practical date. The
iirt says that the health and
•ale cf our soldiers in overseas
atres are carefully watched and
practicable measures arc being
?n within the theaters to allevi;the effects of leng service away^Tj
ri this country; specifically.
■re practicable, units and in—
duals are periodically returned
est camps located in quiet areas
pin the theater where they may
and recuperate from combat
iitions. The Department says
pprovements in our present proires become possible, they will
effectuated promptly, but that
ir plans must necessarily con
ic to be controlled by .military
fssity.
is good to know that th© De
ment is trying to return our
to us for a short visit and
It. is hard though, in our
iety to see and have our lov©4
s heme again, to keep, in mintj
the needs of the service must
le first and that nothing should
done to lessen the effectiveness
>ur forces in any way.
ANSWER TO
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
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Charlie Perry and Earlene Perry
Miss Helen A. Rogers spent the gave a Christmas party held at the
week-end and Christmas at the home of Mr and Mrs. Morris B.
ho-.ne of her sister, Mrs. Harry W. Perry. There was lots of fun with
the Christmas tree with joke gifts,
Waugh, Southwest Harbor.
Morris B. Perry in costume, filling
A delightful Christmas party, the role of Sdnta Claus. Music was
given by the junior hostesses of the furnished by Albert Marsh, violin,
Rockland Servicemen’s Club, was and Mrs. John Passon at the piano.
held at the service room Thursday Decorations were in keeping with
night. The regular senior hostesses the season. There was carol singing
for that evening, Mrs. George B. and games. Refreshments were
Davis .and MLss Ruth L, Rogers served by Mrs Florence Stiles, John
werp on duty. Many young men Passon, Sr., Mrs. Elva Teel, and Mr.
re present from vessels in port, and Mrs. Earle C. Perry. Guests
freshments of doughnuts, cake. were: Mona Joyce Louise Conley,
cookies, fudge and cider were served j Cynthia Knowlton. Gail arid Lynn
and a social evening of games, Rogers, Greta Nelson, Marilyn
singing and dancing, was enjoyed. Spear, June and Henriella Stiles,
Through the efforts of Mrs. Jennie PennV Holt Barbara Fuller, Diane
Feyler several boys will have Christ Cameron, Caroline Howard, Katie
mas dinner in Rockland homes. Six Snow, Katherine Paul, Joan Proc
Christmas boxes were packed and tor, Ruth Bowley, Anna Bullard,
sent to boys in outlying stations, Donald Marsh, Donald French Don
and the club officers appreciate the ald Kelsey, Robert Teel, Richard
cooperation making this project Freeman, Richard Senter, Robert
Chatto, Peter Sulides, Betty 'Rob
possible.
inson, Donald McLellan, Bobby Mc
Intosh
Leonard Galiano, Walter
Troop Eight of the Girl Scouts
Kenney
and Jackie Passon.
held a happy Christmas party at
Community Building Thursday aft
The Woman's Association .of the
ernoon, with Dawn Payson. Lucille
First
Baptist Church will meet to
jKpster and Grace Thompson dis
morrow
afternoon at 2:30 in the
tributing gifts from the tree. Games
church parlors. All members are
were played and there were refresh
urged to be present.
ments. Those present were Barbara
Jackson, Verna Waldron, Marion
Mrs. Richard P. Hodsdon is spend
Tracy, Lois Tootill. Betty Pendleton ing the holidays with her sister,
Ina Bickford, Dorothy Curtis, Bar Mrs. Scott F. Kittredge and Mr
bara Goldsmith, Ruth Roberts. Kittredge in Portland.
Betty Crozier, Betty Bickford, Mar
ilyn Dudley, Beverly Brewer. Mar
Dr. Luther F. Bickmore of Bos
garet Hughes, Virginia Manning, ton spent Christmas with' his parDawn Payson, Lucille Koster and I ents, Mr. and Mrs. Harry P. Bick
Grace Thompson. The troop will more.
hold a dance in Community Build
ing the night of Dec. 30, commenc
Laurence A. Odell spent Christ
ing at 7:30 Arrangements are be- mas with his parents. Mr. and Mrs.
ing made by a committee consisting j Archie Odell in Farmington,
of Barbara Jackson, Eetty Pendle- I
_____
ton, Betty Crozier, Dawn Payson
Miss Marion Brawn of Melrose,
Marilyn Dudley and Betty Bickford Mass., is visiting her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. William F. Brawn, and the
Mrs. Christopher S. Roberts is Brawns have as guest for the holi
leader of the troop and her assist days. Mr. Brawn s sister, Miss Flor
ant is Mrs. Gecrge H. Jackson,
ence Brawn of Worcester, Mass.

t

Thrilled By Music

IT Oman’s Educational Club

As the Rubinstein Club Pre
sented It At Friday
Night’s Concert

1945
Organized May 6, 1920, Federated 1923
Study: Citizenship

It isn’t every city that can boast
a musical club half a century old,
whose personnel keeps interest as
hiSh as cur Rubinstein Club of
Rockland. Always ready to do its
part by furthering highest interest
in worthwhile music.

The concert at the Congregational
Church Friday night was cf high
class, and filled with the Christmas
spirit.
It did net reflect music-filled
hearts in Rockland, to note so many
feats cn . such a 8loricus
night of the Christmas season.
The concert opening with the
Duo for piano and ergan, by Mrs.
Averill andi Mrs. Faith Berry was
given with the fine musicianship
these ladies display with their gen
erous responses when real music is
desired.
Then it was thrilling, the re[ sponses given to the singing of the
first carol. ‘‘Joy To The World.”
Nothing can put aj? audience in a
more hearty accord than to join
in singing the Christmas music.
All were thrilled1 when lovely
Dorothy Havener, in exquisite pale
evening dress of pink, lifted us cut
of ourselves by her prowess and
mastery of the piano, ©he is a
wizard, an enchanter with her bril
liant execution. She responded to
the insistant encore.
Next was the readting—’’A Christ
mas iLegende,” given by Mr. .'Norma
Andersen with that rare and beau
tiful natural charm encountered all
too seldom Mrs. Andersen's beauty
and grace were emphasized by her
clear diction and graceful reading.
Her encore number was delightful.
Few clubs can boast of higher
musicianship than is given when
Miss Bertha Luce with violin, and
Mrs. Ruth Sanborn at the piano, as
accompanist respond. “Ava Maria”
was their number, shared magnifi
cently.
Miss Margaret Simmons twice
on the program, gave with her
strong seprano, singing "The
Birth of Christ' and “Cradle Hymn
cf the Virgin,” both lovely numbers
delightfully given.
Miss Havener's second, response.
“The ILark’ and her encore were
masterly in execution, leaving her
audience longing for more.
And the last number in carol
singing “O Come, All Ye Faithful”
was a grand triumlph in soulc re
sponse frem the audience. The
silver collection for Red Cross was

taken and another
triumph ended.

Rubinstein
K. S. F.

Brownie Troop of Girl Scouts, No.
7, held 'a Christmas party Tuesday
at the home of the leader. Mrs. Bar
bara Griffith. The children had an
enjoyable time with a Christmas
tree and gifts; games and refresh
ments. Mrs. Phyllis Grispi, Mrs
, Frances Harden and Mrs. Carl Mo, sher, members of the troop commit
tee and Mrs. Douglas Bisbee, Jr.,
assistant leader were present.
(Brownies attending were: Jeanette
I Bisbee, Judith Campbell, Alice
Chaples, Sonia Dobbins Beverly
Grant, Patricia Griffith, Mary
Grispi, Miriam
Mosher, Nancy
Packard, Jane E. Payson, Alfreda
Perry, Donna Sylvester, Joan Talbot
and Marion Talbot. The troop com
mittee will meet Jan 4. at the home
of Mrs. Carl Mosher, 12 James
street, and the next meeting of the
troop will be Jan. 8. at the Com
munity Building.

Mrs. Alberta B. Rose of Boston,
is visiting Mr. and Mrs. Charles A.
Rose and Mrs. Geneva Rose Huke.
WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY

Ella

Charles

NOT JUST A PERMANENT
BUT A

MIRA-CURL

This Season's Meetings

Jan. 19—'Universalist vestry.
3 00 p. m.—Patriotic Devotions,
reports secretary, treasurer; Critics!
Drive Results, Key Women, Attendance Charter and Life Membership,
Solid Reading, Bond Committee.
Applications and Acceptance of
New Members, Quotations, Quiz,
Memory Drill, Study, Announce
ments, Current News, Business.
Brief Club Papers—Subject, “Key
Places and Key Men in Wcrld War
n.”
Chiang-Kai-Chek, Mary Gerrish;
F. D. R., Mabel Holfjrock; Stalin.
Helen Gregory; Philippines, Jessie
Robbins; Willkie. Letitia Starrett.
Guest Speaker: State Bank Com
missioner. Homer Robinson, Au
gusta.
Subject, "Functions cf
Maine’s Banking Department.’’
Art Exhibit—Paintings by Artist
Edwin L. Brown.
6.00 p. m.—'Lunch.
7.00 p. m. — Gentlemen Guests,
Devotions, Music. Reading, Mrs.
Lendon C. Jackson. Debate, High
School Seniors. Resolved, That the
Voting Age be lowered to 18 years
of Age. Affirmative. George E.
Berliawsky; Negative, Ernest Munro,
Jr.
Address—Dr. Julius Bixler. Water
ville. President Colby College. Sub
ject, “Our New Cclby.’’
Refreshments.
Pictures—Shown by courtesy of
High Schcol Principal Blaisdell.
Adjourn.
Feb. 16—3.00 p. m.
Club papers — Patton. Bertha
Orbeton; Byrnes. Hazel Woodward;
Guadalcanal, Dorothy Lawry; 'T’->rawa, Susie Lamb; Stark, Car«71ne
Sleeper; Stark, Viola Spear; Goebbels. Mary Butler. Guest Speaker.
6 00 p. m.—'Lunch.
7 00 p. m.—Guest Speakers: Mr.
and Mrs. Paul J. Julien, Waterville.
Subject, “Politics.”
David H.
Staples, Waterville.
Subject,
“Strikes, Cause and Effects.”
Pictures.
March 16, 3.00 p m.
Club papers—Eisenhower, Evelyn
Crockett; Marshall, Lelia Benner;
King, Mary Spear; Eden, Nellie
McKay; Dewey, Helen York; Hull,
Eula Gerrish; Churchill, Lucy Hclbrook.
4.C0 p. m. Guest Speaker: Powers
Molzan, Augusta, State Treasurer.
Subject, “Maine's Money.”
6.00 p. m.—Lunch.
7.00 p. m. Guest Speaker—Supt.
Charles E. Lord, Camden, Knox
County Legislator. Topic, “Pending
Legislative Issues.”
April 20.
3.00 p. m.—Election of Nominat
ing Committee.
Papers—Hitler, Lenore Savage;
Arnold, Mrs. Jchn Passon; MacArthur. Addie Rogers; Tito. Annie
Rhodes: Poland, Ida Simmons;
Eden, Amelia Johnson.
4.00 p. m.—Guest speaker, Perry
D. Hayden, Superintendent Men’s
Reformatory, South Windham. Sub
ject, “Why Do Men Go Wrong?’’
6.00 p. m.—Lunch.
♦ ♦ ♦ •

COLD WAVE

J. CARROL NAISH
GALE SONDERGAARD

Now is the time to enjoy a soft, naturallooking permanent — one that assures you

GEORGE DOLENZ MILES MADDER

deep, lustrous waves—long-lasting loveliness.

MIRA-CURL lotions enable you to have

News—Navy Yard

FRIDAY and SATURDAY

this perfect permanent in complete comfort—

■ ROCKLAND ■>

all in less time, too.

STARTS SUNDAY

SINCE" Y.OU WENT
AWAY”

AL’S HAIRDRESSING SALON

Two Shows Daily

AND BARBER SHOP

“BOWERY TO
BROADWAY”

TEL. 826

SPECIAL NOTICE TO PATRONS
We are pleased to announce that we have secured additional
experienced operators and can now meet all appointments on the
minute. Open every night until 8 o'clock by appointment.

Methebesec club wl l meet Friday
at the home of Mrs. Joseph Dondi.1
with Mrs. Elizabeth Davis and Mrs.
Mary Avery as assisting hostesses.
The subject will be Artistic Ar
rangement. The speakers will be
Mrs. Alice Jameson. Mrs. Ruth Al
bee. Mrs. Jane Beach and Mrs.
Alice Karl.
Mrs. Golden H. Munro of Grace
street, announces the engagement
of her daughter. Madeline G. Mun
ro to Barrett M. Jordon, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Fred C. Jordon of Rock
land. Miss Munro graduated from
Rockland High School in the class
of 1942 and is employed as clerk at
the local telephone office. Mr. Jor
dan graduated from Rockland High
School in the class of 1943 and is
employed at the Russell Funeral
Home. No date has been set for the
wedding.

Mr. and Mrs. Jack 'Slotnick and
daughter. Renee, and Miss Sarah
Block of New York; and Miss Jean
ette Gordon, who teaches in Ports
mouth, N. H, are visiting Mr. and
Mrs. Isador Gordon.

(More Personals on Page Six)

PHONS

ti

ROCKLAND, ME.

Papers: Arnold. Zaida Winslcw;

Nimitz, Ruth Spear Sturtevant;
Tojo, Mrs. E. E. Knight; Russia.
Mrs. Pease; Burma Road, Emma
Bradstreet.
4 p. m.—Guest Speaker. Dr. Har
rison C Lyseth, Superintendent
Portland Schools. Subject, “The
New in Education.”
6.00 p. m.—Lunch. Gentlemen
Guest Night, Music.
7.00 n. m . Guest Sneaker, Wil
liam B. Skelton, L.LD., Lew’iston,
Vice President Central Maine Pow
er Co. Subject, “Tomorrow’s Busi
ness.” Guest Speaker, Governor
Horace A. Hildreth. Augusta. Sub
ject. “Maine.”
Refreshments.
Pictures.
• Adjourn.

TUES, WED., THURS.
Continuous

MIRA-CURL Cold Wave is the way to hair
beauty—We are pleased to recommend it to
you.—Phone for a MIRA-CURL Cold Wave
today.
»

284-286 MAIN ST.

Emma Bradstreet.
! Treasurer—Cora S Haraden.
Auditor—Zaida Winslow,
! Club Poets — Sara McCulIagh,
Irene
Moran.
Effie Marshall,
Dorothie Harvie, Etta Sanborn,
Clytie French Spear, Shirley Rolfins, Leah Ramsdell Fuller, Ruth
Ellingwood, Winifred Horton, MarjPerry Rich, Jessie Stewart, Mabel
Harding. Orissa Merritt, Mrs. John
H. Andrews. Kathleen S. Fuller.
| Marguerite Gould, Rcse B. Hupper,
Nancy Savage, Frances Tillson, Nel
lie Ervine. Mary E. L. Taylor, Diana
Pitts, Julia Towne Marden.
7.00 p. m. — Musical Reading,
Beulah Ames; Faith Berry, accom
panist. Guest speaker. G. A. Har
rison. Chairman Portland City
Council. Subject, “Taxes.” Cel.
Malcolm Stoddard, Manager of
Togus. Subject, “Post War Obliga
tions to World War II Veterans.”
May 4, 3.00 p. m.—Officers’ An
nual Reports. Nominating Com
mittee. Secret w-ritten ballot an
nual election.
i

Officers — President. Mrs. Mary
City Marshal»and Mrs. Charles
Perry Rich. Rockland, R. F. D.
M.
Richardson spent Christmas at
Vice President—Mrs. Clara Saw
the home of their daughter, Mrs.
yer, Thomaston.
Secretary—'Mrs. Eula B. Gerrish. Walter H. Bird. Revere. Mass.
Rockland.
Associates — Hazel Woodward.! Miss Barbara Derry of Brunswick
Marguerite Gould, Mabel Harding visited her mother. Mrs. George M.
Derry ever the week-end and holi
day.

PARK ©

without heat—or weighty metal gadgets—and

These Waves are Available at

,

,

Ninety-eight Life Members: *Elizabeth Messer. "Nina Gregory. Mrs.
Carl R. Gray, Omaha. Neb.; Clytie French Spear, Brocklvn, N. Y.; Alice
Redman; Carrie Wallace. Bremen; Mary Perry Rich. Rockland, R F. D.;
Georgie Harkness. Bangor; Bertha Orbeton, Annie F. Hahn, "Priscilla
Richardson, Mrs. Clyde H Smith of Washington. D. C. and Skowhegan;
Cora E. Hall, Bessie Bowers, Camden; Eida Spear. Cora Haraden, Lettie
Whitten, Helen Mclntcsh. Louise Coburn. Skowhegan; "Jennie Flood
Kreger, Fairfield; "Mrs. David Talbct, "Mrs. Annie Perry Winslow cf
Saco; Mrs. Lillian McRae, Mrs. Evelyn Hix. Peoria, Ill.; Lillian Bicknell,
Mts. W O. Fi/ller. Mrs. Sumner Sewall, Bath and Augusta; Mrs. Henri
etta Dobbin, Rockland; "Mrs. Annie D. Thompson, Waldoboro; Edna
St. Vincent Millay. Austerlitz. N. Y.; Mrs. Jennie Allen Wilson, Dorches
ter, Mass.; Mrs. Wallace H. White, Jr., Auburn and Washington. D. C.;
Dr. P. S. Bouideau-Sisco, Rockpcrt and Baltimcre, Md.; Mrs. Harmon
Davis. Pcrtland; Mrs. Morris B. Perry, Miss Ada Burpee, Mrs Frank B.
F. ench, Miss Margaret McMillan, Miss Susie Sleeper, Mrs. Willis H
Anderson. Mrs. Fred L. Linekin. Mrs. Junetta Kalloch. Mrs. Amelia E.
Johnson, Mrs. Bettha Humphrey; Mrs. Effie M. Maishall, Rcckport, and
Miami, Fla.; Mrs Sarah N. McCulIagh, Rockport, nnd Roxbury. Mass.:
Mrs. Litza Vardavoulis, Mis® M. Elizabeth Arnts. Portland; Mrs. Frank
F. Roberts, Westbrook; Mrs. Rcse B. Hupper, Tenant’s Harbor; Mrs.
Winnibelle Taylor. Tenant’s Harbor; Mrs. Mildred Sprague, Rockland;
Mrs. Eva Morgan, fiaco; Mrs. Eula B. Gerrish, Rockland; Mrs. Nellie
Ludwig Smith, Thcmaston; Mrs. William Tudor Gardiner, Boston; Mrs.,
Paul S. Young. Orono; Mrs. Nellie J. Hall, Rockland; Mrs. Nellie R
Ballard, Rcckport; Mrs. George T. Stewart, Rockland; Mrs. Grace
Rollins, Fryeburg and Rockland; Mrs. Wade Livingston Street, Coral
Gables, Fla.; Mrs Nellie McKay, Rockland; Mrs. Flora B. Ulmer. Rcck
land; Mrs. Katharyn £t. Clair, Rockland; Mrs. Eva Perry, Warren;
Mrs. Alvra W. Gregory, Rockland; Mrs. Walter W. Morse, Portland;
Mrs. Elrtter B. Crcckett. Rockland; Miss Julia Towne Marden, Baltimore,
Md.; Mrs. Edna A. Hutchins, Corinna; Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood, Rockland;
Mrs. S. Eugene Lamb, Rockland; Mrs. Emma Bradstreet, Rockland;
Miss Mary Gerrish. Rockland; Mrs. Hazel Woodward, Glen Cove; Mrs
Bradford F. Burgess. Rockland; Mrs. Fred P. Colson, Rockland; Mrs.
Harvey J. Crocker, Rockland; Mrs. Anita Berliawsky, Rockland; Mrs.
James F. Burgess, Rcokland; Mrs. Charles W. Sheldon, Rcckland; Mrs.
Charles A. Emery, Rockland; Mrs J. D. Akers, Rockland; Mrs. Walter
H. Tolman, Miss Dorothy Lawry, Rockland; Mrs. Donald H Fuller.
Rockland and Miami, Fla.; Mrs. E. E. Knight, Rcckland; Mrs. Charles
D. North, Rcckland1; Miss Annie Rhodes, Rockland; Mrs. Lendon C.
Jackscn, Rockland; Mrs. Lencre Benner Savage, Rockland; Miss Mabel
Holbrook, Rockland; Mrs. Zaida Winslow. Portland; Mrs. Harry E.
Wilbur. Rockland; Mrs. Caroline Sleeper, Rockland; Mrs. Herman R.
Winchenbaugh, Rockland; Capt. Mary S. Emery, Rockland.

Pictures.

KORVIN RAINES

This And That

«

TODAY DEC. 26
in

FOUR FEATHERS’
(Technicolor)

TODAY

“The Merry
Monahans”
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in

‘ELEPHANT BOY’’
Shown at 3.50. 7-75
ROCKLAND MP

25

RAY VJ'L’ND
U.’ TARA BRITTON
in

“Till We Meet
Aga in

99

Amused Mr. Holman

THE LYRIC MUSE

Former Editor Takes Up the
Subject Of Flying Lobs
ters To West Coast

By K. S. F.

One seldom sees a picture of the
Emperor of Japan. Probably he is
trying hard to save his face.
* » f *
The Sapodilla trees of tropical
America yield a highly prized edi
ble fruit, also the bark yield of this
tree is valued for the milky latex
known as chicle which is the basis
of chewing gum.
• * * •
This age seems to be full of ad
vice to adjust to circumstances. I
am wondering if a hark-back to
Saint Paul's advice might not be
of help {just now. “Be not con
formed to the world, but be ye
transformed by renewing of your
minds.”
♦ * # •

Dr. Georgp Barton Cutten. Colgate
University president emeritus, has
disclosed his lifelong ^secret am
bition Ito be a legislator. ” have al
ways wanted to sponsor laws,”’ he
said, ‘which would make it a mis
demeanor to bake an apple pie of less
than 24 Inches across and a felony
to cut a pie in more than four
pieces.”
* * * •
The World War, all told, cost—
apart from 30 million lives—400 mil
lion dollars.
With that money we could have
built a $2500 house, furnished it
with $1009 worth of furniture placed
it on five acres of land worth $100
per acre and given this home to each
and every family in tlie United
States, Canada, Australia. England,
Wales, Ireland, Scotland. France,
Belgium, Germany and Russia.
We could have given to each city
cf 20.000 inhabitants and over, in
every country a five million library
and a ten million dollar university.
Out of what was left we could
l&ve set aside a Sum at five per
cent that Would provide a $1000
yearly salary for an army of 125,000
teachers iand a like salary for an
other army of 125.000 nurses.
• ♦ * ♦
The U. S. Constitution provides
that the total membership of the
House of Representatives never
shall exceed one for every 30.000
persons, but each ’.State shall have
at least one representative.

♦ * * *•
In one period in the life of the
USA., North (Carolina owners of
high hats paid an annual tax of $4
to the State for the privilege. Own
ers of gold headed canes also paid a
similar tax.
* * * ♦
The President, says a Washington
despatch, telling of inauguration
plans as outlined at a White House
press conference, “got obvious en
joyment out of relating how he had
told Senator Byrd’s committee how
to save monev.’’ The money to be
saved on the inauguration under the
arrangement ' proposed by Mr.
Roosevelt woulid be about $23,000
The Byrd committee over on Capi
tol Hill coubtiess will be vastly encouruaged. It may even feel now
that there wouid be some chance to
have the White House head up a
movement to eldiminate the more
than 1303,000 Government employes
which the ccmmittee repeatedly
has held were useless and on this
one item alone save at least 750 mil
lion dollars.—'Kansas City Times.
♦ * ♦ *
William Bradford was the pub
lisher, editor, and priter of the New
York Gazette, the first newspaper
in the colony. This was in 1725,
after a residence in New York of 32
years. He continued the enterprise
until 1743.
* * * ♦
When, as we 'all know, the Ger
mans as a people have supported a
regime which has perpetrated the
most phastlv atrocities in history, it
seems incredible that arty sane man
should be worrying over their fate
instead of sympathizing with their
victims. Whatever happens to them
cannot possibly be anything as bad
as they deserve.
« » ♦ »
The Bible is playing a greater part
in the conduct of this war than in
any that has preceded it. The
American Bible Society is now turn
ing out its fifth million of these in
spiring books.
* * * *
“The town meeting,” says Vern
Sprague. Down in Maine philosopher
“Ls the right approach to the solv
ing of any problem. Look at that
Oaks Conference It was just a
town meeting with a college-educa
tion.”
* • • •
Ex-Governor Henry J. Allen of
Wichita is the chairman of the
Kansas Foundation Committee for
establishing a National Wjiite Me
morial to William Allen White.
They have great plans. One of note
is to name the new school of jour
nalism at Kansas State University
at Lawrence the Whitt School. This
project will be headquartered at
Emporia. Kansas.
• ♦ ♦ •
Edna St. Vincent Millay's “Mur
der of Lidice” is poetic drama
whose theme is not only the horror
ol a murdered city, but an appeal
that such a catastrophe shall never
happen aga.n
Some critics feel
that America s leading living woman
poet has done other opems of great
er value.

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
I read with some amusement in
the Boston News Bureau Dec. 14
under the caption "Fly Lobsters to
Coast Twice Weekly” a statement
by Frank J. Beach, regional cargp
traffi? manager of American Air
lines.

“We promised to open new markets
for New England products when we
announced our new air freight
service last October. And that Is
just what we're doing now—opening
up a new market for lobsters where
they have never been sold before,
Mr. Beach said. The lobster ship
ments are going to Sardi’s Restaur
ant in Los Angeles. “At present we
are shipping them cooked, but later
we expect to ship live lobsters—peo
ple like to see them wriggle,” Mr.
Beach said.
“American Airlines’ engineers are
working on special shipping con
tainers for the air transportation
of lobsters and fish, and expect to
come up with the solution soon.
Lobsters, in particular, present a
difficult shipping problem. They can
be kept alive in salt water, but the
chief concern in air transportation
is the elimination of dead weight.
Surveys have indicated that great
untouched markets exist in the
heavily populated cities of the Mid
west for the fish products of New
England. Mr. Beach promised that
these markets would soon be opened
by his line's new air freight sendee.
“We are not interested in the pro
ducts now being carried by other
forms of transportation,” he de
clared “we intend to help sell fresh
fish where it has never been sold
before.”
The only 'trouble with Mr. Beach’s
statement is that live lobsters have
been shipped for over three years
daily by plane to the St. Francis
Hotel in San Francisco; and out of
Rockland. Me. over 50.030 live lob
sters are shipped by express weekly
all the year to Chicago, Pittsburg,
Richmond, Virginia and many other
places, if they are to go to points
on the West Coast they are re-iced
in Chicago. Fillets of fish by the
ton are shipped by the O'Hara’s
from Rockland to Chicago and
other points in the huddle west and
the coast, and to our forces over
seas. i
The writer remembers while on
a trip to Watertown. South Dakota,
over 50 years ago when President
J. J. Hill of the Northern Pacific
and the citizens of Watertown were
booming a land sale in that city
following the success of a similar
boom at Sioux Falls, South Dakota,
that he was invited one Sunday to
cine at the home of Arthur C. Mel
lette, Governor of the State.
The first course was little neck
clams. The Governor remarked
“Ycu didn't expect to find these
away out here, did you?” the main
dish was broiled live lobster. “You
didn’t expect to get these *way out
here on the prairie, but they come
from your home city, Portland,
Maine.” At that time I was editor
of the Portland Evening Express.
The late William F. Kenney, then
day editor of the Boston Globe, who
had been visiting me, went on that
trip with me. Among others on that
trip was “Jimmie Frost” City Edit
or of the Boston Globe and Willard
Howland, Chairman of Massachu
setts Commission of Arbitration and
Conciliation, all of whom enjoyed
the Governor's hospitality.
Gov. Mallette said they came in a
barrel with a layer of seaweed-then
ice-then lobsters-more seaweed and
ice and lobsters and were re-iced
in Chicago.
I remember Mr. Pettigrew of
pickle fame and Deacon Smith of
Portland were in our party.
Some ten or more years ago E. B.
Derr, then head of "Pathe” in Hol
lywood. who formerly was Cost Ac
countant at the Fore River Ship
yard in Quincy, when Joseph P.
Kennedy was Assistant General

Publication Limited to Brief
Poems
of Original Composition
By Subscribers
TO THE CHRIST CHILD
| For The Courier-Oazette |
Wise Men coming from the East
Gave their treasure store
To the Child of Bethlehem
Lowly Mary bore.
We may also bring Him gifts.
Wise Men be today.
Presents for the Son of Ood
At (His fret may lay
Countless children feel todny
War necessltude
Let us give them clothing, heme. '
Comfort, healing, food.
Give the millions yet ln bondage
Freedom from their woes
By our military might
Conquering their foes.
We have done lt to the Christ Child
This our Savior sees
*
Inasmuch as we have done lt
To the least cf these
Alllscn M Watts
Jamaica, Vt.

■i at at at
HIS BLESSING
| For The Courier-Gazette J
On a (bed of scented grasses,
In a lowly cattle shed1,
,
Holy child so gently sleeping
Angels watching round tvour bed.
Star illumined song filled heavens.
Heavenly light on land and sea.
Guiding star that led the wise men
With their gifts of love to Thee.
Knelt the oxen In the st^ie
Bowed the donkey ln his stall.
Hikihei the lambkin's plaintive bleat

Ing

When that radiance covered all.
Out of darkness dawned that radlanc*
Radiance round a baby's brow.
That same light leads through thi
age.<
|
Lighting up our pathway now.
Blessed be the mighty Father,
Who so freely gave His Son.
May he bless us on this Christmas
Bles6 us each and every-one.
„ .
Mary E L. Taylor.
Rockland.

Manager at Fore River, was sent to
head “Pathe” there when Mr. Ken
nedy was the leader in the moving
picture game, wired me ‘ Please send
me one half dozen two and a half
pound live lobsters to my home in
Beverly Hills.” I went to a big lob
ster firm in Boston who said It.
couldn’t be done, but when I told
them about the South Dakota inci
dent they did as I directed and they
reached (Mr. Derr in perfect condi
tion and he had at dinner several
former Fore River officials who had
followed Mr. Kennedy into the mo
vie game. Every lobster was in
prime condition. After that this was
repeated several times with equal
success until in hot weather only a
few reached there alive.
Fifteen years ago on a through
train to the coast out of Chicago,
broiled live lobsters were served at
night for dinner and the next night
at the dinner cold boiled lobster
and lobster salad were served.
Four years ago. while T was on a
trip to Winnipeg, Manitoba, broiled
live lobsters were served at the new
Fort Geary Hotel and cold broiled
lobsters were on the menu on the
train coming east over the Canadi
an National Railway.
As my old friend, the late Al
Smith, used to say “just to keep
the record straight.”
Dudley M. Holman
P. S. I never heard of shipping lob
sters in salt water in order to keep
them alive when they arrived at
their destination.
Miss Pearl B. Leonard, teacher of
home economics at Gilman High
School, Northeast Harbor, is spend
ing a ten days’ vacation with Mr.
and Mrs. Harrison L. Dow.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard E. Hatteson
of Des Moines, Iowa, are visiting,
for two weeks with Mr, Hatteson's
sister. Mrs. Donald T. Leigh. Dr.
and Mrs Leigh had as guests for
Christmas, Dr.
Leigh's parents,
Rev. and Mrs. Arthur F Leigh cf
Belfast.

America’s Finer Tea

"SALADA”
TEA

In Packages and Tea Bags at Your Grocer's

PERSONALITY

PERMANENTS
Includes
SHAMPOO, CUT, SET
from

$5.00
Flattering, natural-looking
permanents for every type ol
hair—thrift priced for winter!
Our experienced, friendly op
erators will give you a spark
ling rave-about hair-do you’H
love. Conte in TODAY!

V

GILBERT’S BEAUTY SALON

375 MAIN ST,,
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Eigffl
Radio Repair Shop on Wheek

A Good Campaigner

Sulo Jaura of Warren Is Now Old Dodge House On Dodge’s
Wearing His Sixth Star
Mt. Directed To the Fish

Continuation Of Committee’s
Report Presented By
Edward C. Moran, Jr.
The School Library if developed
sufficiently to be of maximum val
ue would constitute wasteful dupli
cation of library facilities in Rock
land. Rockland has no tax money
to waste. We suggest that the
School Library be placed under the
direction of the Librarian of our
Public Library, so that the two col
lections may be co-ordinated and
managed by personnel trained in
library techniques.
There is no program for excep
tional children. Had such a pro
gram been in existence it would
have saved many of the casualties
who fell out of our school system
ln early years, and the resulting
adjustment would have paid enor
mous dividends.
There is no adult education or
training program in Rockland. All
Soldiers in the Army Signal Corps at work in one of the mobile radio
of our citizens could use such a
service
that holds great promise for convenient maintenance of
program to great advantage. This postwar shops
farm radios. The truck (inset) contains all equipment for every
is not the sale responsibility of the possible repair need.
schools; the library and the pro
Wartime development of the com repair shop is a veritable wonder.
posed Recreation program are im
Equipment carried by the shops
portant factors A co-ordination plete radio repair shop on wheels,
should be effected by our City Gov designed by the Army Signal Corps includes battery-charging rectifiers,
for rapid servicing of communica
ernment so that a real program of tions equipment in the field, contains tube testers, voltmeters, frequency
and dynamotor and signal
adult education may be made avail good news for the postwar era to meters,
testers, all mounted on a shockproof
able to all of the citizens of Rock radio users in farm and village shelf above the windows on the
land. We can’t afford to wait a areas where repair of receiving sets right-hand side of the shop.
generation fcT the results of an has been a vexatious problem for Although radio servicing shops
improved educational program for many years.
will open a fertile field for the fu
Like the scissors-grinder ot old,
our children; our adults need it tomorrow’s radio serviceman will ture to radio servicemen, the Radio
just as much, now, in order that | be able to hop into his shop and Manufacturers Association expects
they may learn to live, learn to earn head for territory rich in radios, that postwar receivers for civilians,
improved parts, tubes and cir
more, and learn to run their Nation, but virtually untouched in the serv with
cuits, will require remarkably little
icing
of
equipment.
Most
owners
of
State and City better.
radios either have had to carry servicing, being sturdier than the
All of these facts imply no criti farm
the chassis into the nearest good- models turned out before civilian
cism of our local school officials sized town for repairs or testing, or production ceased in April, 1942.
nor of our City Council. School bundle it up and send it back to the The RMA emphasizes that the new
officials simply do not have suffici maker, with consequent interrup sets definitely will not be "miracle”
radios, but that many of the lessons
ent funds for efficient performance tion of program reception.
learned in all-out war production
Mounted
on
a
2
‘
2
ton
truck
chassis
of their functions. The City Coun
will be applied to make radio listen
and
built
to
withstand
the
most
se

cil is already spending 30 percent vere shocks, the Signal Corps radio ing
a greater pleasure.
of its appropriations for the school
function, which is a fair percentage.
The cause of our trouble is the fail
Camden’s C. Of C.
ure of the Maine State Legislature
to revise the State Tax system in
such a way as to provide more funds Chairmen of Important Com
AN5W-CR-GD BY TH€
for municipalities, as pointed out in
VOICE /PROPHECY
mittees Announced; Fire
Chapter 2 of this Survey.
^NTER^IOMA^BIBl^BR^OLRSTC^
& BROADCAST!
Department Thanked
E. Conclusion
We recommend that education be
Chairmen of Ccimden Chamber
organized as a regular department
Question—Please tell me If ths
of Commerce committees who have
of government under the direction
Bible gives any hope to a back
of the Superintendent of Schools. recently accepted.1 appointment by slider?
We further recommend that there newly elected President Clinton
Answer—Much hope, indeed! Ho
be an advisory School Board of five Lunt are announced this week
sea 14:4: “I will heal their back
elected at hrrge for staggered four
Avery Matheson, a new member sliding, I will love them freely: for
year terms, whose only administra
mine an^er is turned away from
tive power shall be to appoint the of the Chamber, will head the Na him.”
Q.—Does it really make any dif
School Superintendent. Such a tional Affairs committee which
Board will serve the excellent pur keeps abreast of important national ference what a man believes?
A.—Let us read 2 Thessalonians
pose of keeping the school officials legislation and informs the mem
informed as to community senti bership of bills which are in the 2:13: “But we are bound to give
thanks aiway to God for you, breth
ment. and keeping the citizens in
formed as to the needs of the national interest in these critical ren beloved of the Lord, because
God hath from the beginning
war days.
schools.
chosen
you to salvation through
We agree with the United States
Harry Wolcott will be chaiman
Office of Education statement that of a new Agriculture committee for sanctification of the Spirit and be
lief of the truth.”
"it is doubtful whether anyone who
the
coming
year.
Q.— Do you think Jesus knew
has made a study of city school ad
Accepting
re-appointment
as
that
He would arise from the dead?
ministration- advocates the elec
A.—According to Matthew 16:21,
tion or appointment of school chairmen ofi the following com
board members by wards or dist mittees are: Allen F. Payson, Fire He did: "From that time forth be
Conjmittee; Philip gan Jesus to shew unto His dis
ricts. The ward of district method Preventioni
Hofer,
Handcraft
Committee; John ciples, how that He must go unto
of selecting school board members
Webber,
Mountain
Trail cocnmit- Jerusalem, and suffer many things
was once in practice in many cities,
tee;
Percy
Luce,
Clean-up
Week of the elders and chief priests and
but today in only a few cities are
school board members elected by ccmmittee. Alexander Gillmor will scribes, and be killed, and be raised
wards.—In the cities that have again head the Solicitations com again the third day.”
Q.—Was not the Sabbath day
abandoned the ward method of se mittee, and Harold Davis will act
merely an idea of church people
as
Chairman
of
the
Membership
lecting school board members the
and preachers?
universal verdict has been: (1) committee.
'A.—No. It was blessed and set
The Chamber will again work
better qualified men and women;
apart
as God’s rest day long before
<2) local prejudices no longer dom with the committee for Economic there were any churches, church
inate the board; (3) members work Development, under Avery Mathe people, or preachers. Here is the
for the interest of the entire City son, on industrial and commercial record in Genesis 2:2,3: “And on the
and not for the wards represented development for pcst-war, and will seventh day God ended His work
and (4) logrolling’ among ward have no duplicate committee on this which He had made; and He rested
representatives has been eliminated. project.
on the seventh day from all His
Members of the 1945 Merchants work which He had made. And God
In 86% of the cities, boards of edu
cation are elected or appointed committee will be announced next blessed the seventh day, and sanc
from the City at large-’ (Biennial week.
tified lt: because that in it He had
The board of directors will meet rested from all His w-ork which
Survey of'Education, 1938-40 Vol. 1,
after the holidays to plan the pro God created and made.”
Chap. 7. pp 6, 10.)
We realize that we can only pro gram o? wcrk and budget for the
Q.—Did Christ actually work mlrt
pose; that the State Legislature coming year.
acles?
first, and the citizens of Rockland
A.—His bitterest enemies admit
Thanks to Fire Department
finally will dispose. The Legislature
ted that He did. John 11:47: "Then
A letter from T Alfred Flem gathered the chief priests and the
might decline such a charter pro
ing. chais man of the Committee on Pharisees a council and said, What
vision.
However we have confidence that Fire (Prevention and Clean-up do we? for this man doeth many
the Maine Legislature will grant Campaign of the National Fire Pro miracles.” The apostle Peter also
our request to substitute an advisory tection. Association International says that He did Acts 2:22: "Ye
for an administrative school board, acknowledges Camden’s entry In men of Israel, hear these words;
for three reasons. First, our argu the F.re Prevention Week contest Jesus of Nazareth, a man approved
of God among you by miracles and
ments may appeal as sound. Sec sponsored by his organization.
"Remembering your campaign of wonders and signs, which God did
ond. the Legislature by attaching a
referendum privilege which we last year we believe that you have by Him in the midst of you, as ye
recommend .<ffould permit the peo made a splendid advance during yourselves also know. ’ Christ Him
ple of Rockland to decide this issue this year's campaign,-’ Mr. Fleming self said that He performed mira
for themselves. Third, we believe writes. “We are especially pleased cles. Luke 11:20: "But If I with the
the State Legislature will realize to note that the inspections of finger of God cast out devils, no
that the decentralization of Ameri homes were made by members of the doubt the kingdom ot God is come
can government offers one great F.re Department in their off-shift upon you.”
advantage—the opportunity to ex periods We shall be glad if you
£/?. Notez Address your questions to
periment in one locality without will convey to each one participat the BIBLE QUESTION COLUMN, Tho
harm to any other locality; that ing in this inspection work our Voice of Prophecy, Box 55. Los An
such experimentation should be en thanks for their splendid co-opera geles 53, Calit. Bible questions of gen
eral interest will be answered in this
couraged as an opportunity for de tion.
column
as space permits.
"We note how closely your
monstration to obtain objective
evidence of such experiments. All Chamber and your Fire Depart
good ideas have to begin somewhere ment have worked together in con
we see no reason why Rockland nection with fire prevention and
can’t lead the way in Maine If this believe you have secured the veryand other recommendations con best of co-operation from the citi
IMEAN MOIIt THAN A
tained in this Survey are put into zens of the community
effect we will hazard the opinion
And to Scouts
that the "Rockland Plan-’ w’ill be a
[GOOD INVESTMENT.
•'We
are
more than glad to know
model of city government to be
emulated by other cities where that one troop of Scouts is being
conditions are similar, and that our sponsored by the Fire Department
little city will earn the reputation and. I am sure they are receiving
of being one of the progressive cit constant training and hope that
they have secured their Merit
ies of America.

15th AAF in Italy—Sgt. Sulo
Juura of Warren, has been author
ized to /wear the sixth campaign
star with his European-AfricanMiddle Eastern theater ribbon. Sgt
Juura is a member of the engineer
ing section with a tB-34 Liberator
bombardment group.
The Liberator /group of which he
is a member, is the oldest heavy
bombardment group in the Euro
pean-African-Middle Eastern The
atre of Operations, and has twice
been cited by the President of the
United States for extraordinary
achievement. Pioneers in the bom
bardment of Europe, the group was
cited for leading the lew level at
tack on the Pioesti Oil Refineries
in August of 1943 and for outstand
ing performance of duties in sus
tained operations against the en
emy, while supporting! Allied Forces
in the Libyan Desert.
Since the group began • operation
from bases on the European conti
nent over a year ago, they have at
tacked' the highest priority targets
in Eastern Europe, including air
craft factories, oil installations, and
communications in Germany, Aus
tria, Hungary, Roumania, and the
Balkans

Sgt. Juura wears the Distin
guished Unit Badge with a cluster,
the Good’ Conduct Medal and the
European-African-Middle Eastern
theater ribbon, with six campaign
stars.

Read The Courier-Gazette

ing Grounds
Rockland, Dec /19
Ed.tor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Several have asked me if there
was such a place as the old brick
house on Dodges Mountain, a cut
of which was recently published.
•It was quite an imposing struc
ture and) would attract the atten
tion of a keen observer. Also, it
was one of the landmarks directing
to the fishing grounds. The house
on Dodges Mountain was in line of
the steeple cn Cedar Street Church

and Sheep Island, just touching on
Owl’s Head. That was where many
local fishermen got many good
catches.

He Deserves Rest

WHAT’S AN INDEPENDENT?

Was A Landmark

that I have.”
’’Now do you mean to say that In
This Vermont Man May Have Ilad all those years that the Democra
.An Obsession Instead Of
tic candidate has always been the
A Theory
best man?-’
To which Mr. Slate replied, “It

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—

At the time of World War I
1 there was living in a suburb of Boe(ton a gentleman of the old school
1 by the name of William ISlate. Per
haps the fact that Mr. Slate w’as a
native of (Vermont gave him the
impression that he was a man of
broad views.
An ardent admirer of President
Wilson, he was the proprietor of a
gift) shop. For months a large
framed portrait of the President
was given the place of honor in his
shop /window.
A dentist whose
office was nearby, noticed that Mr.
Slate often stood in front of the
window as though lost in admira
tion. One day he ventured! to re
mark, “That is a fine portrait of
the President that you have there,
Mr Slate ’’
To which Mr. Slate replied, "Yes,
it is.”

has always seemed that way to me.”
Aubigne L. Packard

A NEW YEAR THOUGHT
As the year 1944 draws to a close
with its many changes and troubles,
it is well for us to pause and give
thought to the new year. My sin
cere wish to you for the coming
year is that you may have:
Courage to endure;
Hope to renew faith;
(Reverence to uplift the heart;
Inspiration to reveal the way;
Serenity/ to encourage thought;

Truth to provide a goal
Merit to deserve victory,;

Achievement to reward effort;
Success to surmount odds.

(Here are a few of the fishermen
H. P. B.
I can remember; John Day. Amsburv Ormbs, John Moon, Sidney
Military Vehicles
Dodge, Capt. Jeff Drinkwater, David
More
than 400,000 automotive
Cables. Otis Larrabee, Enos Bridges,
"You have great admiration for vehicles for the armed forces have
John Sansom. William JDodge. Brad him. haven’t you. May I ask are
been produced in Canada since tbe
Tilden, iHcrace Larrabee. John you a Democrat?
outbreak of war, 215,000 of which
Duncan, Alvin Pettee, Eilick Hart,
"No, I am net a Democrat, I am were made in 1942.
Asbury IWhitmore.
One of these units consumes ap
Gone are the landmarks fchat guided what you might call an Independ
ent. I always, vote for the best proximately twice the material and
them.
labor used on an ordinary commer
Gone are those - fishermen, too;
man.-’
Gone are the slack salted cod fish
•Thats fine, Mr. ©late, may T ask cial vehicle, so that the 1942 out
That tasted so good to you.
how
many years you have been put is practically equivalent to
E. H Philbrick
430,000 commercial trucks, against
voting?”
an average of less than 40,000 a
“Forty-nine.”'
'“Now tell me, Mr. Slate, in all the year for the 10 years prior to the
war.
years that you have been voting,
More than 30,000 persons are em
can you honestly say that you have ployed manufacturing more than 100
ever voted1 for anyone not a Demo typei of military vehicles.
One
crat?”
^RETIMES**”
Canadian plant, the largest of its
Coloring perceptibly and clear kind in the world, turns out enough
ing his throat, Mr Slate replied: universal carriers in one day to
“No, I don't know that I can say equip a battalion.

Sgt. Albert Lind of Rockland
Of the A.A.F., In Con
valescent Hospital

AAF Convalescent Hospital, Nash
ville. Tennn—Staff Sergeant Albert
Lind. 20, son of Mr. and (Mb's Allred
Lind of 9 (Linden street. Rcckland,
is stationed at the AAF Convales
cent Hospital here.
At the Convalescent (Hospital, a
part of the AAF Personnel Distribu
tion Command, men from all the
atres of operation are re-conditioned for return to military du;,
The services of outstanding special
ists in all branches of therapy, plu
the most modern equipment, an.
available to them.
_
In a relaxed environment, ni.^r
enjoy a complete rest that serves
to speed recovery. At the (Con
valescent Hospital, with adequate
housing facilities, and in pleasant
surruondings. Sgt. Lind will be
given an opportunity to follow
care.ully/ planned courses of in
struction in both academic and
technical fields.
Sgt. Lind, who completed 31 mis
sions as an aerial gunner in tiie
ETO, holds the Distinguished Fix
ing Cross and the Air Medal with
four clusters. He is a graduate of
St. /George High School.

AfPPtMWM

■or

WAR BONDS

BIBLE aUE5TI0n5

Badge in Firemanship,-’ continues
Mr. Fleming. “I happen to be the
National Counselor for the Boy
Scouts of America in charge of the
Firemanship Merit Badge Test and
sincerely appreciate the help of our
Chiefs in the different communi
ties in carrying out this program. '
The C. of C. Reporter
— don't throw away used food cans.

DON'T,
LADY

Remove labels, wash, flatten. Put in
separate container next to your
bub can. S«Y5 fpr load pickup. _

Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
$3.00 a year

CUTLER’S Brings Yoii the Annual History-

Making Fur Event,You Have Been Eagerly

Awaiting! Values You May Never See Again!

WEDNESDAY
DECEMBER 27
History Making Values of

SCOTT SUPER-BILT
FUR COATS!
I

■

ENJOY THE FAMOUS
SCOTT UNIQUE PAY
MENT PLAN. WEEKLY
OR MONTHLY PAY
MENTS.

YOUR OLD FUR COAT
Trade it in and we will
give you a liberal allow
ance toward a new one.

*179 »249
20% Federal Tax Included

• Handsome Sable-Dyed Coney

• Sable Blend Northern Back Muskrats

• Flattering Grey Dyed Kidskin

• Smart, Dramatic Civet Cat

• Rich Black Dyed Persian Paw

• Hudson Seal Dyed Muskrat

• Superb Silver Fox Jackets

• Rich Black Dyed Persian Lamb

• Silver Blend Letout Raccoon

• Glorious Mink Scarfs

Lovely Grey Dyed Lamb

• Beaver Dyed Mouton Lamb

Furs listed are priced from $24.95 to $399

of ALLAH

Luxurious S e a I-

Deyed Coney.

COI
VACUUM
PACKED
IN

BeaverDyed
Mouton
Lamb.
Looks
and
wears
like
Beaver!

(Registered)

■ ’5

Tax Included

Vrr

A small deposit reserves your choice of fur.

*

CUTLER’S

